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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

n^HIS little work does not appear as a rival of the

excellent grammars of Green and Davidson. It is

rather designed for students in comparative philology,

and for those who have already made some progress

in Hebrew.

Although so modest in size that it may be mis-

taken for an elementary treatise, it should perhaps

rather be considered as the most scientific discussion of

the Hebrew language which has yet been produced.

While it was suggested by Justus Olshausen's "Lehr-

buch", it is not an epitome of that work, but a really

independent production.

Starting with the hypothesis that the Hebrew is

not the most ancient member of the Semitic family

of languages, the author has derived all the Hebrew

forms by means of comparative analysis, from a more

ancient Semitic language, which is best represented by

the Arabic.

Although a competent', critic may differ from the

author in some of his conclusions, he will still recog-

nize the hand of a master, and will acknowledge that
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the student may obtain a clearer conception of the

Hebrew forms, by the diligent study of this book.

The English edition is perhaps superior to the

German in the following particulars. 1) The author

has thoroughly revised and improved the original text.

2) The paragraphs on the prose and metrical accents

have been added by Prof. Franz Delitzsch at the request

.of Prof. BiCKELL. 3) A large table of Semitic characters,

of which the Egyptian letters were furnished by Prof.

Ebees, has been prepared by Dr. Euting of Strassburg,

an eminent authority in this department.

The notes which are marked with a star, the table

of contents, and the indexes, which were lacking in

the German edition, have been added by the translator.

In closing, the translator tenders his best thanks to

Prof. BiCKELL for his lively interest in the work, and to

Prof. Delitzsch for many valuable suggestions.

Leipzig, January 1877.
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I.

HISTORY OF THE HEBEEAV LANGUAGE
AND WKITING.

1. HISTOEY OE THE LAN&UAGE.

§. 1. Tlie Semitic family of languages, whicli is

thus named because all the descendants of Shem orig-

inally belonged to it, may be divided into three main

branches: 1) Arabic together with Himyaric and Ethio-

pic; 2) Aramaic ^ which is indigenous to Syria, Mesopo-

tamia and Babylon, including Syriac, Mandaic, Chaldee

and Samaritan; 3) Hebreio with Phoenician or Canaan-

itic. The position of the unquestionably Semitic As-

syrian of the cuneiform inscriptions and of the so-called

half Semitic in Africa has not yet been definitely de-

termined. All the Semitic languages are now dead

except the Arabic, the Amharic and ihe Tigrc, which

are cognate with the old Ethiopic, Geez, and the remnants

of the modern Syriac dialects in Kurdistan and the

Anti-Lebanon. t ^ .

• eu.pT h^ "^' ^^

§. 2. The specific character of the present form

of the Semitic family of languages consists in the dis-

syllabic nature of the roots, their apparently merely

ideal and vowelless existence, and in the expression of

Bickell's OuUines. 1
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different shades of thought through internal inflection,

that is through a change of the radical vowels, or the

doubling of the radical consonants. This internal in-

flection however is merely apparent. Since it is a sec-

ondary, mechanical phenomenon which has arisen

through vocal laws. Hence in itself it has nothing to

do with the modification of the idea. ^ The dissyllabic

roots arose from the original monosyllable in a pre-

historic age, before there was any sharp discrimination

between the noun and the verb, through reduplication,

addition of suffixes, insertion of vowels and in other

ways. This is indicated by the pronominal roots; the

conjugation pilpel, e. g. ^253 kilkel, which was orig-

inally halhala from the root b^'2\ and through the

kindred signification of many roots which have two

consonants in common.

§. 3. It follows from the preceding paragrapli,

that in the manner of formation 2, there was originally

1 The seeming arguments for an internal inflection are very

mucli weakened when we compare the Hebrew with the Arabic

forms, e. g. VC2p qdtdl, b^j? g[ittel, b'^U'plTI liiqtil, Arabic qataJa,

qattala, ^aqtala. Another class is shown even by parallel He-

brew forms to be a later formation, e. g. the participle buJip

qotel, from qcitil in the intransitive verbs and the mediae T, has

the same form as the third sing. masc. of the perfect, compare

Nb73 mdle\ from mali\ Dp qum from qavam. The doubling of the

consonant is either merely euphonic or has arisen from the orig-

inal reduplication of the root. Several vowel changes indeed

(e. g. in the passive) have not yet been explained, but judging

from the analogy of the apparently intenially inflected German,

in which all the variations of the root can be mechanically ex-

plained, this is due to our unfamiliarity with the old Semitic

forms.

^ Essaitialh/ the same jrriHCJ^^/e*' undcrhj the formation of all

the different languages. Isolation, agglutination and inflection
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no difference between the Semitic and the other families

of languages , and that nothing prevents the assumption

of a common origin. Moreover a nearer relationship

of the Semitic with the Indo - Germanic and Egyptian

is unmistakable, although the laws for the substitutions

of sounds do not yet seem to be established with absolute

certainty.^

§. 4. Although the Hebrew has a more ancient

literature than any of the Semitic family, yet other

members of that family have preserved a more antique

form. A large proportion of the dentals, which have

all been retained in Ai-aniaic, has been in Arabic par-

tially, and in Hebrew as well as in Ethiopic and Assyr-

ian entirely, changed to sibilants so that the Aramaic

d (-;), t (r), t (::) frequently correspond to the Arabic

do not exclude each other but are rather to be considered as

successive stages in the development of language. Originally there

were only monosyllabic roots {isolation), which at first were

human echoes of an audible action, and with which were connected

other sensuous significations hj enaJlage sensinan d^ad supersensuous

ones by analogy. Some roots gradually became affixes {agglu-

tination) through connection with others under a common accent.

Then through the purely mechanical interaction of the roots and

affixes upon each other, and other vocal laws, which were gen-

erally connected with the accentuation, an. apparent change of

the root itself arose {internal inflection). Inflection is simply the

joining together of roots, hence the symbolism of sound only obtains

in the formation of roots, but never in the inflection. The same

principles explain other supposed Semitic peculiarities, e. g. the

occurence of pronominal suffixes (which are also found in the

ludo-Germanic Persian), and prefixes (just as ego sum and stim

ego are one and the same).

1 * For the reciprocal relation of the Indo-Germanic and Semitic

family see Friedrich Dehtzsch's "Studien iiber Indogermanisch-

Semitische Wurzelverwandtschaft", Leipzig 1873.

1*
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dz (o), ts {^), t(;. (ii), Hebrew c (t), s (o), <;. (i:.)

The short vowels in Hebrew are commonly heightened

in the accented syllable, and in the first open syllable

preceding the accent, while on the contrary they

vanish from the second open syllable preceding the

accent leaving only a sheva behind them. The vowel

consonant v is very frequently transformed to y without

the influence of an i. The short vowels are often

rejected at the end of a word, hence the insertion of

an auxiliary vowel is often occasioned. The earlier

wealth of forms has, in consequence of the falling

away of the final vowels, and the disappearance of

many varieties of inflection, only partially maintained

its place. In all these respects, especially in its vo-

calization, the Arabic is the more ancient language,

since it is determined by only a few vocal laws, espec-

ially those which concern the vowel consonants, almost

all of which existed already in the primitive Semitic.

§. 5. With reference to dialectical differences only

this is certain that the Ephraimites pronounced ^ (o)

like 5 (o) Jud. xii, 6. Bottcher's ^ discovery of three

provincial dialects Ephraimitic^ Judaic and Simconitic

in the text of the Old Testament is not satisfactorily

established. — On the other hand the poetry is distin-

guished from the prose of the Scriptiu'es as follows;

1) through the rhythmical parallelism of the two members

of each verse, 2) partially through the union of verses

into strophes, 3) linguistically through the use of pecul-

iar designations, especially epitheta omantia o. g.

yn^-^aa bene sah(a)<;^ soils of pride, is equivalent to beasts

of ptrey, Job. xxviii, 8; xli, 26, 4) through fuller

' *"Ausfuhrliches Lclirbuch dor hcbraisclion Sprachc", Leipzig

1866, I, §. 28-37.
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unapocopated or imcontracted forms. Compare -bN ''el,

bv 'al, poetic -^bx 'cle', •^b'J 'lile', from the earlier V/a?/,

'alay, further the suffixes of the 3. plural masc. in io,

mo, instead of D-, -m, etc.

§. 6. The language of the oldest Mosaic period

i. e. in the Pentateuch, when compared with that of

a later age, exhibits lexical as well as grammatical

archaisms. The use of the masculine form Niln hu'

instead of the feminine N"'- hV is especially noticeable.

The former is employed in the Pentateuch one hundred

and ninety five times , while the latter occurs only eleven

times. In the same way the masculine form "lyD na(a)r

is used instead of the feminine
1~>'~\t'?.

>^<^(ci)ra with only

one exception, Dent, xxii, 19. The pronouns irrbrj

liallazii instead of the later form t?Jj liallaz, and the

apocopated form b^tin luicl for !ibN- JuCella occur only

in the Pentateuch. There are masculine infinitives from

tertiae vav and yodh roots, as tiby 'aso, Gen. 1, 20,

riN"! rfo'. Gen. xlviii, 11, instead of niby 'dso'l^, niis'i

re'6"^\ regular strong forms \r\\ m'^oti for nn tlf^ =
titt, nr,tint, Numb, xx, 21; Gen. xxxviii, 9, fuller

endings e. g. un for u in the plural of the perfect,

Deut. viii, 3, 16, and in the imperfect where it occurs

one hundred and five times * ; harder sounds e. g. pnic

^andq which occurs twelve times in the Pentateuch and

only once elsewhere instead of the later softer form

pnb sdhdq; defective modes of writing, e. g. D for ^»^,

^ * Compare Ewald, "Lchrbucli der hebriiischen Sprachc" (Got-

tingen 1870), §. 502 b. Although this form of the imperfect is

not confined to the Pentateuch
,
yet it is especially frequent there.

See Keil, "Lehrbuch der historisch-kritischen Einleitung in die

kanonischen und apokryphischen Schrii'ten des Alten Testaments"

Frankfurt a. M. 1873, p. 44.
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n for 6th, in the imperfect
i

for 7ia i, provided tliis is

not to be explained as a remnant of an old kind of

Aramaic formation; unusual formations of stems, e. g.

•D^pi yeqic'm, Gen. vii, 4, 23; and forms which sub-

sequently are only used in poetry e. g. the case-endings

o, as y"iN-irT]r; haye^6-dr(e)g Gen. i, 24, and i 'dv ^:3;3

gmu^e'^i yom Gen. xxxi, 39, compare §. 87— 88; the

suffix of the third masc. sing. ^n;^. t-hu, ^m;"':^? Ihnhic-

hxi Gen. i, 12, which is another form for 6 etc.

§. 7. The golden age of Hebrew literature was

during the period of David and Solomon after the middle

of the eleventh, and of Isaiah during the eighth cent-

ury. The decline of the Hebrew language begins after

the age of Jeremiah and is characterized as follows.

1) The orthographical system is changed. The scriptio

2)lena is more frequently employed with merely heightened

vowels, and a phonetic rather than an etymologic

manner of writing is used. 2) Later unorganic forms

appear e. g. the suffixes of the 2. fem. plur. ri:5 -hhiina

Ez. xiii, 20; xxiii, 48 ff.; of the 3. fem. plur. rrrri

hdna Ez. i, 11, compare §. 42 and ^isr:^ d-Mna 1 K.

vii, 37. 3) There is a strong infusion of Aramaisms,

which were hitherto confined almost exclusively to the

poetical style, e. g. compare a) Chaldee forms of the

infinitive as vniz madda for n^T dd'(a)'^^ 2 Chron. i, 10,

n-^iJa haqqum for o;j)3 haqqes Esther v, 8; 'rh'i^T: hcif-

^dld for h'^^Tx ha^^Xl Esth. iv, 14; b) pronouns and suf-

fixes of the second fem. sing, of which the final sound

is I e. g. \-^i< 'afy for pn ''at Jcrem. xi, 15, ""D- x^ foi'

1 *Comparc Gcscnius, "Ilobruischc Grammatik" (hcraiisgegebcn

von C. Kodiger, Leipzig 1872), §. 104, 3, where it is remarked,

that in the rcntatcuch simply ^ na often stands for r!3 nd cspec-

iulhj after vav consccutivum c. g. E.x. i, 18, TJ; vx, 20.
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rj-- ex; c) suffixes of the third masc. sing, to the plural

^'^i o-hi instead of t^n ttv Ps. cxvi, 12; d) Ethpael for

the Hithpael 2 Chron. xx, 35; e) plurals in in instead

of tm\ f) many abstract substantive formations etc.

§. 8. The extinction of the Hebrew and the sub-

stitution of the Chaldee in its place is due to the

Babylonian captivity. This is confirmed by the use of

the Chaldee in Daniel ^, and the original author who
according to Esra v, 4 lived at the end of the sixth

century, by the Aramaic composition of the Persian

edicts to the Jews, and by Nehem. viii, 8; compare

Megilla ^ 3=^ and Xedarim ^ 37^. The fact that the

writers after the captivity use better Hebrew than those

who wrote shortly before it, or during the exile proves

that they were writing in a dead language and sought

to adapt themselves to classical models. — The new

IJebreio of the Mishna, the Midrashim, and the rab-

binical literature is merely a later artificial development.

§. 9. The grammatical treatment of the Hebrew

dates from the tenth century. It began with the rab-

binical and Karaitic Jews in the Orient and in Spain,

with Saadya (f 942), Abul-Walid (f about 1030), Aben

Ezra (f 1167); more particularly however in the rest of

Europe after the beginning of the twelfth century, with

Joseph, Moses and David Ivimchi, who flourished about

the beginning of the thirteenth century,, and Elias Levita

(t 1540). The study of Hebrew was introduced among

the Christians after the thirteenth century, Raimundus

' * Chapters ii, 4— vii of Daniel and iv, 8 — vi, 18 of Ezra

arc written in Chaldee.

* *Thc treatise in the Talmud which bears this name treats of

the Purim festival and the reading of the book of Esther.

^ *Nedarim considers the different kind of vows and their

obligatory force.
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Martini (f after 128G), Nicolaus Lyranus (t 1340),

Perez di Valencia (f 1491). The first gi'ammars were

by Anton de Lebrija (f 1544) and by John Pieuchlin

(t 1522). The science of the Hebrew language in the

sixteenth century was entirely dependent upon rab-

binical instruction. In the seventeenth century although

it was pursued with erudition it was unfruitful. Every

interest was made subservient to the punctation, the

primitive existence and absolute correctness of which

was demanded in the interest of the sufficiency and

perspicuity of the Bible (John Buxtorf, senior). It was

customary to explain the linguistic phenomena through

as unhistorical a system as that of the tres morae ^

(Alting t 1G97, Danz f 1727). About the beginning of

the eighteenth century Alb. Schultens (f 1750) through

the comparative study of the Arabic paved the way for

a better method. Towards the end of the same century

such grammarians as Yater (f 1826) and Jahn (y 181G)

sought to emancipate themselves from the rabbinical tra-

dition and to pursue the grammar with more simplicity

and taste. Against this tendency to arbitrariness and

a contempt for detailed examinations, Gesenius (j 1842)

established the empirical facts of the language, and

involuntarily became an apologist for the Jewish tra-

dition. Ewald (t 1875) indicated the higher ends of

a scientific treatment of the language, but Justus 01s-

haus n first succeeded by the consistent use of the

historico- critical and comparative method in tracing

back the linguistic phenomena to their origin. Bottcluu-'s

(Y 18G3) great work '^ is valuable as a collection of

materials but in other respects it is a step backwards.

' *Sce Gesenius, "Gcscliichte dor hebraischcn Sprachc", 123.

' *"Aiisfuhrliclics lichrbucli der licbr;li.sclion Spraclic, nach

dcm Todc dos Vcrfassers hcrausgogcbcu und luit ausfiilirliclicii llo-

gistcru vcrscbcn von J. Mublau", 2 Bde., Leipzig IbGG— Gb.
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§. 10. The Semitic characters were not invented *

by the Phoeuicians, hut arose from the Hieratic forms

of the Egyptian hieroglyphics, from which all the written

phonetic systems have arisen through the medium of

the Semitic letters with the exception of the Japanese

syllabic signs, and the cuneiform characters^ (Le-

normant ^, Lauth **). Others admit only an indirect

derivation. They hold that the Shemites transferred

the acrophonic ^ principle of the hieroglyphics to

their own language, but a comparison of the letters

1 The art of wTiting was never invented at all, but has constantly

arisen from the drawings of objects, which have gradually become

the designation of the sound with which the language indicated

the object, and finally that of the initial element of this sound.

The picture of a mouth at first represented hieroglyphically the

notion mouth, then the sound ro, which in Egyptian is equivalent

to mouth, and finally the letter r. The Mexican and essentially

also the Chinese system of writing are based entirely upon the

ideographic principle. The cuneiform art of writing, which was

transferred by a Turanian people to the Assyrians and the Per-

sians, and the Egyptian hieroglyphics associate the ideographic

with the phonetic principle, yet in such a way that the latter

always predominates.

2 *See Mr. Joachim Menant , "Le Syllabaire Assyrien. Expose

des elements du systeme phonetique de I'ecriture anarienne" (Pre-

miere partie, Paris 1860. Seconde partie, 1873).

^ See his "Introduction a un memoire sur la propagation de

I'alphabet phenicien" Paris 1866.

* See the " Sitzungsberichte der Eayerischen Akademio der

Wissenschaften" (1867), S. 84-124.

* *That is the designation of the letter through the picture

of an object beginning with the same sound as the letter was

to represent, compare the origin of b in the table.
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in tlie table indicates that they have been directly

borrowed.

§. 11. Originally all the members of the Semitic

family used the old so-called Phoenician system of

writing ^, which was employed before the sixth century

in Nineveh and Babylon together with the cuneiform

characters. Since that time the Aramaic letters have

been formed in a peculiar manner, especially through

the opening of the heads of 2, n, y, ^, e. g. upon the

talent of Abydos ^, which represents the figure of a lion.

This appears more plainly upon the coins and seals of

the Persian satraps of anterior Asia, and still more

evidently in the Aramaic inscriptions and papyrus from

Egypt. At a later period the shaft, in several letters,

is bent towards the left in order to render a con-

nection possible with what follows. Thus during the

last centuries before Christ several peculiar kinds of

wi'iting were gradually developed, of which the Palmy-

renian as the nearest source of the Hebrew square

characters possesses the greatest interest for us.

§. 12. Among the Jews there are two different

kinds of writing. The older which is still found upon

cut 3 stones and the coins of the Machabees (even upon

those of Bar-Cochba * A. D. 132) is an antique Phoe-

' *By far the oldest example of this kind of writing would

be the inscription of the Moabite king, Mesa, which dates from

the beginning of the ninth century before Christ. Doubts have

however been recently raised in regard to its genuineness.

^ *See de Vogue, "Melanges d'archeologic Orientale", Paris

18G8, p. 179.

^ The Israelitic seals, found at Nineveh, must be older than

the captivity, comp. Levy, "Sicgcl und Gommen", Breslau 18G9.

* *Sco Maddeu's "History of Jewish coinage", London 1862,

p. 203 ff.
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nician and essentially identical -with the Samaritan.

The present so-called square characters occur after 176

B. C. upon several inscriptions of the second and first

centuries, which have been discovered by De Vogue.

^

They have evidently arisen from the Palmyrenian, and

are the result not of a gradual change in the char-

acters (Kopp ^, Hupfeld 3) , but of an interchange of

the old (Phoenician) with the new Aramaic (especially

Palmyrenian), which at the latest has taken place since

the second century before Christ. For some time both

systems were in use side by side until at last the older

was entirely forgotten. There is now no need of refuting

the opinion that the quadrata has been the sacred char-

acter of the Hebrews from the beginning. At the same

time its derivation from the Babylonian (Talmud*

Origen ^ Jerome ^, Bleek ^) is rendered impossible by

reason of its near relationship to the Palmyrenian char-

acters. The ligatures which w^ere customary in the

older quadrate writing have been relinquished, on the

other hand the upper blocks upon the letters \\l^ H\J\J
(^t:::^*!:^) have been introduced.

§. 13. We transcribe the Hebrew consonants as

1 See the "Revue arclieologique" (1864), IX, 200.

2 *See Kopp's (f 1834) "Bildcr und Scbriften der Vorzeit",

II, 51 ff. and 87 ff.

3 * Herman Ilupfeld (f 186G) in the "Studien uud Kritikcn"

(1830), S. 256 ff. and in his "Ausfiihrliche hcbraische Grammatik"

Marburg 1841, I, 39.

« *Bab. Sanhedrin 2P'. Jer. Megilla I. Ualacha 9.

5 *Origenis Hexapla, I, 86 ed. Montf.

* *In the beginning of his I'rologus Galeatus.

^ *See his Einlcitung.
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follows: N '; 3 ^, P^; 3 (/, y; i (Z, 5; r, h\ ^ v\ t z\

n A; 'j: t\ ^ y'^', ^ ^-^ x; ^ ^; '^ ^'^; 2 n\ o s;

s'
*"; s ^, 9; i: f ; p g^; -i v; o 6% s; n ^, ^. A dia-

critical point discriminates b s from o L While the

aspirated pronunciation of the n d 3 1:> 3 is indicated only

exceptionally by Raphe (3) the unaspirated pronun-

ciation is shown by an internal point in the letters

(Dages lene). A final M is only a sign for a final vowel,

and is therefore to he omitted in the transcription

unless its character as a consonant is fixed by an

internal point {Mappik). The reduplication is also in-

dicated by an internal point (Dages forte). The letters

5 » 3 D 2£ have a special form at the end of a word

*] a 1 !^ y (partially in the old square Palmyrenian

and Hauranian writing). The letters a n b !i N can

be widened at the end of a line so as to avoid the

division of words. — The letters also serve as numerals,

e. g. N— -J = 1—9, •^— ^ = 10—00, p—n = 100—

400, ^ a 1 El V = 500—900, n again = 1000 etc., the

combinations ir^, r are avoided out of reverence for

the name mrr^ and la, Tl3 are used instead.

§. 14. The Semitic writing still retains its original

syllabic character in this respect that it is vowellcss.

This principle which was strictly maintained in the

Phoenician was at an early period so far modified in

a/ Hebrew that ^ becdme the substitute for u (and 6 which

was originally av or a), and "^ f/lr t (and <>, a which

have arisen from (ly). This is called scriptio plena.

The vowel a was only indicated at the end of a word

by r:, which could also indicate the other long and

' * The aspiratctl pronunciation of the n D 3 1 ^ 3 is represented

by the Greek letters p, y, 8, x» 9» '^•

* *At the end of a syllable ToS should bo pronounced like

linal j in Gcrinau, "^n liaj, "^i-n <7<V arc not diphthongs.



PtmCTUATION.
1

3

lieighteiicd 1 vowels (e. g. rt— , ri^T-, !-:—) except 1 and
u. Thus the short vowels were entirely unindicated,

the long vowels were in many cases undetermined, and
even the value of the vowels themselves was doubtful,

since the vowel letters w^ere at the same time con-

sonants. Therefore after the dying out of the language

an urgent necessity impelled to a system of punctuation

which was gradually developed.

§. 15. The development of the punctuation has

probably passed through the following stages. 1) Orig-

inally a diacritic sign designated the more unusual,

less simple form (Samaritan diacritic line). 2) Another

sign came into use which expressed the opposite of

the former. Thus in SjTiac the point beneath the

letter indicated the simple monosyllabic form of the

verb, e. g. peal^ and that of monosyllabic nouns like

dhi^ se.<far; on the other hand that above the letter, the

less simple, unexpected, generally dissyllabic form either

with or without the reduplication of the second radical,

e. g. pa el, pa"T'l, and nouns with the reduplication of

the second radical, as dayydn. In this way the older

sign by an easy transition came to indicate a vowel

(especially a), the reduplication, or the non-aspiration,

Avhile the later sign indicated successively a Sevci and

then the vowel i as the opposite of a or the aspirated

pronunciation; but ic was most frequently indicated

by the vowel consonant. The simpler basis, which

preceded the Palestinean and Babylonian system of

punctuation must have been of the same sort, comp.

§. 1(). Both possess only two signs in common Dayc^

and RcKfie (or Hafec^^ which also serves as Seva). The

former corresponds to the Syriac point above the letter

(Knshai) and Arabic a, the latter to the one beneath

1 *Comp. §§. 39, 42.
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it (Rnhkach) and the Arabic i. ?)) The two (or with n

three) fundamental vowels were divided through repeated

distinctions into their different shades of sound. This

is still evident in Syriac, where at a later period the

two simple points were increased through the intro-

duction of double points to eight; it is not so evident

however in Hebrew by reason of our unfamiliarity with

the history of the punctuation.

§. 16. Since neither Jerome nor the Talmud evince

any knowledge of the punctuation, the assumption of

its originality is an error, which requires no refutation.

Still the development of the vowel signs must have

begun soon after the close of the Talmud. ^ Our present

and only current punctuation conforms to the Tiberian

or Palestinean system. Besides this there was a Bab-

ylonian, or Assyrian system, which was discovered in

1839, in the Crimea, in a manuscript which dates from

the year 916.^ It has only six vowels, Dayes and Ra9c

(Hatea^). In an unaccented closed syllable the Rri9e is

placed underneath, in an unaccented acute syllable ^ over

the vowel, on account of which the Me'^ey becomes super-

fluous (§. 18). Instead of Pa'i'ah -snth HatC'9 written

underneath ^ere is employed according to the Arabic

pronunciation. All the signs stand over the consonants.*

^ * According to Emanuel Deutsch the so-called Jerusalem

Gemara was redacted at Tiberias about 390 a. d. and the Bab-

ylonian at Sora 365— 427 a. d. The codex of the latter however

was not closed until the end of the fifth century a. d. See his

Literary Remains, London 1874, p. 40.

* *Dr. Hermann Strack of Berlin edited a facsimile of this

entire manuscript, Petropoli 1875.

^ An acute syllable is one which ends in a doubled consonant.

* *S. Pinskcr, "Einlcitung in das babylonisch-hebriiische

Pimktationssystem", Wien 18G3. See also the back of the last

leaf of Strack's «'IIosca ct Joel".
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§. 17. Our vowel system may be transcribed as

follows: -Y" o., It; -^ a; -i^t- c; -it- e; "^-rr- a; -7- e, a;

•^-r- ?; -^ i; i o; — 0; -^ 0; ^ u; — ti. The vowels

which are undesignated are short. Those above which a

short dash is written are heightened and those written

with a circumflex are originally long. Seva — is used

either to indicate a vowelless letterf AS|y« quiescens) or

a half vowel e (Seva mobile)', the latter appears in

compounds as Hate<p pci^ah -^ a, nate<p se-^ol -^ e,

Ilafec^ cjiime^. -^ 0. All the vowels are placed under-

neath except Sureq, which stands in its consonant, and

IJolem which stands above and behind the consonant

to which it belongs. The concurrence of Holem with

the point of 'O is indicated by only one point, A Pa'^ah

which stands under a final consonant (Pa^ah furtivum)

is pronounced before it. We indicate it, as in general

all assistant vowels, which first entered the Hebrew in

order to facilitate the pronunciation, by brackets.

§. 18. The accentuation ^ stands in the closest

connection with the vocalization. Even the Talmud

demands a discriminating ^ reading , and a melodious

delivery.^ The accentuation serves this double purpose,

and appears in the post-talmudic age at the same time

with the vocalization. The accents are 1) musical notes,

which indicate how each word is to be sung. They

dispose the verse as a rhythmical whole, according to

aesthetic laws, especially of equilibrium. They are

2) signs of interpunctuation, which separate or unite the

1 * The §. 18—20 liave been furnished by Prof. Franz Delitzsch,

at the request of Prof. Bickell.

2 Megilla 3".

3 Megilla 32^
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words according to their sense. They arrange tlic verse

as a thoiiglit in the form of a clause according to

logical and grammatical laws. Their predominant

function is musical. Yet no reliable tradition has been

retained regarding their musical value. The can-

tillation of the Thora and the Haftaroth, i. e. the

prophetical pericopes varies, in the German and Spanish

rites. Concerning the punctuation of Job, Proverbs

and Psalms we have no complete account. The

old grammarians furnish only fragmentary notices

respecting the way in which some of the accents should

be sung. Besides the interest of the grammarian is

fixed upon the accents as marking the tone -syllable

of single words, and the relation of the words to each

other in the articulation of the sentence. In the former

respect the accentuation is of great importance for the

elementary and formal part of the grammar, in the

latter for its syntactical part, since the accents indicate

6. g. the genitive relation of the words and the elliptical

relative sentences. It is however of far greater im-

portance for the exegesis e. g. Lev. ix, 19, where the

halving of the verse determines what portion of the

bullock is to be brought and what portion of the

ram; and Judges v, 18, where the name Naphtali,

with questionable propriety, is connected with the first

member of the verse. But the most important function

of the accents for the grammar is as indicators of the

tone-syllable of words. They shew us that the primary

accent of the word commonly rests upon the final syl-

lable, but not monotonously, for omitting the fact that

in words of more than one syllable a secondary accent

or deep tone^ which is indicated by jl/r'jc'y, is wont to

precede the primary accent or Inijh tone, there arc

many cases in wliich the primary accent rests upon the

])cnultima, since the following arc unaccented: 1) final
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syllables whose vowel is only an auxiliary e. g. ntD

se<pCe))^, liber, ba"^. y'^'i(^)^'
emigrahit; 2) the old accusative

ending a of the noun e. g. ^^^b Ictyla noctu^ and the

cohortative a in future and imperative, but only, when

a long vowel precedes, e. g. ni'^a Ji'mt, r;:3''^^3 nas-

li^fi; 3) all the personal suffixes, except -Hm, -km,

-hem, -Mn^ -i', -6' (because it is contracted out of ci-

Jiu) and -ka; this last suffix however remains un-

accented after a long vowel, in pausa and in the

energetic future; 4) the final syllables of several

verbal forms, viz. the 1. sing., 1. plur. and 2. sing,

masc. of the perfect, the 2. and 3. fern. plur. of the

imperat. and future; 5) the final syllables of certain

other forms (viz. 3. fern. sing, and 3. plur. in the per-

fect, 2. fem. sing, and 2. masc. plur. in the imperative,

2. fem. sing, and 2. and 3. masc. plur. in the future) of

the verbs mediae geminatae and of the verbs mediae v, y,

as well as in the hi'"9il in the regular verb ; 6) the final

syllable of the historical mode, modus consecutivus , in

which the tone frequently falls back upon the penul-

tima. Moreover the accentuation shows that this ret-

rogression occurs not unfrequently in other cases ac-

cording to strictly rhythmical laws, e. g. when a word
with the primary accent upon its first syllable imme-

diately follows a word with the accent upon the last

as ib nby 'asa, 16' Gen. ix, 24, -^b cn-^m vihem'^evi It'

Ex, xix, 5, but not when the first word ends in a

closed syllable with 6, u or i. This legal retrogression

of the tone contributes very much to heighten the

euphony of the language through the diversification of

the rhythm. Our grammarians hold that in Hebrew
the antepenult never receives the primary accent.

There are however circumstances which occasion the

retrogression of the primary accent as far as the ante-

penult, e. g. D";^ ^'^ni'?. n^(e)remu may(i)m Ex. xv, 8.

3iCKELL's Outlines. 2
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§. 19. The accents, as signs of interpunctuation

are divided into Separatives (distinctivi) or rulers, and

Unitives (conpmctivi) or servants. That the accentuation

preeminently serves a musical purpose appears from

the following reasons, 1) that the logical discrimination

needed proportionally far fewer separatives; 2) that

many unitives have been found which do not indicate

various degrees of connection, but only represent dif-

ferent kinds of modulation; 3) that there is a so-called

prosaic accentuation, which is distinguished from the

metrical not logically, but only musically, since it is

based upon a more manifold, richer, more artistic and

pathetic cantillation ; 4) that even short verses are ac-

centuated after the analogy of the longer, which can

only have arisen from an effort to secure a symmetrical

recitation. There are however verses which form such

a continuity that the halving of the verse through a great

separative, or even at all, cannot be effected, e. g.

Gen. xxi, 9. Numb, ix, 1. Deut. iv, 48; v, 23.

1 Cliron. xxviii, 1. But as a rule the verse whether

long or short is divided into two members. Both ac-

centual systems rest upon the same dichotomic prin-

ciple. The great accents are heaped upon the end of

the verse, since its close according to the rhythmical

rule should be spoken slowly and sung with suitable

cadence. Words which belong closely together are

commonly united with Maqqe9 and then receive only

one accent. The metrical accentuation however fre-

quently prefers to give the first word a unitive, as e. g.

'awi in the three poetical books is never connected with

Maqqe9. That the Maqqe9 serves to prevent the suc-

cession of several unitives is not true; several unitives

can immediately follow one another, but never more

than six Jer. xxxv, 15. 2. Kings xviii, 14. Tliey are

all of the same logical value. The connective power,
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however, of the unitive which precedes is stronger than

that of the one which follows, as also the disjunctive

power of the separative which precedes is stronger than

that of the one which follows. The ascendency of the

musical function is further indicated by the fact that

one word can be provided with two unitives. There

are on the other hand only five examples, in which

one word is pointed with two separative accents. Gen.

V, 29. Lev. X, 4. 2. Kings xvii, 13. Ez. xlviii, 10.

Zeph. ii, 15.

§. 20. Prose accents. A) Sex>avatives: 1) n 8il-

luq, which with S6<f) pdsuq (:) always indicates the

end of a period; 2) n ''A'i?iahtd (^A'^tiah)] 3) n Segoltdy

which is always above the last letter and hence does

not indicate the tone-syllable; 4) n Zdqe<s^ qdtdn with

N Zdcfec^ gdhol; 5) Ji Re^ta; 6) N Tic^M; 7) n Te^ir;

8) N Ye^^i^ and its equivalent n Pmtd, the former

with words which are not preceded by any unitive

and whose tone is on the first letter , the latter where

both conditions fail; 9) N Pdzer (qdtdn) and its equi-

valent N Pdzer gdhol or Qarne <pdrd, which occurs only

sixteen times, Num. xxxv, 5. Jos. xix, 51. 2. Sam.

iv, 2 etc. ; 10) N Tares, Gdres or ^Azld with n Gerdkiyim,

double Gares; 11) 1 1« Leyarmek, the figure of a Munah
with a separating stroke after it; 12) n TeUsd "^ehoUij

always above the first letter of the word and in-

clining to the right; 13) "n Zarqd always above and

a little to the left of the last letter ; 14) i k Salsdle'^,

which only occurs seven times, Gen. xix, 16; xxiv, 12 etc.

B) Unitives: 1) n Munah, sometimes e. g. Gen.

xviii, 25; xliii, 21 with following Pds'eq as a unitive,

which may be recognized by this, that Le-^armeh scarcely

ever appears except on the second word before Rc^id;
2*
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2) N Mereya; 3) N Merefd Mf^xda, double Merex,a, which

occurs only fourteen times; 4) n Mfmppcf^ (Mahjjay),

always with the tone - syllable after the vowel, while

Ye^i^ stands outside of the word before the vowel of

the first letter; 5) N Darga; G) N Qahmd, always over

the first letter of the tone-syllable, while Pasta stands

at the end of the word; 7) n TelUa qetanna, always

at the end of a word and inclining towards the left,

while the separative Telwd yehold stands at the beginning

of a word and inclines to the right; 8) N Galgal only

sixteen times with following Fdzer gehold; 9) N Me'aylci,

which has the same form as the separative Tic^hu, but

which is easily distinguishable, since it never occurs

alone, but under the same word with Silluq, Lev. xxi,

4 or ^A^nah, Numb, xxviii, 2Q^ takes the place of

the counter-tone. It is customary with the prepositives

and postpositives to indicate the tone-syllable by the rep-

etition of the figure of the accent e. g. ^^ny::t3 seniatt\a

Gen. xvii, 20. The three greatest separatives are Silluq,

which closes the verse, M^wo/t which halves it, and Se-

'^olta (or its vicar SaUdle'i), which, when the first hem-

istich is large, halves it again, e. g. Gen. i, 7. Each

of these great separatives can only be used once in a

verse. Of course every verse must have a SilMq. But

verses occur, as Gen. xxi, 9, which cannot have ^A'^nak,

and consequently cannot have any Seyoltd. There are

circumstances which render 'A'^?iah possible under the

first word of a verse e. g. Gen. xv, 8; xxxv, 5, but

not Seyoltd, in this case SaUdle'^ takes its place e. g.

Gen. xxiv, 12. Next in rank to the greatest sepa-

ratives follow the great separatives Zdqccp and R^^ia';

the smaller separatives Pa,^td (Yc^t^), Ticplul, Te^tr and

Zarqd; the smallest separatives Tares, Lcfarmchy Fdzer

and Telim yeSo/a. Zdqc'<^ separates more than Re^ta^;

Ti(fhd more than Tij^ir, Tares and Leyai-vieh more than
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Fdzer; Pdzer more than TelUa., which is the least of

all the separatives. With the exception of the three

greatest separatives all the others can be repeated in

the verse, yet Tic^hd, Re^ta, Tares and TelWci cannot

be repeated immediately after each other. A single

verse of the Bible, Is. xxxix, 2, contains all the sep-

aratives. We pass over the assignment of the unitives

to the separatives, since all the separatives, assuch,

have the same worth. Ye^t^t^, Zdqe<^ '^cthol, and

SaUdle'i appear always without any preceding ser-

vants. The other separatives can be accompanied by

servants or not; only Pdzer '^dhol is never found

without a servant.

§. 20 a. In the metrical system of accentuation the

following occupy the first rank as the greatest separatives

N Silliiq, NN uld veyoreb (j\Ierey^d-mahpa^/(), and N ''A'^nahtd,

which again halves the second hemistich following 'Old ve-

yoreh. The second class is represented by n Re^ia

gabol. The third class comprises n Q'innor or Zarqd

(postpositivus); nn Re^ia mujrds] n Re^ia qdtdn which

may be recognized by the fact that 'Old veyoreh always

immediately follows; and i n SaUdle'^ gebold, with a

separating stroke behind it. The least separatives of

the fourth class are n I^ijht (Tic^Itd initiale)^ which is

always before the vowel at the beginning of a word;

N Pdzer and i N Mehuppd^ Le-^armeh together with | n

^Azld (Qahmd) Lcyarmeh. Deld and Pdzer separate more

than Le^armek; Pdzer separates more than Le-^armeh

and less than Dehi. But in the beginning of a period

which does not allow of any 'Old veyoreh nor ^i'^nah,

Pdzer, Ps. cxlvi, 1 and Leyarnieh, Ps. cvi, 1 some-

times have the value of this greatest separative. The

unitives in this accentual system of the three so-called

metrical books are n Merffd, n Munah^ n 'Illuy (upper
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Mwiah), a Galgal or Ydrah, n Tarha, which can be

distinguished from Delvi by its position under the tone-

syllable, N Mehuppa^, N ^Azld, and n SaUdle'i^ qetanna.

The figure of Qinnor or Zarqd in words like !^"2^p qiana^

Ps. iii, 8, is Qinnort^, which is always written over

an open syllable, preceding one which is provided with

Mere-^ii or MehuppuY^; its value is simply musical: the

ultima in the above rt^oip is the tone -syllable, as is

always the case with following mrr' (== "'jnN) or d'^^j^N

Num. X, 35. Ps. Ixxiv, 22. The descent of the tone

is intended to secure the clear pronunciation of the

colliding syllables. In both accentual systems, the

laws of transformation ^ furnish an important chapter for

' The laws, for the transformation of separatives into

unitives in the metrical system of accents are given by

S. Baer in Delitzsch's "Commentar iiber den Psalter", B. ii,

1860, S. 503 sq. In the accentual system of the twenty one

prose books the following rules are to be observed. A) Pasta

without any preceding servant only stands before Zaqe9, when
the word which should receive Zaqe9 has two syllables before the

tone, e. g. ini'niN b~"''l1?3y Ex. xxvii, 16. A long vowel, viz.

Holem, Qameg or ^ere, is equivalent to two syllables. If the

word which receives Zaqe9 docs not have two syllables be-

fore the tone, the servant Munah must be placed before it

instead of Pasta, e. g. neb'*:: an"'ni73y Ex. xxvii, 14. B) Zii-

qe9 and Ti9ha can only stand before Silluq, when the word
with Silluq or even that with Ti9ha has two syllables before

the tone, e. g. -nrT-in :i"l";",a ldlN"l T,Vi'!2b Num. xiii, 4 (with

the servant Munah before Zaqt'9). If the word with Silluq

does not have two syllables before the tone, the servant Mer^'^a

must be placed instead of Tiqpha; hence Zaqe9 cannot remain

before the Mer^x.^-, since Zaqc9 must not stand immediately

before Silluq, and so Ti9ha takes the place of Zaqo9, e. g.

113-p yCin D"'-DN Trcpb Numb, xiii, 8. C) The same rule

is in force before Abnalita, c. g. CrPN "ItJN "TI Oc;~rD VIST

Gen. IX, 12, where likewise Ti9ha before ASnahta becomes a servant.

The word T'i'Ti has Ti9ha, not Zaqe9, since Zaqe9 cannot
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the grammarian and exegete. There are circumstances

under which a unitive takes the place of a separative

for an absolutely rhythmical reason, just as, for rhyth-

mical reasons, in the realm of Silluq great separatives

take the place of unitives in order to secure an em-

phatic final cadence. The rhythmical demands of the

cadence also furnish reasons for changes to which the

tone-syllable of the word is subject at the end or middle

of the verse or even with greater distinctives within

the verse.

§. 21. The pausa enters at the end of a sentence,

especially with Sillicq and M^woA and in the three met-

rical books with Silliuj, 'Old veyor'ed or ^A'^nah i. e.

the last word undergoes certain changes in order that

each sentence when recited may have a fitting cadence.

A half vowel in the penultima is heightened to its

original vowel and receives the tone. Accordingly 'nbh'p^

qatela is changed to Mbb]5 qatala, i^'];?^ ka^ehci to rrins

kd^cba^ ^b'i2'P.1 yiqtelu' to nbbp"; yiqtolu, "^nb lehi' to -^nb

Idhi, i;^ 'dni' to ^sy 'oni, ibn holt to "^bn holt (original

forms qatalat, kahidat, yaqtuluna, lachy, 'any, huly).

Otherwise the tone is seldom drawn back, except in

'^iN ^diioyi, nnN ''attd, r:ri9 'attii). On the contrary in

the apocopated future the tone returns to the final syl-

lable, because this contains the stem of the word;

hence a enters instead of e. Thus n;!?;'] vay-yaqom

becomes Qp;*! vay-ydqom in pausa, b73a^i vay-yiggamel

becomes bua^i vay-yiggdmdl, l^f:^ vay-yelerf^, ^\V!2 ^^i/"

stand immediately before A^nahta or Silluq, and the word

"j^ai has Tcbir, not Pasta, because Pasta before Ti<j>ha is not

allowable. In all these cases the accentuation is determined by

musical lav^s, and the exegete must beware of confounding the

musical with the logical accentuation.
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yeldy^, "jbri talen, i^n tcddn (original forms va yaqunij

va yangamil, va i/alik, talin). In monosyllabic nominal

stems original a is often heightened to a instead of a,

6. g. nna ga^(e)r, ynr zar(a)', which out of pausa are

133 gci^CeJr, yiT zdr(a)', original forms gabr, zar\ Short

accented a is heightened in the pausa, e. g. b^)? qatdl

to bEj;5 qdtal, ^ih mdy(i)m to "O^h may(i)m.



II.

PHONOLOGY.

1. CONSONANTS.

§. 22. The Hebrew consonants are divided ac-

cording to their organic formation into gutturals (', A,

h, ')^ palatals (^, g^ k, q), labials (v, 6, jj), dentals

(d, t, t) and sibilants («, s, s, «, f). The letter n is

a dental and m a labial nasal, Z is a dental, ;• vacillates

between gutturals and dentals. The Hebrew consonants

may be distinguished 1) according to their duration

into continuatives (h, h, y, v, z, s, s, s, n, m, r, I),

and explosives (the remaining letters), and 2) according

to theii- degree of hardness, as softest (', y, v), soft

(k, g, b, (/, z), hard (A, A-, p^ t, s, s, s), and hardest

G ^1 ti ?)-^ The letters v, y form a special class as

^ In Ethiopic there is a labial {Fait^ see Dillmann, "Gram-
matik der athiopischen SpracLe", Leipzig 1857, S. 45, §. 5) of

the hardest degree. The propriety of reckoning 'Ayin among
the hardest explosives is justified by its manifold correspondence

in Aramaic to the Hebrew g, since in these cases the original t

first became q (compare Chaldaic NpHN ^arqd) and then '; and it

is not invalidated by the fact that 'Ayin afterwards became almost

mute, since q has suffered the same fate in a part of the Arabic

speaking countries, See Hassan, "Grammatik der vulgar - arabi-

scheu Sprache", Wicn 18G'J, S. 5.
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vowel consonants, which easily pass over into their

corresponding vowels. The following table illustrates

the organic distinction of the letters and their relative

degrees of hardness.
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the old Egyptian transcription i, and lexical reasons (i. e.

the different significations of some identical roots, in

which a h or 'ayin occurs); e. g. nry 'Azza, LXX. Fa^a;

pbw? 'AmciUq^ 'AjxaXex; an Haniy XocfJL; rijn Ilavva, Eua.

§. 24. The letters J, g, d, k, p, t when immediately

preceded by a vowel or half vowel Seva mobile or Hafec^^

even in a foregoing word, become aspirated. E. g. isiij

saa^dr, ins'^a henifa, -^es ^f?^'. The aspiration ceases:

1) when the preceding word is punctuated with a larger

or smaller separative accent, e. g. with Rehia Gen. iii, 5
Q">2 "^s kl hhjom; 2) when the consonant is doubled

®' §• "^55 kapptr; 3) after an inserted auxiliary Pa'^ah

which as will be mentioned in §. 55, rem. was first

used at a very late period, e. g. Pnbo mldh(a)t, "iri";

yih(a)d. The aspiration never occurs after a consonant,

but after Ale9 at the end of a syllable, which is no longer

a consonant, and ;as a matter of course after final He
when it is merely a vowel sign (§. 13). — The great

age of this lingual phenomenon is attested through the

Aramaic and the Egyptian transcription, but (excepting

Phe) it has not yet penetrated the Arabic.

§. 25. The transposition of consonants enters the

hi^pa'el even in the primitive Semitic, since 7d'^-s, hi^-s,

hils-s become his-t, his-t^ Jm-t, e. g. banpri histahhel

for h'fy-sabbel, likewise "i"rpbr: histd'er, TJsn'in Jiistammer.

If the sibilant is a ^ , the t must be brought to the same

degree of hardness, consequently to t (See the fourth

grade in the preceding table), e. g. pnL:i?r; ki^taddtq.

' When ' in hieroglyphic texts corresponds to c it is tran-

scribed by characters which are equivalent to a, a, but when it

corresponds to c by characters for g, k, e. g. in Gaza. A similar

distinction is observed in such inscriptions between Semitic words,

whose ~ is equivalent to an Arabic __ or •,.

c c
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In the only example for z assimilation takes place

instead of transposition, e. g. ns^rn hizzakka for hiz-

dakka.

§. 26. Doubling of a consonant arises otherwise

than through the fortuitous conjunction of two identical

consonants, as in nrna nZi^dn-nu: 1) in certain forms

of the noun and verb (pi'el) which have resulted from

original reduplication of the roots; 2) in consequence

of the vocal law in primitive Semitic that, as a rule,

the short vowel between two identical consonants is

cast out, or, when this is impossible, transposed that

the identical consonants may come together. Comp.

no sa^ according to §. 27 for sahb^ originally sababa,

nao sdbbic from sababu, ^30^ yasobbu from yasubbic

transposed for yasbubu. 3) Doubling arises through

the assimilation of two consonants, especially of n to

a following consonant (bir"; yippol for yinpol, nris nd-

'idttd for nd^dntd^ D\:J7^ missam for minsdm, before

gutturals the assimilation is often omitted, compare

bn3"; yinhdl), of I in n^l y^^lfi^lh of y (^Os ^^ several

verbs, as pk;' y^99oq, from yi-y^oq^ original form ya-

vguq (unless perhaps there is here a transition to the

verbal class priniae nu?i), and of the t in the hi^-

pa'el before dentals ("la-n- hiddabber, n^^^rt hittaher).

4) Sometimes the doubling is only euphonic, either in

order to bind two words more closely together (nr n^o

mazzd)^ or in order to protect a short vowel through

the closing of the syllable against changes c. g. D'^^ua

gemalli'nij Stat. cstr. "^^723 ghnalle .

§. 27. The doubling always ceases at the end of

a word, because no syllable can end with two con-

sonants, comp. §. 30; besides this the accented liiuil

syllabic must be heightened, according to §. 42, 1 ; only
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a can remain sliort. Compare i?3 hiUo' with br Jcol

for hiU, and according to §. 19, "bs hol-^ non 7<is^^

original form Imihh, with risCirr hadhbo'^a, n^^"] yegav-

vd with i^";j vaye^dv, isN 'appo' with £]i< '^9, "^pri ^/f^i

with nn ^t^'^ for ^lYf. The doubling can also disappear

before a half vowel, especially in the prefixes i/e and

me before the piel, yet never in letters which can be

aspirated, e. g. "i3j";] vayehahher, '^'z.yizTt hamehahher,

•^ri'lT vai/eht', but ""lajPi vattebabbcr.

§. 28. The gutturals ^ h ' h, as well as r are

not wont to be doubled in Hebrew, nevertheless the

preceding vowel is either treated as though the doubling

had taken place, and the syllable is closed through so-

called Dci-^es forte impJicitum (this is almost always the

case with h and in the pi'el with h and *", seldom with '

and never with ?•, compare '"T^hr: /iah6hCe)s, -i^a bi^cr,

^'n'Ji ti/tdr, Ninr: halnV, yii': }ii''ec), or the preceding

syllable is regarded as open and its vowel is heightened

according to §. 42. This occurs only seldom with h,

commonly with % h, almost always with ' and always

with ;*, e. g. i;'rr: 1mdy'(i)n^ --r: hU/uir, y"N~ h.Tiar(e)g,

•^na bere-ji^.
'

§. 29. "When A, which is to be doubled has Q(i-

Twef, or Hdtcc^ qdrric^, the vowel before it is wont to be

heightened to a for the sake of dissimilarity. It is

heightened before h and *" only when the Qameg is

unaccented. Compare "lirnrf hdhdzo'n, "ins Mhd's, t^n

^dha(y)v, D"'"C"jnr7 hdkohdsi'ni, 'Q'^^U'ri hdhdri'm, but "iJ^n

hdhar, lir!^ hadvd'n^ but n:?f^ hcCam. This heightening

1 * There are only a few cases in which n is pointed with

Dages, compare Delitzsch on Prov. iii, 8; xiv, 10.
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occurs before ' only in "^DiNn hcfTinofi'^ but never

before r.

§. 30. No syllable, in Hebrew, can begin with

two consonants (except d^Pii stdyini). To prevent this

a half vowel is inserted between them (e. g. bt:]? qC§)tdl,

original form qtul =^ qutl, Arabic ''uqtul). The Arabic

expedient of prefixing an ''Ale(^ 'prostlietimim to tjie word

is less in favor. Compare ^ilTN ''ezr6(a)' with riiT ze-

r6(a)% original form zird\ — Nor are two consonants

allowed at the end of a syllable, except several com-

binations with i, cZ, ^, f, h or q at the end of a word,

as "pp^tl ^^2/3/^*2'' "^111- '^ciyy^^'di "^^rj vayye^k. Other-svise

it is always customary in such a case to insert an

auxiliary vowel, comp. §. 52.

§. 31. The vowel consonants v, y are subject

through permutation, vocalization and elision to many
vocal laws which, with the exception of the first four

cases in this paragraph, existed even in primitive

Semitic. The letter v frequently passes over into y
through permutation, 1) especially at the beginning of

a word e. g. nb^ yaldh, originally valada, :z'qv yose^,

orig. vdsib, only a few words, as ni vdv and nbi vd-

lah retain v; 2) mostly also after the prefix of the

lii^pa'"el, e. g. i\'^.'^. ^ti^yaHt'h, yet forms like y^^^^ri

hi'^vadda occur; 3) often in reduplicated second radical

consonants, e. g. 'ai'^ qayyem; 4) almost always, where

V appears as a third radical consonant, as in "^^ba gd-

luy; 5) between i and a consonant, comp. T^y '//• =
*iyr = Hvr, lan"''^ yird^ = yiyras = yivra^; G) between

a consonant and i, comp. D'^i?^ ydqtni = yaqyim = yaq-

vim. — The transformation of y into r, especially

between u and a consonant, is more seldom, comp.

ViW 8U8 = 8UV8 = 8UyS.
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§. 32. Elision of the vowel consonants occurs in

the following cases. 1) The transposed form qtil from

qitl lost its first radical consonant through aphaeresis,

when it was a v. This is the fundamental form of

the infinitive, imperative and future qal of a number

of primae v verbs. Comp. ^"i cZl'fq)'' = [v]di\ -yq se^

= [v]Hb, n'-u;; yese^ = yi-sib = ya-[v]sib ^; likewise

the feminine infinitive of the form qtal from qatl, as

r^uJ sd'^(ey^ = vkib-t. 2) After a consonant va, ya

elide their v, y and receive, instead of these, com-

pensative lengthening of the a to a Hebrew 6 according

to §. 40. Comp. t3ip3 iiciqom, Dip73 maqo'm, Nin;' 3/f'Po",

'(23137. y^^^'^i "i^'^?
nci^on from naqvam, maqvam, yabva\

yibvas, nabyan. 3) Likewise v, y between two vowels

are almost always elided^, of course without com-

pensation, and then both vowels are contracted. By
this means ava, aya become a or o (dj5 qdm^ *io sdr,

li'i dor^ aip"^ yiqqom, liS)-^ yikko'n from qavam, savar,

davar, yinqavam, yinkavan), avi becomes e (piz me^
= mavit), avu becomes 6 (^iia bo^ = bavuf). A pre-

ceding short vowel is absorbed by a following long one,

thus Dip qum has arisen from qavum. — This elision

of 2/, V between two vowels occurred even when the

second was one of those final vowels, which according

to §. 37, fall away in Hebrew. ^ In this case however

' The aphaeresis of the v is of course older than the in-

troduction of the future prefixes.

* The elision does not take place, when two vowel con-

sonants follow each other as radical letters, e. g. nil rdva =
rava[ya] and in few other cases, as nil ravcili, i;]N '%rtjJ.

2 The elision oi v, y between the two vowels was cus-

tomary even in the old Semitic, while the casting off of the orig-

inal final vowel which immediately follows rests upon the later

specific Hebrew law of final sound. Comp. Arab, ramd = ra-
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no vowel contraction could enter because in Hebrew

after the elision oi y, v the final vowel which imme-

diately follows is also rejected. Hence there arose only

a heightening of the preceding vowel according to

§. 42, 2. It is perhaps merely accidental that orig-

inal afva] , a[yaj is always heightened to a and

original afviij, ^fi/^^J ^o «, e. g. rj'ra gala (but not

gala, since with the suffix it has the form tj'r-i galeya),

original form gala[va]^ r^hy\ yi'^la, original form ya-

glafvuj, Tibh gold, original form gala[vnm]. "When a

precedes r, y, it remains or becomes 6 according to

§. 40, e. g. infin. ahsol. nba gtdo = galavum. But if

the vowel which followed was long or was not the last

sound in the word, it was naturally not affected by

the laws of Jinal sound, but remained and after the

ejection off or y the short vowel was either contracted

or absorbed by the long one. Comp. infin. constr. niba

gclois =^ geldt, gela[v]-at , 3. fem. Perf. xrcy 'asa^

(commonly with a double feminine ending t^ncr 'ase-

^a) = 'asa-t, according to §. 38 for 'asdt, from 'asav-at,

nba gTdu = galavu, nbi"; yiylu = yaglaviina, •'by 'osi'

= 'asavi.

§. 33. On the contrary elision does not take

place, but the vocalizing of y, v to i, u: 1) between a

and a consonant; 2) between a homogeneous vowel and

a consonant; 3) between a consonant and a homogeneous

vowel (/ is homogeneous with _?/, ?/ with v). Then iy and

yi become «, nv and r?< become u, ay becomes e,

av becomes o. Compare Dl:"'"] ;'/'f''? = V^jt'^^^ T^vi ^'^^'~

^I'n = Jiihyiii, "^j;: naqiy from naqiy, n'i'r; huid^ from

mafyja, witli licbr. rama = ramafi/aj; Arah. ya'lu = yn'lufvjii,

apocopated ya'Ju , with hcbr. ya^(a)ld = ya'lafvuj, apocopatcil

ya'(a)l = ya'lfaj.
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Imvmh, aip^ yaqum from yaqvtan, ^by 'asu from 'asui',

rr^a be'^ from bai/t, li"'^''!^ ItctJ'^ from haytib, nr: w?o^

from mavt, a^i2 ?io«dp from navsab. The number of

the homogeneous vowels is increased by the fact that

according to §. 31 vi becomes yi, iv becomes iy^ yu

however becomes yi^ and then all three are changed

to u Comp. 'in'^'^ yirds = yiyras, yiicras, Q'^pf^ lieqi'm

= hiqyim = hiqvim, "["^3^ yafti'n = yabyin, yabyiin. On
the contrary uy^ "^^ba galu'y, remains unchanged. — The
vocalization of the vowel consonants naturally takes

place provided they already formed the final sound of

the word in primitive Semitic, e. g. ^d:is suse' = susay.

Therefore the imperative of the stems fei^t. v, y has

a diphthongal ending, comp. nba gele from gelay. For
the nouns whose staf. absol. ends in a, and the stat.

cstr. in e comp, §. 95. — The ay which has arisen from

e is sometimes attenuated to i (r'^ba gdli^d), and the

6 which has arisen from av becomes in rare cases it,

b'D^'^ yux'^l = yo^cil, yavkal. ^ It is necessary to ac-

cept the diphthongal change, contested by Olshausen

of ay to a ("'^ for such forms as rtpba g(e)ldna, ^irbsn

ti-^ldnd, "•'D^O susdhci, of which the original forms were

glayna, taglayna, susayhci, since otherwise vowel con-

sonants in the original final sound of the syllable

are never elided. — In the Hebrew composition i-ye

is contracted to t, compare '^'rp'i vthi = vi yehi', irm^r^a

bihuha = bi yehuhd.

§. 34. The vowel consonants y, v retain their

consonantal character, 1) when as first radical con-

^ *The author considers the form bD^"^ as the future qal.

It is commonly regarded as a ho9'al which, in a metaplastic

way, lends to the verb bb"', to be capable, its imperfect, he shall

be made capable.

Bickell's Outlines. 3
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sonants they begin the syllable ^ e. g. 3«i;i ya^a^'.,

2) when an unhomogeneous vowel except a precedes,

e. g. nb^ 8alev^ "^^ba galuy, lia goi/, v; ztv; these com-

binations are not diphthongs and hence the hard sound

of h g d k 'p t follows them ; 3) when they are doubled

nfl]p5 qiyydm, In^n hayya, iia gavvo'^ ir"!^"^ yivvares; if

the doubling falls out, iyy becomes t "«-]ny 'i^ri', plur.

Qi'i'iny 'i^riyyt'm also jd"^"i:32^ H^ri'm, but ay^ av remain,

excej)t in the stat. cstr., •^n hay, stat. cstr. ^n he, la gav

Stat. cstr. probably ia g6, -^by 'a^a?/, original form 'alayya.

4) Besides ay, av are also retained in isolated cases,

as "^mbo mldvti, t^biy 'avid, Q^jiizyq maymhuin, reg-

ularly however in the stat. absol. of monosyllabic nominal

forms, where ai;, ay through insertion of an auxiliary

vowel become av(e) , ay(i) , while in the stat. cstr. con-

traction always takes place e. g. nra mav(e)^, rr^a bdy(t)'^.i

cstr. m'?3 ;»oj~, nia bels. Yet compare §. 32, Remark 1.

All the rules concerning the vowel consonants may be

condensed into the following sentence: i% y between

vowels, as well as between a consonant and an a, are

elided, in the latter case with the compe7isativc lengthening

of a to Of otherwise, when it is possible, they are vocal-

ized, whereby v through a preceding or folloioing i is

changed into y,

§. 35. Besides v (comp. §. 32, 1) the following

letters, can suffer aphaeresis in the form qtal, qtil =
qatl, qitl: 1) w lia gas for [ncjgas, rraa gas(e)'i^ for negas-t,

•jn fen for netin, nn te"^ for nctin-t; 2) I in nj2 qah =
leqah, nn)2 q(ih(a)'^ = leqah-t, h in "r^b Zl'x = [hajlik,

^ In the initial sound of a word only the copula 1 vc before

half vocalized syllables, with s^vfi or hate9, »"d the labials

b, p, m is resolved into «. There are no other cases in

Hebrew, where the initial sound of a syllable is a vowel without

'aleq?.
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niDb ^(ixCO'^ = [/iujlak-f. Initial 'a is cut off from ^in'N

'anahnu leaving ^zm naJinv. The h of the prefixes

is usually thrown out between a half vowel and a vowel,

whereby the former vanishes, e. g. ^bizb lammdl(e.)f^

from U-ham-mal(e)y^, b"^^i^^ 2/^'??^^ from ye-lia-qtil.

The second vowel vanishes in D3 bam from ana
bahem. Contraction enters in the suffix io^io suso from

susa-hu.

§. 36. The 'Ale9 almost always retains its conson-

antal power in the initial sound of the syllable, except

in the future of some verbs priniae 'AIe(p, in which con-

traction takes place between the vowel of the prefix

and the auxiliary vowel (b^.N" yojel from ya-cqel^ 'nziic

yomar from ya-amar. In other isolated cases '(7/^9 is

elided between two vowels, comp. iwn? Umor from le-

^emor, tD"^nN73 maidyim from me'd^dyim, D'^CN'i rmim from

rfcisim, "^jiiib ladondy from la-ddondy, the same some-

times occurs after a consonant, as in nDNb--: melccfti from

maVdya. Sometimes also it falls away in writing, e. g.

n73N ''omdr from ''a-dmdr, 'ji'ffi"''] rUon from rfUon. On
the contrary in the final sound of the syllable 'ale9

always loses its consonantal sound, and, for this reason,

the preceding vowel must be heightened according to

§. 42, 2, e. g. fc<:^73 ma^a from ma^a\ n5N::w73n tim^dnd

from tam^a'na.

2. VOWELS.

§. 37. In the primitive Semitic there were only

the vowels a, i, tc of which the long forms a, i, v

arose partly through the contraction of a + a, i -\- V,

3*
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u -{- u after the elision of an intermediate y or v (§. 32),

partly through compensative lengthening (§. 32, 2)

in the same way also *ii::"^j5 qitor from qittor and the

po'el, which has arisen from the pi^el, partly through

the lengthening of the tone-syllable in nominal'^ forms,

to which the participles and infinitives belong. These

lengthened forms always belong to the primitive

Semitic period, while the heightened forms first owe

their origin to the peculiar development of the He-

brew. All final consonants except in the imperative,

the apocopated future, and the 3. fern. sing, of the

perfect, were followed by a vowel or, in the status

abs. of the masc. sing, and fem. sing, and plural, by a

vowel with a nasal. According to the Hebrew laws of

final sound all these short final vowels fall away, to-

gether with the nasal of the status absolutus, while the

long vowels remain. Comp. nij 'a^ = Arabic ''abun or

''abin according to §. 38 for ''abin, but in the status

constructus "^nN 'a^i = Arabic ''abi. A preceding v, y,

according to §. 32, 3, Rem., was elided ^ even in

old Semitic where it originally stood between vowels.

This law of the final sound affords the reason why the

present Hebrew fiyial syllable is not treated as closed, and

hence is not regarded as unchangeable. The few cases,

' E. g. in the participle buip qotel = qdtil, of which the

earlier form according to §. 2, Rem., was qatdl, like the perfect.

That the nominal forms are frequently discriminated in prim-

itive Semitic from the verbal forms through the lengthening,

and in Hebrew through the heightening of the vowel of their

tone-syllable, is occasioned by the stronger emphasis, which rests

in all languages upon the nominal forms.

2 The n of the affix on also disappears in Hebrew proper

names, comp. M^^N ^a^addo for 'a^Mddon, ^ib'^O 'j76' for hiloti,

but it returns when a second affix is added, comp. "'SV'i Neh. xi, 5.

Sec §. 80.
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in which an original short final vowel remains are to

be specified in the doctrine of forms. These final

vowels are protected through the joining on of suffixes,

and have retained their existence under the inexact

name of connecting vowel. Comp. "^25::]? qetdlcmt, Arabic

and original qatala-711, Dr-^sr 'a^de-iem, Arabic and

original 'ahdu-kum.

§. 38. Among the few vocal laws of the primitive

Semitic the follo^ving should be especially emphasized,

that a long vowel which was in an originally closed syl-

lable must be shortened. The short vowel which has thus

arisen can remain in Hebrew according to §. 42 only

in unaccented syllables, while in accented syllables «',

tt, must be reheightened to e, and only a can remain

short. Comp. a^p^ yciqum = original ya-qil-mtij on the

other hand Dp^i vay-ya-qom, original va-ya-qum, on

account of the accent reheightened to Qp^ ya-qoni =
original ya-qum, after the same analogy •j-'n; yd^in —
ya-bi-nu, p^T vay-yd-^en = va-ya-bin, ';n"' yd^en = ya-

bin, d;^ qdni ^= qd-ma = qa-va-ma, r::;? qdmtd for

qdm-ta from qa-vani-ta, nbr 'dsd'^ = 'asat for 'asdt

from 'asavat.

§. 39. The Hebrew vowels are divided into 1) orig-

inally long, to which besides a, i, u belong 0, which

has arisen partly from a, partly from a -\- v, a -{- ti;

e from a -{- y, a -{- i and a likewise from a -{- y, comp.

§. 33. They are externally recognizable since, with

the exception of d they are almost always indicated

through scnptio plena ^ with ^ or ". 2) Short vowels:

a, t, u together with e from t, and from u. 3) Height-

ened: d and a from a, e from i, from w. 4) Vola-

tilized: c from all the short vowels, a from a, c

from i, from u. The two last classes, which do
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not yet exist in the Arabic, have always arisen from

the second.

§. 40. The original long vowels are unchangeable

in Hebrew, except the case in §. 38. However a is

very often obscured to o, comp. nin dor == ddr = da-

var, dipD naqom = naqdm = naqvam (§. 32, 2), pin7a

md'ioq = matdq, buiip qotel = qdtil. The pure sound

remains less often, as in dj? qdm from qavama, nri3

ke^a^ = kitdb, id sdr = savar. This o is sometimes

deepened to u through the removal of the accent, comp.

rtji^na me^uqa, ni/onpD neqi(m6"2d. On the other hand

through a misunderstanding of the language, in the

case mentioned in §. 38, it is confounded with the o,

which has arisen from w, and it is shortened to w, or

relatively reheightened to o. Comp. IPiinj neJmstan from

nahoHan = nalids-t-an^ heightened according to §. 42

to n'uins 7iehos(ey^ =^ nahus-t = nali6^-t = nahds-t, like-

wise tiibii sdlos = solas, from which the fem. n'ib'i selo-

s(ey!s = scdns-t, -PN 'e'^ = Ht = 'w^ = 'd^ = ''dt = "'djjat

= ''avay-at. On the contrary i and n remain almost en-

tirely unchanged, except through §. 38. Comp. p-i-^^

gaddiq, b^aj5 qdtul.

§. 41. The short vowels remain unchanged: I) in

sharpened syllables, when the sharpening is not merely

euphonic (§. 26, 5), comp. "'H'^'in 'ad-dl-re-hem, on

the contrary irjri hiz-zd-yon^ stat. const r. -ji-n he-ze-

yon. 2) Generally in all originally closed syllables

(therefore with the exception of the final syllables ac-

cording to §. 37), e. g. Qrj-^ciabo mal-bu-U-hem. Of

course the immutability ceases, when the syllable in

Hebrew is no longer closed through the elision of an

'Ale9 (§. 36) or the insertion of an auxiliary vowel e. g.

nna md-v(eyi from mar-tun. 3) The syllabae dagessan-
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dae the sharpening of which cannot take place on

account of a guttural final sound, participate in the

immutability of the first class, e. g. fiPDna h~e-ra^-

tem for hir-rak-tum ^ anpnh bo-rafj-tem for bur-rak-tum,

^Dni"; (nD'^n*;) ye-^a-re-'^il' for yu-bar-ri-ku-tia. Comp.

%%:'2s.
2^'.'^"

§. 42. In all other cases the short vowels are

subject to the following changes. Through heightening ^

a is changed to a or «, i to ?, ic to o 1) in an accented

closed syllable^ and indeed always with i and u (comp.

Tns ka^ih == kabida^ lb]? qciton = qattma, "jpT zaqen =
zaqinnm, bi:]?") yiqfol = yaqtulu)^ with a for the most part

only in the pause and in the stat. abs.^ while this vowel

otherwise usually remains short. Comp. inn dapar = da-

barun^ but the stat. cstr. -15*7 de^ar =: dabart<^ further b^p

qatdl = qatala, ^25 sdbbii. Other short vowels in accented

closed syllables are only the * in ay 'im and tx 'tm,

as well as the e, which has arisen from i = ?/, in

pronouns and suffixes of the 2. and 3. persons plural.-

2) Further the open tone syllable is heightened (Ex-

ceptions in §. 45), e. g. ncno sma from siisat, yiNr:

ha-''(i-r(e)^, yiN ^d-r(e)<; from \ir^iin, -,20 se-(^(e)r from

sip-run^ 'inp qd-h(e)s from qud-sun, -Va"; yv(-ld from

* The heightening is merely a mechanical strengthening of

the vowel through an a, which is placed before it and which

finds its complete analogy in the Indo- Germanic Gmia and

the pronunciation of vowels in new high German and modem
English.

^ Olshausen accepts for such orms, as Dpn 'attem, d;i"*C^D

susehem etc. the heightened sound a (from p) and appeals to

the anomalous instances of vocalization in Ezechiel (§. 7);

nevertheless his position is contradicted by the contraction of

bd-hem to 33 bdm, the forms hcni, hen, the Samaritan pronunciation

and the analogy of all the other Semitic languages.
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yaglafvuj. 3) The open syllable before the tone is

also mostly heightened (exceptions in §. 43), e. g. 5973

ma-sal from ma-sa-lun, anb U-^a^ from U-ba-bun,

bUj? qa-tal from qa-ta-la, 4) but the second syllable

before the tone is very rarely heightened e. g. in "^DiN

'd-nd-YJ.', ^bqp^ qa-te-lu, and before the perfect with vav

consecutivum: nn72N'i ve-ci-mar-ta. Finally 5) height-

ening enters in the syllable after the tone, compare

rb::]: qa-tal-td.

§. 43. On the contrary the short vowels are vol-

atilized to half vowels {§, a, e, o)\ 1) in the second

syllable before the tone, as well as before those which

are at a greater remove from it (e. g. ibap qe-ta-lo

from qatalahu,
"^l^"^ de-^a-ri from dabari, Q"'")^'^ de-^a-

rim, D"«bi::): qe-tu-U'm, n'ri''brui'p_ qe-tu-le-hem)\ 2) in some

cases also in the fore-tone syllable, namely a) through-

out in the status constnictus ^ e. g. "in'i dS-^ar, i?;"; ye-md\

n:^y 'a-^u!^, niaizi se-mo"^, because the first member of

the status constructus only possesses a secondary accent,

b) in some nominal forms especially with i or u (in

general i is often, u almost always volatilized in an

open fore- tone syllable), e. g. D"'bqip qo-te-lim from

qdtilim^ "^irn ha^i from Id^ijun, 'bn ho-li from huli/un,

•i-;n ''a-rt' from "'ari/uu; c) in the verbal forms nb^]?^

qci-fe-la, nbpp qa-fj.-lii', =lb^]:; ijiq-tc-lil', d) before the

suffixes ka^ kern, ken, comp. Tip^D su-se-'^aj DrDno

su-8e-y(eni.

§. 44. Since two half vowels are not allowed to

follow each other in Hebrew, the syllable before the

volatilized vowel can retain its short vowel e. g. bb:3

bi-ne-(f6l, -iDn di-^e-re , an'^ni'i di-^c-re-hem, r^'i3~3 bi-

re-i6"ij. It is heightened only in the forms n'^Ui^^ qa-
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te-la^ nba|?_ qa-te-lu and mostly before the suffix e-^a,

e. g. Tl^'i de-^a-re-ya, yet also Tj73"4 si-me-^a,

§. 45. Moreover short vowels occur in ojjen syl-

lables only 1) in the suffix d-nt, e. g. "^qb^p <iht^~

Id-nt; 2) before the old accusative ending d, e. g. nna'TTa

mih-bd-ra, in which cases accented a remains in an

open syllable; 3) with monosyllabic nominal stems of

mediae gutturalis or y65, which on account of §. 52

have taken an auxiliary vowel, because this auxiliary

sound is not yet regarded as a full vowel which can

form a syllable. Comp. bna ndh(a)l^ rr^a bdy(iy^^ such

feminines also as ry;2a s6md'(a)'^ from sdma't follow

the same analogy. Unheightened forms as in"; yi^CeJn,

^y. y^''CO? stand in the apocopated future together

with heightened forms, as ba^ yd-^(e)l, n*];; y^KO^ from

yabnfaj, yaglfaj, yarbfaj. On the contrary the short

vowel always remains 4) when the following half vow-

elled auxiliary sound has only been inserted to facil-

itate the pronunciation of a guttural, according to §. 55,

even if this, according to §. 56, becomes a full vowel,

because these auxiliary sounds originated too late, to

affect the laws of the vowel sound. Comp. n?:^;;^ y<^'G^)-

mob from yamudu, 'pl'rr.. yeh(e)-zdq from yahzaqu, iviy

ya(d)-ld from yalafyu], iij'i na(a)-ro from nara-huj

•'bys po'(6)-ri from pu'lt, further ^"73^2 ya (a)-me-bio

(ydmuduna)^ ^PTJ^! y^bCO'^^i'^^' (ycilizaqutia) , b^^^ '^<^y-

yd'(a)l from vayalfa]^ S^nrs na(a)-re-yjem, D^bys

po'(o)-le-^em. ^

* *It is certainly questionable whether such forms as ""byE,

DSbrE should not be pronounced pa'oli, pd'ol^fem, since Metheg

seems incompatible with Qameg hatucp, and the Babylonians

write these forms without the small line which is the sign of

the short vowel. See Delitzsch in his preface to "Libri lobi",

ed. Baer, Lipsiae 1875, p. vi.
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§. 46. Independently of the exceptions given in

§. 44 and 45 short vowels can only stand in unaccented

closed syllables. Only a can remam short in all closed

syllables (§. 42). If the short vowel retains its char-

acter, u (except in a sharpened syllable) is almost

always modified to o, -i frequently to e. Comp. dj^^t

vay-ya-qom (va-ya-qum) ^ vay-ya-'^en (va-ya-bin)^ ''''^1'\>

qoh-si' (qud.n), "^itcn hec!j)-<^i (hip-^i)') "i^? 'tiz-z6\ iiDO

si^-ro'. The vowel a very frequently becomes i especially

in a sharpened syllable and in the case of §. 44: bap

qitfel, Arabic qattala^ \t2 bit-ti' from n3 6a^, ^nn'n di-

^e-re" from dabaray.

§. 47. The following vowel scheme is derived from

the foregoing rules: 1) a remains unchanged in an orig-

inally closed syllable, 2) becomes i a) before the sharp-

ening (§. 46), b) in open syllables before half vowels

(§. 44 and 46) and in all other cases * ; 3) it is volatilized

in the second open syllable before the tone, and in

the pretonic syllable of the status constructus; 4) it is

heightened a) to a in the closed tone- syllable of the

status absolutiis and in the open pretonic syllable, b) to

a in the monosyllabic nominal forms of the tertiae v, y
and in the future and participle of the stems of the same

class of verbs. — The vowel d more seldom retains its

sound, since it generally becomes (5, Avhich according to

§. 40 can pass over into w and u (o).

' The above-mentioned / sliares tlie same fate as the orig-

inal i, e. g. 'Uian;^ yehbdh = yihbas = yahhas, U'DT' J/e-S<j-xf'H,

liia;; yc-^6's ~ yi-bots according to §. 42, 3, ^ ya-bds = yabvas

according to §. 32, 2. The remarkable transition of t, which

has arisen from a, to l in the hi'9il has perliaps originated

according to an cri'oneous analogy from the conjugation of the

verbs mediae v, y where this i is phonetically legitimate.
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§. 48. The vowel i, a) almost always remains un-

changed in a closed, unaccented syllable (§. 46); b) if no

sharpening follows, it often becomes e. c) It undergoes

volatilization in an open unaccented syllable, not

unfrequently also before the tone (§. 43). d) It is

heightened to e in the tone -syllable and often in the

open pretonic syllable (§. 42). — i always remains

unchanged, in such forms except as D'l^j^s neqiyyl'm =
naqiyim, where it becomes iy.

§. 49. The vowel m, a) scarcely ever remains un-

changed except in a sharpened syllable (§. 41), b) almost

always becomes o in a toneless closed syllable (§. 45
fin.) ; c) becomes volatilized in an open unaccented syl-

lable (§. 43), and d) is heightened to o in an accented

(§. 42). Sometimes it passes over into i (e, e), thus

in the imperative ^r::^ qitelu' = Arabic qutlil (the

half vowel has penetrated the Hebrew^ w^ord through

the false analogy of the singular form), -nN Vj", qpn

''attem, comp. §. 42, Remark 2. — u always remains

unchanged.

§. 50. There are no real diphthongs in Hebrew.

Original ay, av reject their consonants before a follow-

ing vowel (§. 32), but if no vowel follows they are

each contracted to e and 6 through vocalization (-rfa

be^ = bayt, "'w^io suse = stisay, 3"'^"'~ heti'^ = haytj^^

n-^Va gulU'^ii = gullayta, -ri^j molS = mavt, "ibia nolcih

= navlad, T^bir: holih = havlib). The mixed vowel c

is in several forms thinned to i (n"^ba gaWl^ci from ga-

layta) and appears sometimes to change its place with

a ("2""b3 geldna, !^2'^b3P ti-^ldna = taglayna, comp. §. 33).

The combination a -\- i always becomes e, a -J- w d {piz

me^ = mavita, cia bo-s = bavu.sa, ib 16 =^ lahu). —
The combinations ay^ av seldom remain (e. g. 'P'lV-i
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saldott, "^"VD sadddy, which is heightened in the pause

I'lD sadday, likewise i^y 'dntiv). It remains for the most

part before original doubling (§. 34, 3) and in the

status absolutus of monosyllabic nouns, where ay,

av through the adoption of an auxiliary vowel be-

come dy(i)^ av(e). Compare n";5 bdy(iyz = hayt^ nitt

mav(eyis = mavt.

§. 51. The above may be represented in the fol-

lowing table of vowels:

I I A + A V + V

I ay, e, (i, a) A (av)^ av, 6

i'.o

The Latin uncial letters arc chosen for the original

Semitic in order to include y, v. The brackets in-

dicate less common transitions of sound.

^. 52. Since a biconsonantal ending is only al-

lowed in the few vowel combinations mentioned in §. 30;

it is frequently necessary in Hebrew that after the
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falling away of the old final vowels (§. 37) an auxiliary

vowel should enter between the two new final conson-

ants, and indeed most commonly an e with the height-

ening of the preceding vowel according to §. 42, 2,

whereby a (except in the stems mediae v and in the

pause) does not become heightened to a, but to a.

Comp. m^ mav(ey^ from mavtun, "j^-in 'arC^Jp from

^ar^n, ^dd se(^(e)r from siprun, lijnp qoh(e)s from qud-
JL J.

hin, nl?r:ip q6tdl(e)'^ from qatal-tun, bs^T vay-yd-^(e)l

from vayaglfaj, n'jj'J vay-y'er(e)^ from vayirh[a], by the

side of the unheightened form n'l^i vay-yir(e)^ , comp.

§. 45. In the stems mediae y, i is adopted as an

auxiliary vowel without heightening, e. g. rr;! zay(iy^

from zaytun. In the stems mediae and tertiae gutturalis

a becomes the auxiliary, before which in the mediae

gutturalis (as well as in general when the last con-

sonant but one is a guttural) a is not heightened, comp.

3>'nT zdr(ay = zarun^ bjjj ndli{a)l = nahlim, r;^'. 7iec(a)7i

= ni^hun^ "hvb po'(a)l = pulun, J^C)"^ hdrdh(a)'^ =
bdrahttm. If the last of the consonants in the final

sound is an ?/ or a v it is vocalized and the pre-

ceding vowel, when standing before final y, is volat-

ilized, but before v it is heightened, when the word

is a noun, comp, ^^'•,^ peri from paryun, >r!"'_ yehi'

from yihyfaj, ^irrn tohii from tuhvun, ^n»3;"i'T icayyistdJm

from vayyistaJiv[a]

.

§. 53. The gutturals readily adopt an a instead

of the other short vowels in every case (especially before

them, where this vowel was originally in use at least

as a collateral form). E. g. nbrt^ yahmoh, nb'i"; yislali,

rh'O silldh (nevertheless !j"?"i": mUolle(a)h), prr"; yiz'dq,

finnb la-htom. Yet not only the vowel a occurs, but

also the vowel e, which has arisen through phonetic
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retrogression from ?', especially for the sake of ren-

dering the first voAvel unlike the one immediately fol-

lowing, provided it is or originally was a, e. g. ^ian^.

yelihas from yihhas, yalihas, T\)rp__ yeh(e)zd from yihzay,

yahzay. Pa^ah furtive is inserted between a long, or

even in some cases a heightened vowel, and final h *" h

e. g. nn ru(a)h^ y^^-^ yahu(a)\ Trh^^ ''el6(a)h. — The

half guttural r does not have so strong a preference for

a, yet e. g. n"]];! vayyar' occurs together with MNi"^ yir'a

and even the fut. apocop. hitp^U nD^T vayytisar together

with veyaser, shortened from T^q^ yasir. — The stems

tertiae ?', y and a part of the stems primae n, primae v,

y and tertiae "'alet^ manifest a decided preference for the

forms with a,

§. 54. A half vowel under the gutturals (except

r) always becomes ^va compositum so that if the

original vowel was a, it is changed to a, if t, to e,

if u, to 0. Comp. I'lN ''art from ary, tMibN ''eld'(a)h

from Hla'h, "^bri holt' from hily^ r^ryo mhatu from 677-

hatuna. If the half vowel was first inserted in Hebrew

as an auxiliary sound to facilitate the pronunciation

(as is the case in the transposed radical forms qtal,

qtil, qtul = qatl, qitl, qtitl)^ a is chosen; e is only

placed after ^ale(s^ and in the root havay^
^'<^i/"3/-

Comp.

iby '(ajmob = 'mnd, bbN ^Oi)^l = "'kul, r^-^Ti^ h(e)ye

§. 55. The Hebrew is fond of inserting a half

vowel, which conforms to its predecessor, between a

guttural (except r) and a consonant in order to render

the guttural more perspicuous e. g. pm';'^ y^h0)^"1 =
yihzaq^ ^^tj?. y^l'(^0^^?> = yahmb, "•^'-.^y^- ^^^G')'^^^^ =
Mmid, T7jy\ ya'(a)ml'h — ydmhl, Dnnn hoh(o)ram =
Ivuhranij inyD iia(a)ro ^^ narahuy "^brE j)o'(o)li =^ pulf.
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This half vowel can be left out especially after //, e. g.

PIH!! yeTizaq , 3'in^ yaliso^. *

§. 56. This half vowel which originated in Hebrew

must according to §. 44, when followed by another

half vowel, become a full short vowel. E. g. tl'D'^r2

na- (a)re-iem, '^brs po- (o)-U-fa, ipTh;; yeh(e)zequ', iisdJj;^

ycih(a)<fiei{(.', ^^i^^l yoXo)^ehtl' together -svdth nprn"; y^h-

zequ^ "12^12 y^l^^^^'") comp. §. 55.

§. 57. The vowels e, e, which have arisen accor-

ding to §§. 54—56, are often simplified to a, «, when

the tone is moved forward, since a as a simple sound

is shorter than the mixed sound e from a + i- Comp.

•^bx ^eW from ilay^ with D:3"'bN ''dlc/^em, ^'=^'^73yrI he(e)-

mdhti, with Ti'TT^yri'} veha (c()mah-ti', -ibis;;^ ye(e)sor, with

^m"ipN^ ya'(a)seruhu.

§. 58. In composition the prepositions retain ac-

cording to §. 44 their short vowel and are not volatil-

ized, when a half vowel follows. Comp. ^npa bi-(feri',

•^"isb li-a^en^ t^y^^rt ha-mfat. The short vowel before

a compound seva is assimilated to it (the reverse occurs

in the inflection according to §. 55), comp. tnNb Za'-

ari, bbNb leXOl^h "'bnb lo-holi.

§. 59. The elision of a vowel, except at the end

of a word, occurs only rarely in Hebrew. The

^ The auxiliary vowel a which is inserted between ', h and

d, t when at the end of a word, is of still later origin and

cannot effect any aspiration (§. 24), comp. Pllba sdlah(a)t , "n"^

yih(a)d. — A series of new syllables arises in Hebrew as follows,

1) the transposed forms qtal, qtil, qttd receive a half vowel in

order to render the pronunciation possible, compare §. 54,

2) the forms qatl, qitl, qittl form their plural from qatal,

qitdl, qutal.
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elision of the vowels in the cases mentioned in

§. 26, 2 and §.61 was characteristic even of the primi-

tive Semitic. Yet such forms as nsna bir-kdJs' from ba-

raJcat occur. Such gerundial infinitives as bb;b li-npol,

do not belong here, since the infinitive first became

dissyllabic in Hebrew through the insertion of a half

vowel, and those forms have preserved the original

vocalization.



III.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE FOEMATION

OF STEMS.

§. 60. It does not lie within the province of He-

brew grammar to trace the secondary formation of

roots, which entered in a pre-Semitic age, to their

monosyllabic originals (§. 2). Except the pronouns

nothing now remains of these original radices but frag-

ments, which have been expanded to the present roots,

and which almost always consist of three consonants. ^

On the other hand it is incumbent on us to prove

two things: 1) how, in the formation of stems, themes

have arisen from these secondary roots which mostly

combine the nominal and verbal significations in them-

^ The present Semitic roots have probably arisen from the

original: 1) through reduplication, 2) through combination with

different prefixes and affixes, which also jaartly occur in the for-

mation of stems and words, comp. 2NP sibi voluit, desideravit,

compounded of the reflexive prefix ta and the original root ab

(in "i^N voluit), blZi"^ potuit from wa and kaJ, Jcul (in bsbD, b^'D),

3) through a pervasive analogy, which by the insertion of an

auxiliary sound rendered the remainder of the monosyllabic roots

similar to the others. — The comparatively infrequent Quadri-

litera have likewise arisen from the triliteral roots partly through

reduplication or affixion, partly through the mere decomposition

of a double consonant as in DD'IS decerpsit from Q33.

BiCKELL'S Outlines. 4
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selves, partly through seeming internal inflection, and

partly through prefixes; 2) how these stems through

the prefixes and affixes in the formation of words re-

ceived a definite character as nouns and verbs. Final-

ly another stratum, as it were, in this agglutinative

process is formed by suffixion in the narrower sense i. e.

through the annexation of the personal pronoun in an

objective (accusative) or subjective (genitive) signification.

§. 61. In the primitive Semitic, although not in

the Hebrew, comp. §. 59, it was allowed, for the sake

of euphony, to suppress the short vowel of a syllable

on placing a prefix before it or an affix after it,

unless two consonants would thus occur at the end of

a syllable (§. 30). We find, for example, in the for-

mation of roots qatla together with qatala^ in the for-

mation of stems ma-qtala for ma-qatala and in the

formation of words such feminines as qatal-ta together

with qatala-ta, but always only qatla-ta, never qatl-ta.

§. 62. The form qatla, which has arisen according

to §. 61, together with its modifications qitla and qutla,

can by virtue of the vague character of Semitic vowels, be

transposed to qtala, qtila, qtula. This transposition is

occasioned either as in the imperative according to §. 30

through the falling away of the final vowel, or as in tlie

future, according to §. Gl, through a prefix. Thus arise

the imperative qtvl for qutl^ the future ya-qtula and ya-

qtul for ya-qutla and ya-qutl.

§. 63. The oldest form in which the stem of tri-

literal roots appears is qatala. It underlies the perfect

and the original active participle qal of verbs, and is

the primitive form of nouns especially of attributive ad-

jectives and abstracts. According to the Hebrew laws
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of sound this form must either become qatul or qattil

(§. 37. 42); the former takes place in the jaerfect, the

latter in the status absolutus of nouns. Comj). a^n Iia-

ydm sapuit , QDn hci-f^am sapiens, but in the status con-

structus Drn ha^am according to §. 43. If the second

or third consonant was a v or y, it was almost always

elided according to §. 32, comp. D]? qmn surrexit and

surgens =^ qa[v]ama, r:by 'aid folium = 'alafvaj.

§. 64. The parallel forms qatila and qatula^ Heb.

qafel and qcitol according to §. 42, which are usually

found in the perfect, and in the active participle of

intransitive verbs, arise through the weakening of the

second a to i or u. Compare n";;p^ qcire^ appropinquabat

and appropinquans =^ qariba, "[bp quton parvus erat and

parvus = qatuna. In roots mediae v, y the v or y
are elided according to §. 32; e. g. roz me^ monebatur

and mortmis = ma[v]ita^ Ci3 bos pudefiebat and pude-

factus = bafvjusa.

§. 65. If the a of the first syllable was weakened

to i the parallel form qitala arose, which in Hebrew
in the stat. absol. become qetal according to §. 42. Comp.

33b le^a^ cor = libaba. — The form qutala rarely occurs

except as the plural of qutla (§. 70).

§. 66. The active participle qal^ which has still

retained the short vowel of the first syllable in the

stems of the mediae v, y and in the intransitive verbs

(§. 63, 64), lengthens it in all other stems to a *, through

1 In general the lengthening of the vowel of the tone-syllable

in primitive Semitic is just as readily employed to distinguish

the nominal from the verbal forms, as the heightening of the

vowel in Hebrew (§. G3).

4*
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which the forms qdtala and qcitila, Heb. qottd and qotel

according to §. 42. 40, arise. The hitter is the common
form since a through the preponderance of the prece-

ding long vowel is weakened to i. The former is

usual in the stems of the tertiae v ?/, and in the fem-

inines formed according to §. 61. Comp. abi^ '61am

saeculum = 'dlama, ^rn'n hozd videns = hdza[xja], ny73ti

s6ma(a)'^ audiens = sdma-ta, "i^i^ do^er loqucns =^

ddbira.

§. 67. The form qatdia, Heb. qdtol, which is also

used as the infinitive absolute qal, arises from qatala

through the lengthening of the second vowel. Compare

^123 kd^oh gloria = kabdda, TiiVn lud6\ amhidare =
Jialdka. The usual vocal laws are applied in the stems

of the vtediae or tertiae v, y, comp. ni/3 mS^ mori =
ma[v]dta (§. 32), niNn ra'd''1s videre = ra'dfyja-ta^ n'ra

gdlo' revelare = galdfvja. — In like manner qatila and

qatida, Heb. qdttl, qdtul are lengthened forms of the

intransitive qatila^ qatida, from which through the re-

lationship of the passive and intransitive significations,

the latter serves as the passive participle qal. while

the former with a like signification has more of a sub-

stantive character. Comp. "i^cn ''dsur captivatxis =^ 'a-

sii'ra^ T'ON ''dsi'r captivus = ^asira, Drb sii/n posit us =
sa[y]uma (§. 32), "^p: nciqi' innocens = naqiija^ but -^vcv

'dsifjj /actus =n 'asitva (§. 31). — The following forms

arise through the modification of the first short vowels

to i or u: 1) qitdla or qutdla; Heb. according to §. 43^
qetdl mostly q§t6l; 2) qitila^ Heb. qetil and 3) qu-

tida, Heb. qetiil. Comp. n»n3 Xv^a|5 liber — kitdba, rribx

'el6(a)h Dens = Hldha^ n-^na gc^ir dominus = gibira^ c^n?

U^fis vestis = lubusa. But after 'AIC9 the half vowel is

readily again transformed into the full vowel !•, siuce
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otherwise the syllable would be hardly audible, comp.

"liTN ''ezor cimjulum == ''izdra.

§. 68. The form qatla^ which has arisen according

to §. 61, including its modifications qitla and qiitla^

are used in the formation of the imperative, construct

infinitive and future qal, as follows: 1) qutla is the

fundamental form of the usual transitives, 2) qitla of

a class of the stems primae v, 3) and qatla not only

of the intransitives, and the stems mediae and tertiae

gutturalis (see §. 53), but also of the stems tertiae v^ y,

tertiae ^Ale<^ and the most of the primae t', ^, since the

changes, which these forms experienced in consequence

of vocal laws, prevented them from being influenced

after the analogy of the other forms and enabled them

to retain the original vowel. — The imperative and

the apocopated future ended even in primitive Se-

mitic with the last consonant, while the final vowel

was rejected. — The transposition qtala^ qtila^ qtula

mentioned in §. 62 always occurs in the verb except

a special formation in the mediae geminatae, and before

endings, joined to the imperative and infinitive, of

which the initial sound is a vowel. According to this

transposition qatla, qitla, qutla become qtala, qtila,

qtula, relatively qtal, qtil, qtid, which in Hebrew are

changed through the insertion of an auxiliary vowel

according to §. 30 to qetdl, qetel, .qetol provided no

prefix precedes. Comp. n:i'«i HDXP'^ jacere = skaba and

jace = skab, ^b'd sQJmor obserrare = smura and ob-

serva = -wiur, "b'C"] yi-^mor observabit = ya-snnira, but

n-i73\5 6om(e)ru' observate = mmr-u (see §. 49), sb;" yTi-

so^ circumdabit = ya-subba together with ns"^ yisso^ :=

ya-sbuba.

§. 69. In the noun the transcription to qtala takes
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place less frequently, yet e. g. it appears in -5a f/e^ar

vir = ghara , which is a collateral form of nna ga^(e)}'

= gahra. The form qtila occurs especially in derivatives

from stems mediae ''Alec:^ and in feminines primae v comp.

~N3 bfer pufeus = Fira, !-;i"^ cle'ci scientia = [v]dfa-ta.

But usually the original position qatla, qitla
,

qutla

remains in the noun. These forms of course in Hebrew,

after the falling away of the final vowel, when no

affixes follow must take an auxiliary vowel mostly e,

but before and after gutturals «, after Y65 i. In

this manner the forms qdt(e)l (in pausa usually ac-

cording to §. 21 qat(e)T)^ qet(e)l and qdt(e)l arise,

compare "rjb/J mdl(e)y^ rex = malka, n"^ ydr(a)h mensis

= yarha, n25 sec^(e)r liber = siprci, n^3 n'eg(a)h aevuni

= ni^ha, tinp qdh(e)s sanctnarium = qudsa, b^s pd'(a)l

opus = pu'la. The a is heightened to d before v , and

remains short before gutturals, as well as before ij.

Compare rii'3 m7iv(e)'^ mors = mavta, rr^a bay(i)'^ do-

mzis = bayta, bm nah(a)l Hvus = nahla, see §. 45. —
The double consonant which has arisen from the stems

mediae geminatae and mediae n must (§. 30) lose its

doubling at the end of a word, e. g. ph hoq statutum

= huqqa, S]N '09 furor = ''appa, ^anpa, D^ yam mare

= yamma. A v or y as second consonant is always

softened into a vowel after i, u, also after a with the

exception, in most cases, of the status absolutus. The

resulting long vowel is of course unchangeable. Comp.

•j-^n din judicium = diyna, ym hu^ p>latea = huv^a, st.

constr. n"^3 be^ domus = bayfa, st. const r. dv2 wo^ mors

= mavta. As tliird radical consonants r, y (§. 52)

are also softened into their corresponding vowels. The

original vowel before ?/, except in pausa, is volatilized,

before v it is heightened. Compare "•na gebt Jiocdus =
gadya, in pausa "^"la g<i?^i ; "'Xn hd^'i diniidiran =^ I'i^yci,

in pausa 'i:n he^i; ''bn holt morbus = hulya, in pausa
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•'bn holt; nnn toliu solitudo = tuhva. The duals and

feminines throughout, and with rare exceptions the forms

before suffixes proceed from the original stem, not from

that which was changed according to merely Hebrew

vocal laws. Compare isb'o malko rex ejus = malka-hic,

i"ipD si(p}'6' liber ejus = sipra-Iui, icnp qoh-so sanctua-

rium ejus = qiidsa-hu^ !^sb73 'malka regina = malka-ta

Ti'l'^.iD si^i/a = sahya-ta from "^"yq se^i captivitas = sabya.

Nevertheless the feminine is also formed in rr^'yq se^i-^

and Tt^'^ se^iyya = se^t-a from the changed form.

§. 70. In Hebrew the stems qatla^ qitla^ qutla

have no plural, but always derive it from the forms

qatala, qitala, qutala. Compare a"'pb73 mela'fj'm reges

= malak-i-via, st. constr. 'Db73 maUft = malaka-y, fem.

niDb73 melccip"^ reginae, st. constr. ni3b73 wia/iixo'^ := ma-

lak-ata, ^"''720 sec^arim libri = sipar-i-m, st. constr. "''nDO

sicpere = sipara-y, Q'^"4'7P. qobdsim sanctuaria = quda-

s-i-m (0 sometimes also stands after non-gutturals), st.

constr. "^cnj? qohese = qudasa-y, Q"'"^'7a gebdyt'm Jioedi =
ga-day-i-m, W^'^ht't holdyim morbi = hulay-i-m. Of course

those forms are excepted, which even in primitive

Semitic had received a long vowel, diphthong or double

consonant, and so had become unchangeable. E. g.

nistin hu^o'^ plateae = liuvq-at, a'i-i">o svri'm cantica =
biyr-i-m, D"'b"'N ''elim arietes = ''ayl-i-m from the sing,

y^ ^ay(i)l, d"'i5n huqqt'm leges = huqq-t-m. Forms of

this kind have a dissyllabic stem only seldom in the

plural, comp. £3''~^"4 sevciri'm tauri = savar-i-m from

^i\lj sor = savra^ '^'b^n hayaU'm, exercitus ^= hayal-t-m

from b"." ho.y(i)l --=1 liayla.

§. 71. Conversely the form qatila often derives its

8t. constr. from qatla, or its transposed form qtala

(§. 62), compare C]r3 k(i^t'(f umerus =^ katipa, st. constr.
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Sjns kd'^(e)(s^ = hatpa^ li^T ztiqcn senex = zaqina, st. constr.

1)2J ^(D^I"'^ "^ zqana.

§. 72. Several nouns which are frequently used

(as o3 ^Ja OS, St. constr. 'E p?, :;'i c/ay p/scz's, D^ f/aw

scmguis.^ 15 5e?^ Jilius, na ia'j = Z'an-^ ^iZia, y:-' 'ip lignum,

m r'e(ay amic^is, t^ yaS manvs, d'i 6^wi 7iomen) always

appear with only two stem -consonants, others (as nij

'a,8 pater, st. constr. -"nN 'a,jt, HN '«/i frater, st. constr.

•^riN '«/a) indicate only in some forms traces of a third

consonant. It seems however that one must consider

these nouns as helonging to a class which already at

a very early period lost its third consonant, but not

as the remnants of original monosyllabic and bi- con-

sonantal roots. Such remnants occur, except in the

pronoun, only in the pilpel, where the monosyllabic

primary root became a quadriliteral through doubling

and as such could also maintain its existence in the

later triliteral period of the language (§. 73).

§. 73. The forms, which have arisen from the

reduplication of the root and which are cognate with

the pi"el, are common to the noun as well as the verb.

Actual repetition of the entire root in its original mono-

syllabic form appears in the pilpel, which in some of

the stems mcd. v and med. f/cmin. takes the place of

the pi"el. Comp. bsbs kaJkt'l mitrire, bsbs kil-kel tni-

trivit = kal-kila, kil-kila, in the passive bsbs kul-ki'd

nutriebatur (present secondary root bis), baba gal-gol

rota (present root bb:.). Through an abreviation of the

root the reduplicated form qatal-tala arose, comp.

innno seharhdr palpitavit = sahar-Jjara. In the stems

vied, r, 1/ the still more abbreviated form qatlala stands

for the pi"el, e. g. nni'j ?«o^<;^ intcrjiccrc and intcrfccit
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= mavt-ita^ pass. a7:i"i romdm exaltahatur = ravm-cuna,

•{jNO m''(a))ian quietus = scCn-ana.

§. 74. The fundamental form of the pr'el and its

cognate nouns qattala (Hebr. qattaV) has probably arisen

from qatlala. It occurs unchanged in the intin. constr.,

imperat. and fut. pi"el of the stems tert. gutt. and tert.

V, y, e. g. nVo sallcih viitte = sallah and mittere = sal-

laha, which is weakened to qattila (Hebr. qattel) in

the same verbal forms in other roots, comp. "153 dab^

ber loquere = dabbir and loqui = dabbira. In the perfect

of the pi"el the form is qittala or qittila (Hebr. qiftdl^

qittt'l), the latter of which in nouns indicates abnormal

characteristics. Comp. nVo silldh einisit, n^'^ dibber lo-

quebatur = dibbira, "ip:> 'ivver coecus = 'ivvira. The

passive has quttala^ comp. nVo sidldh mittebatur. — The
form qdtila, pass, qdtala (Hebr. qotel, qotdl) which takes

the place of the pi"el in the stems med. gcmiii. appears

to have arisen through compensative lengthening from

qattala, e. g. ::niD so^e'^ eircumdedlt and circumdare =
sdbiba, ri^io sS^d^ circumdabatur and civcumdari = sd-

baba. — The nominal forms are distinguished here as

elsewhere through the lengthening of the second vowel,

which in the stat. cstr. is still sometimes short. Thus

arises the form qattala, which serves in the pi"el as an

infin, absol., and which in nouns expresses habitual

characteristics, Hebr. qattd'l, in the tnfin. qatto'l. Comp.
'21^ fjannd^ fur, l^^i'^ bdrd'i benedicere = barrdka. Qit-

tala (Hebr. qittol, comp. nisa gibbo'r heros = gibbdra)

appears as a collateral form , from which through com-
pensative lengthening instead of the doubling the form

qitdla (Hebr. qtto'l) arose , comp. lio'^j? qitor fumus =
qitdra = qittdra. The form qiittdla is used for the

infin. absol. of the passive (Hebr. quttol, comp. niiii

gimtio^ furlo abstrahi =^ gunndba). — If the second
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vowel was already weakened to i or k the forms qatttla

and qattula also qittida arose through lengthening.

Comp. p"^v^ <;addiq Justus, "j^:" hannu'n niisericors
,

y^j.'O

siqqu'^ ahominatio

.

§. 75. The prefixes of the stem-formation ha, kin

(na) and hit are common to the noun and verb. The

prefix ha has probably arisen from sa (which still

appears in the Hebr. S"^"1i;d sanvcnm coecitas = sa-

nvir-i-m, r'j.'rh^q salhd^(e)'^ flamma = sa-lhab-ta) and

has a causative signification. If it is prefixed to the

verbal stem the customary hi9'"il forms ha-qtala or ha-

qtila arise (§. 61), with the weakening of the vowel of

the prefix hi-qtala or hi-qtila, also ha-qtila and hi-qtila

according to §. 47 remark, for the passive hu-qtala

and hu-qtila. Examples: Ma"." harhS' multiplica = ha-

rhay, na'ilrj hirhti multiplicavit = hi-rha[ya], ^>'rA~ hai-

Wit'5 devasta = ha-smid, T/^tir: hismt'b devastavit = hi-

Smida, b'^-T, hufsal lapsus est = hu-ksala, h'y^'n^ heyal

templiim = ha-ykala.^ The form ha-qtala (§. 7) is rare,

as in nbi^Jj ha^^dla salvatio = ha-ti<^dla-ta. Sometimes

the prefix ha is changed to 'a, comp. tT;2"N \izkdra

commemoratio = ''a-zkdra-ta. Other forms with prefixed

'a or 'i are probably only of euphonic origin (§. 30)

or have arisen from the transposition of the vowel,

comp. y3"iN ^arha quatuor = rba'a, raitN ^e<^bci digitus

= H-^ba'a, gab'a, yi"iTN 'ezr6(ay = 'izrd' =^ zird'a.

§. 76. The prefix /m, which is employed for the

1^9^11, appears when the following consonant retains

its vowel in the form hin, whose « is always assimil-

' *Thc Assyriologists consider tliis not as an original Sem-

itic, but as an Accadian word which signifies great house. It

has however certainly been hcbraized.
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ated; thus arise the stems na-qtala, ni-qtala, together

with hin-qatala, hin-qatila, in the injin. ahsol. also liin-

qatdla. Comp. y^S'j na'(ci)raQ timendus = nctraga, ^jn^a

ni^i'd'^ benedictus est = nibraka, fi'C'zri JiimmdMh ungi =
hin-mamlia ^ tjnsin hinndhem misero^i = hin-nahima, V'^^^

hinnd'^on dan =^ Mn-natdna.

§. 77. The prefix hit (Hebr. Azj'), which has a

reflexive signification, and is perhaps etymologically

related to the particle nx, scarcely ever occurs in

Hebrew except before the pi"el and its cognate verbal

forms. Comp. ^';.r;wri!n hi^mahine(a)h cunctatus est :=

hif-mah-mih, "isir^ hi^nakkei' se dissimulare=^hit-nakkira.

The prefix ta before nominal forms appears to have had
another origin (§. 79).

§. 78. The prefix ma only belongs to the nominal

formation. It has an indefinite signification and is

identical with the affix of the vocable formation which

has the same sound. Before the simple stem it com-

monly indicates the action, the place or the instrument.

Thus arise the forms ma- qtala, ma-qtila^ ma-qtula;

mi-qtala, mi-qtila, ma-qtdla, mi-qtdla, ma-qtida. Comp.

ITsn?^ mahmdh desiderium = ma-hmada, "'i^']'2 mihbar de-

sertum = mi-dbara^ '3?T'2 m,izb~e(a)li ara = mi-zbiha,

bib573 miylol jjerfectio = mi-kldla, "Ji3b73 malbm vestis =
malbusa. — The same prefix ma before the stem which

has been doubled or increased through ha, hit (pi"el,

pa"el, pilpel, hi9'"il, hi'3~pa'"'"el and their passives) serves

to indicate the participle, but is then weakened to

mu, which in Hebrew is volatilized to me. After it

the h of ha or hit is elided. Comp. "13-72 mehabber

loquens = mu-dabbira, '^^bu me^orax benedictus = mu-
burraka, ppi'jc'j oiienio'^e^ interficiens = vm-mavt-ita,

D'^'in"2 mah(a)ri'm anatheniatizans = me-ha-hrt'm, pass.
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h^'n'z moh(oJram = me-ho-Jjram = mu-hu-hrama, "^^2*1'^

mi^-yaireh registro inscriptus = mc-hi^-yalleb = mu-Jiit-

vallida, rrizT-rzT]'^ m'i^7nahm1;(a)h cunctans = mg-hi'^-mah-

mT'h =^ mu-hit-mah-'iniJia.

§. 79. Probably ya and ta should be regarded

as petrified prefixes of the vocable formation, which

usually only occur before the future to indicate the

third person masc. and fern., but ^Yhicll have in some

cases maintained their existence as nominal prefixes

from a period when as yet there was no sharp dis-

tinction between the noun and verb. ^ The last vowel

is not unfrequently lengthened, as in Arabic, for the

sake of distinguishing these forms from those of the

future, comp. "ir;^"^ yi^har oleatn =^ ya-^hara, rc^pb^ yal-

qut pera, "i^inri tib/itir abies = ta-dhara, b^^2:.n taymu'l

retributio, from the hi9'il r;~in toha laudatio = te-ka-

vdaya-t.

§. 80. All the apparent affixes of the stems are

merely petrified forms of the vocable formation. The

indefinite wa, which usually becomes wa, and before

which the final vowel of the stem either falls away,

remains, or is lengthened should be reckoned first of

all under this class. Comp. qVd sidliini sccda = sulla-m,

'zviB pihyiVDi soJutio collateral of i^ns pibyoii =^ pidyci-

ma, l^lp qorbtai sacrificimn = qiirba-/ia^
T^"'"!?

yi^n/n

nsiis = yatrd-na^ "[i'lS kena(a)n ^=- kna-it. In corresiion-

dence with its origin this affix stands after the feminine

ending (e. g. iri'^V? Uvya^an = livya-ta-na) and falls

away at the end of proper names, since these as such

• *For a Iborouph discussion of this subject seo "Diet-

rich's Ahhandlungen zur hcbriiischeu Ciniuiniatik ", Leipzig 18iG,

S. 121-173.
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have a definite signification, comp. rh^'C iilo', ''jb"'0

VAt * At I

sUoni .
'

§. 81. The ending oi/ya, ii/i/a wliich has arisen

from the genitive of the plural (§. 90) serves in the

formation of patronymics, gentiles, and other adjectives

denoting a property. By appending the feminine affix

t the ending ii/ija receives an abstract signification.

The related ending aya, ay perhaps belong to the

genitive sing. (§. 88). Comp. i^o mdday omnipotens =
sadda-y-fya], i-)^:? 'i?>^'i'-i properly b twv ""Ejjpaiwv, plur.

D"'^"i:jy 'i^riyytm = 'ibri-y-y-i'-m, rr^iij^'i r'esi'is- lorinci-

piurn = r'u-i-t; rriN HUil = ''idsa-fyaj, proj)erly to xoij

Tcupc'?. — Many abstracts are also formed by means of

the ending in'va, which has arisen from the nominative

plur. and to which the feminine affix is united. Comp.

n^^b^ maleju-'^ regnum =^ mala-ku-v-v-t, plur. ni'^rb/O

maleyuyyo"^ = mcdaku-v-v-dt ; the derivation of this form

from the dissyllabic stem indicates that it is properly

a plural, comp. §. 70.

^ The combination of the affix n with the nunnation and of

he affix I with the gen. plur. has already been made by Tegner,

*'De nunnatione arabica", Lund 1865.



IV.

DOCTEIXE OF THE FOEMATION OF

WOEDS.

1. PRONOMINAL IMLECTION.

§. 82. The personal pronoun is in Hebrew: 1. sing.

"^qbii ''anofi' (in pausa ''ano-'ff) or ':n 'am (in p. "^aN 'aw?),

1. plur. ^2n;N ''andhnu (in p. ^:n:N ^anahnu), rarely nsns

ndh/m, once nSN ''dfiiV, 2. sing. mas. nriij or pn 'atfa

(p. rjPN 'attZi), 2. sing. fern. PwX 'att (p. pn 'afi), rarely

^^N 'atti^ 2. plur. mas. arx ''attem, 2. plur. fern, ipn

'attc'ii and ti:nN 'attt'na (or their variations "jpn, ^^pn

and n^PN), 3. sing. mas. N^rj hiV, 3. sing. fern. «>?! hV^

0. plur. mas. an or rr?:!! h&m^ hemma, 3. plur. fern,

nrr; ht'iind. Several deviating forms have been retained

as suffixes and verbal endings, especially y = ya in

the 1. sing, and v = va in the 3. sing, mas., ha for

the 3. sing, fern., k instead of t thi'ough all the forms

of the second person, conversely t for k in the

1. sing., finally Ul for the 2. plur., and mo for the

3. plur. mas. In the Pentateuch xin takes the place

of N'lri "with only eleven exceptions. ^

' These very difficult forms arc pcrhajis to be understood

as follows: luV (comp. Arab. Iiuva aud the va in suffixes and the
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§. 83. The demonstrative is formed from the stem

za (orig. dci) and has in the masculine r;T zd = za,

which in the feminine through the addition of the

feminine ending ta becomes dnt zo'^ (rarely r^T, it z6).

The form ^t zu-^ which has been increased through the

nominative ending, is used as common to both genders.

Compounded, rare collateral forms are ritrrr hallazd

(masc), nrVr; IiaUezu (once, with a fem.) and T^n hal-

laz (comm.).^ The plural is always r;VN ''elld^ in the

Pentateuch also with the article bNrr Jia'el. The article

elements of the vocable formation) is compounded of two stems

ha and va. Only in this way does it seem possible to explain

the Ethiopia form (Dillmann §. 65) and the suffix lid for the

3. sing. fem. The original common form was divided at a later

period according to the gender, since the collateral form ya was

used for the feminine so that a new pronoun w'as formed out of

ha-ya, hi-ya, hV. The plural added the indefinite pronominal root

ma to the singular, the double repetition of which indicated the

plural, compare especially the Phoenician suffix of the 3. plur. C3.

(See Schroder, "Die phonizische Sprache", Halle 1869, §. 57.)

Jm-m-ma or hi-m-ma must then (§. 38) become himma (Hebr. ac-

cording to §. 42 hlmma). The discrimination of the gender

through m or n is merely the employment of a collateral form

for the sake of expressing a logical distinction. The true root

of the 2. person is certainly ta, to which an is prefixed. The

fem. was formed still later by the annexation of hV after this

had become a mark of the feminine gender. The plural was

probably designated through the annexation of the affixes va {ya)

= u {i) and ma, and here also at a later period by means of m
or n an artificial distinction in gender was established. — In the

1. person an seems likewise to be a prefix. The plural is formed

in a similar manner, as in the 2. and 3. person. In the suffixes

and personal endings the t of the second and the k of the first

person are often interchanged.

1 * Compare Fleischer's explanation of these pronominal

forms in the "Sitzungsberichte der sachsischen Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften", 1874, S. 143.
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ha (orig. hal) is evidently cognate with "''elld; its I is

always assimilated to the following consonant, hence

its vowel before gutturals is subject to the vocal laws

contained in §. 28, 29. After the prepositions he^ U,

Jce, h of the article is elided, see §. 35.

§. 84. The relative is generally -ioj« "'ciser, some-

times ^e or m with the doubling of the following con-

sonant. — The interrogative and indefinite * is for

things rT'9 tmi^ for persons "^-q mi (originally a gen-

itive). The first form appears in pausa as ma, and

likewise before gutturals, but before Jia, Jid, 'ic it

becomes md (§. 29). Sometimes it loses its accent

and is written ma with a real or virtual (§. 28) doubling

of the following consonant; when united with pre-

positions both 071CC and md occur, but Idmd is found

only thrice 1 Sam. i, 8.

2. DECLENSION.

§. 85. Declension is accomplished in Hebrew

through the annexation of three affixes, namely of the

feminine affix ta, the nominative affix ra, which was

wanting in the accusative and became ya in the gen-

itive, and of the indefinite ma, which corresponds to

our indefinite nrticle. The plural is indicated tlirough

the doubling of one of these affixes ^, yet doubled ma

' * According to Fleischer in the passage mentioned above

the indefinite signification is earlier than the interrogative, S. 149.

^ Just the same kind of formation is found in the Indo-

(jormanic. Comp. in San.skrit tlie nom. sing, dcras ~ daira-sa,

deuN hie, nom. plur. dviuitt, for which the Yedic still has dcvdsas

= daiva-sa-sa, dcus hie hie.
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never occurs in Hebrew, except in the pronominal in-

flection. These suffixes , as well as the final sound of the

stem which precedes them, can lose the vowel. When
this happens v and y are changed into their corres-

ponding vowels V, i. In the explanation of the Hebrew
forms it should always be remembered, that short final

vowels fall away (§. 37), but are protected through

the annexation of suffixes ; further that the case-endings

as such, with the exception of the local accusative, are

no longer to be discriminated; and finally that the de-

finite form, without wta, now only stands in the stat.

constr. and before suffixes.

§. 86. The definite masc. accus. sing, therefore

represents in the noun, just as the perfect represents in

the verb, the pure stem without any ending, e. g. susa

equum. The indefinite form joins on its own affix which

even at an early period had become vowelless: siisa-m

equum aliqtiem. Both forms must become in Hebrew
ono sus (§. 37). Nevertheless many remnants of the

old ending have here been retained. Before most of

the personal suffixes the final a of the stem remains,

comp. io^D suso' equics ejus = susa~hu. The ending a,

which of course is heightened, is retained to quite an

extent to indicate the direction whither; sometimes

also the place where. It is unaccented and effects no

vowel changes. Comp. pb^sn iTigi'? mibbdra Danimd-

s(e)q in desertum Damasci, n72^ yamma in mare = yam-

ma^ j^sii Mn"^ii be"ia J6se(p in domum Josepki. Our punc-

tuation strangely enough almost always retains the en-

tirely unnecessary auxiliary vowels, which have also

entered according to §. 52 before the accusative en-

dings, changing them into half vowels. Thus arise im-

possible forms with the tone upon the antepenult, as

Gen. xix, 10 in pausa Jiri-^ars hahbaye'^a domum, which
BiCKELii's Outlines. 5
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ought more correctly to be written l^ri3^ Jiahhayta =
halbayta. ^ After a false analogy this ending is also

joined to a plural, e. g. in !-!?:'*'^'d3 kasdima ad Chal-

daeos. The indefinite accusative ending a-m appears

partly unchanged (Hebr. aiyi) partly lengthened to d-m

(Hebr. o-m), e. g. in t:i2V yomam interdiu^ Dtn hinnam

gratis = yavma-m^ hinna-m^ 'o^xib'O siUom nudius-tertius

= HUd-m. Comp. §. 80.

§. 87. The nominative ending w usually crowds

out the preceding final a of the stem, and must then

itself fall away in Hebrew. Thus susfaj-u equus as

well as the indefinite form sus[a]-u-m equus aliquis

must become dio sus. In some examples of the stat.

cstr, the a has perhaps been retained and has been

blended with w to a diphthong, which must then remain

in Hebrew; yet the 6 in these examples is possibly an

error in the punctuation for u. Comp. is-^ra mayeno'

fons = ma-yana-u. These forms probably belong ex-

clusively to the language of the Pentateuch, comp.

in-^n haye'zd Gen. i, 24, i5a bend Num. xxiv, 3, 15.

The first example is repeated several times in later

books as a citation. Ps. cxiv, 8 is to be explained in

the same way. — Before the pronominal suffixes no

nominal ending can be proved with certainty.

§. 88. The genitive ending i, wliich has arisen

from the nominative ending, likewise occasions the fal-

ling away of final a. Hence it must disappear in Hebrew
not only in the definite form siisfoj-i, equi, but also in

the indefinite sus[a]-i-m equi alicujus, so that only s^o

' *The author here considers the consonant with Seva mobile

as a real syllable, but this view is not sustained by the Jewish

grammarians.
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SMS remains. Still the ending has been retained in

many cases before suffixes, comp. ^3D^o suse-nu equus

noster = sus-i-nu. Moreover it is several times length-

ened to i in Stat. csf)\, comp. fNarrr "^nrb 'oze^t' hag-

^6'n, desertor gi'cgis = 'dzib-i. ^

§. 89. The plural, since it is indicated through

the doubling of an affix, could not be formed from the

accusative, which consisted merely of the stem. The
nominative plural was originally susa-va-va, and still

exists in the abstract form, mentioned in §. 81, almost

unchanged, since there only, as is commonly the case, the

vowel standing between the two identical consonants is

elided. After the affixes had lost their vowel, u-u became

V before which the final sound of the stem disappeared

(except once Ps. cxvi, 12 "^rjibn^osn ta-^mulohi beneficia

ejus = ta-gmula-u-hu). This ending however now exists

only in the verb, since the noun uses only the genitive

ending. — The indefinite nomin. plur. sii-s[aj-u-u-ma,

the last vowel of which must remain in primitive Se-

mitic (§. 37), has only been retained at times in the

verb, and with the transformation of the m into w,

comp. •^33^N3']r] tehakkfu-ndni conculcabitis me = tu-dak-

ki'-u-u-ma-ni, 'j^y'i;^ ydhe'un noverunt = vada-u-u-ma.

§. 90. The plural of the Hebrew noun is now ex-

clusively formed through the doubling of the genitive

ending. The original form of this plural was susa-ya-

ya, which still appears almost completely in the ad-

jective formation mentioned in §. 81. As a rule however

both genitive affixes lose their vowel and then blend

with t or 2/, which form a diphthong with the pre-

^ * With reference to this Hireq compaginis comp. Delitzsch's

introduction to Ps. cxiii.

5*
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ceding vowel (Hebr. o^, e, a). The regular form is e,

while ay and a only occur before some suffixes. Thus

we obtain the forms "^Dno suse eqid = susa-y, ^jD^id equi

nostri suse'nu =^ susa-y-nu, ir^S^O susdhd equi ejus = s{i-

say-hd, ^D^D susdy equi mei = susa-yfya]. — In the def-

inite form there is no external distinction between

the dual and plural.

§. 91. The indefinite form assumes the suffix

ma^ which in primitive Semitic must retain its final

vowel (§. 37) to hinder the shortening of the long

vowel, and the identity thus arising between the sin-

gular and plural. The older formation which corres-

ponds to the definite form has maintained itself by

the insertion of an auxiliary vowel (§. 52) with the

signification of the dual, comp. Q'^o^d susd-y(i)m equi

duo = susa-y-ma, moreover in two plurals d^7a may(i)m

aquae and X:yv^ mmdy(i)m coeli = sa7n[ay]a-y-ma. But

in the usual indefinite plural form final a of the stem

is crowded out by the following i; thus arises d'^ono

susi'm equi aliqui = sus[a]-i-i-ma. Sometimes n occurs

instead of wi, as in the verb, e. g. {'nn midd-tn vestes.

§. 92. The feminine affix is ta, or abbreviated t

(as in the verb), which was followed in the nom. and

gen. by the affixes w, i and in the indefinite form by

m. But according to the Hebrew law of final sound

everything after t must fall away, with a few ex-

ceptions, e. g. ace. tiri'^Ty 'ezralsd auxilium = 'izra-ta,

jn-ib liv-yci^dn = liv-ya-ta-m, nomin. iniR haye^o

vita =^ hayya-ta-u^ gen. Tian rabbti^i domina = rab-

ba-t-i (except, of course, before suffixes, as irono su-

sa^o equa ejtis = susn-ta-hu, ^Sno^D siisa'^t'nu cqua

nostra = susa-t-i-ftii)^ so that every distinction between

the different casus and status disappeared. A double
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feminine form however arose in Hebrew according as

the final vowel of the stem preceding the affix ta was

elided (§. 61) or not. In the latter case the form nD^o

susa^ eqiia = susa-ta arose, which remains in the st.

constr. and before suffixes. But in the stat. ahsol. since

the t is not protected by a close connection with some-

thing following it is lost, and then the preceding a is

heightened (§. 42), comp. i^s^D sma equa aliqua = su-

sa[fa-ni]. If the final vowel of the stem fell away

before ta, after t had become the last letter of the

word according to the Hebrew laws of final sound, it

was necessary that the auxiliary vowel e should be in-

serted and the preceding syllable heightened. But if

the last consonant of the stem was a guttural, a was

accepted as an auxiliary vowel and the preceding a

remained unheightened (see the segolate forms §. 52).

This manner of formation is especially frequent with

participles and infinitives; it is impossible with stems

which have no vowel before the final consonant. Comp.

nynia mdba(aj'^ cognatio = ma-vda-ta, nVuiip q6ta.J(ey^

interficiens = qdtal-ta; n'i":" hames(e)'^ quinque = ha-

mis-ta, riVaba gul-gol(ey^ cranium = gul-gul-ta. A long

vowel in the last syllable of the stem must naturally

be shortened (§. 38), but an i or w thus shortened was

again heightened in Hebrew. Comp. nn"j sah(a)'^ fovea

= sah-ta = sdh-ta = savah-ta, from 0"'N 'is, stat. cstr.

fem. ntpN ^es(e)'^ = ''is-ta = ''is-ta, = Hns-ta, from

wnj nahus dual. fem. D'^rvirij nehmtay(i)m = naJnis-

ta-y-ma, but singular r^n; aes nehds(ej^ = nahus-ta.

Of course no auxiliary vowel is allowable, if the pre-

ceding consonant was either assimilated to the t, or was

an 'a/69 ' ^^ ^^ ^^ account of Hebrew vocal laws it had
already been vocalized in the masculine. Comp. n?;^

'ema^ Veritas = ^amat-ta = ^aman-ta, before suffixes

in»N 'amitto = ''aman-ta-hu; DNI^n hattd^ peccaticm =
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hattd'-ta; rr^sp se^i-'^ captivitas, from masc. 'S'i se^i

= sahy. — The shorter feminine formation remains

just the same in the stat. cstr. and abs., hut is some-

times appropriated by the stat. cstr., when the stat.

abs. follows the longer form, comp. inbpN 'oyr^ela (nbsN)

and nb::N ''6^al(ey^. It still usually retains in the pre-

ceding syllable the original a, although it has become

i in the masculine, e. g. b'^yp qofel = qdtila fem. nb::ip

q6tdl(e)'^ = qdtal-ta.

§. 93. The plural of the feminine was probably

formed through a repetition of the feminine affix,

whereby the first t was elided even at an early period.*

The status and casus endings, which afterwards fol-

lowed, fell away together according to the Hebrew law

of final sound, so that only one form remained in use

for the stat. abs. and cst}\, namely nisio sus-o'^ = sitsdt=
susd-[t]a-ta or susa-[t]a-ta-m. A special ending for the

indefinite form has only been retained in the verb (in

the Aramaic it has also been retained in the noun,

e. g. ivn, the stat. absol. plur. from NT^n animal) since

here also the second t was elided and only the indefinite

m, which was changed to n remained. — Before suffixes

the plural endings of the masculine are superadded after

the feminine plural ending (comp. tj-^o^D and ':^\-;iio^s)

according to a false analogy, peculiar to the Hebrew.

§. 94. In order to designate the feminine dual,

a collateral form was chosen, which indicated the plural

through the repetition of the affix of the case, and

* In Aramaic an elision of the fem. t between vowels in

the plural of the slat. absoL can he proved. Comp. Chald. rrV^O

maUcat reginae = malkaftjata , but l^b:: malkan reginac altquae

= malkdtan = malka-ia-ta-ma.
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not the affix of the gender which was placed only once.

Thus arise the forms "^rip^D ^ suse'^e'' equae duae = su-

sa-ta-i-i, before suffixes ^S'^nc^o sxcsa^enu eqvae nostras

= susa-ta-i-i-nu , in the indefinite form with the annex-

ation of the status-affixes a';nsi5 susa^dy(i)m equae duae

aliquae = susa-ta-y-ma.

§. 95. The above survey shows, that while the

Hebrew has retained the distinction between the genders

throughout from the old Semitic declension, it has

ceased almost completely to distinguish the cases, and

has maintained the distinction between the staf. ahsol.

and cstr. only in the plural of the masculine and in

the dual, while in the singular of the feminine it has

produced a new form. Yet a few words still occur, which

in the masc. sing, have retained the primitive dis-

tinction between the stat. ahsol. and csfr. , since their

definite form in primitive Semitic, ended through con-

traction, in a long vowel, which was shortened before

the characteristic m of the indefinite form according

to §. 38; hence while the final syllable of the st. absol.

was subject to the Hebrew laws of final sound, that

of the Stat. cstr. was excepted. Comp. "^ax 'a^t pater,

originally ''aVi, but stat. absol. r^x '«^ = ""ah = ^abim =
^abt-m i^abi-ma). In like manner ttx frater ''uhi, stat.

absol. riN ''ah; V2U socer Jiami, stat. absol. an ham; "^3

pt OS., stat. absol. riE pa, originally pa-m. — Another

distinction is this, that the nominal stems which end

in ay have a in the stat. absol. , and e in the stat. cstr.
J.

e. g. irrin hozd propketa, originally hdza[ya-rn], stat.

constr. rrjin hoze, the original form of which is prob-

ably a genitive hdzafyji, where the short final vowel,

on account of the close connection of the governing

* *This foi'm however does not occur.
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•mtli the following word in the stat. cstr. has been

retained, and blended with the preceding vowel. In

Ethiopia also the short vowel of the stat. cstr. com-

monly remains. 1

§. 96. All other distinctions between the stat. abs.

and stat. cstr. depend only upon the later Hebrew vocal

laws. While the first open syllable before the tone in

the stat. ahsol. is heightened according to a universal

rule (§. 42, 43), and only the second syllable before

the tone is volatilized, the first open syllable before

the tone in the stat. cstr. must be volatilized, since it

has merely a secondary accent, but the second retains

its short vowel in order that two half vowels may not

immediately follow one another. ^ (Exceptions are very

rare, e. g. ^n'cip senfehe laetantes = samihay together with

the regular form ">n7:i2i simeie^ "liTN ''ezor cingulum=''izdra.)

In other cases the a of an accented closed syllable in

the stat. cstr. is never heightened , although this height-

ening generally occurs in the stat. abs.^, e. g. a? 'ant

populus, stat. cstr. dy \tm. All the vowel changes of the

Hebrew declension can be explained by means of these

two rules. Comp. ClDr: hayjim sapiens, primitive form

hakama-m^ stat. cstr. D^n hir/Jim, fern. Mr^n hcc/Jimti, stat.

cstr. n72pn ha-Y^ema!^ ,
plur. Q'^^asn hayramt'm, stat. cstr.

'^ri'DT\ haieme ,
plur. fem. ni;3Dn hoyiamd'^, stat. cstr.

' *See Dillmann, "Grammatik", §. 144 a.

' The volatilization of the pretonic syllable even in the st. abs. is

peculiar to the fem. form, which rejects final a of the stem before t, e. g.

PDb'2 mHiii/cp (collateral form of n^bu).

' *The noun C yam^ Avhich commonly retains its d in the

stat. cstr. with, as well as without, following maqqo9, is an ex-

ception. See Luzzatto, "Grammatica dclla Lingua Ebraica ', Pa-

dova 1853, §. 870.
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niapn hw^emo'^, dual a^.72Sn ha^mdy(i)ni , stat. cstr.

"^i^pyy ha-^eme" , dual fern. l3";r]"o::n hayjma'^di/(i))n, stat.

cstr. "^ri/i^n hu^ame^e .'^ One can easily decline every

other theme after the model, provided he observes the

following particulars.

§. 97. According to §. 46, when a would neces-

sarily remain short in an open syllable on account of a

following half vowel, it is frequently modified to t, e. g.

''li'i di-^e-re = da-ha-ray; likewise in a closed, un-

accented syllable, comp. in^T zi^ho' sacnjicwm ejus =
zahha-hu. In both cases u almost always becomes o,

comp. "^^"Ti^ qo-he-se sanctuaria = qu-da-sa-y^ 'i'^^IP qoh-s6

sanctuarium ejus = qudsa-hu. On the contrary i (even

the i which has arisen from a) is more rarely modified

to e; most commonly only with a preceding guttural,

possibly also with a following labial. Comp. "^br.:? U-

'^e-le vituli = 'igala-y, ib52> '<?yZo' vitulus ejus =. 'igla-hu^

"'b^n he^ele oSlvsi; = hihalay, collateral with "^bsn Tia-

^eW vincula.

§. 98. In an open pretonic syllable u is always

heightened, i is very frequently not heightened, but volat-

ilized, especially before and after long vowels, which

through their ascendency readily suppress an originally

short vowel. For this reason and on account of their

half verbal character this volatilization occurs mostly in

participles and infinitives as well as in the form qittila.

Comp. n'13 pera^ = purdt^ nn3 k^d^ = kitdba, d"'baip

qoteli'm interficientes = qdtilim, I3"''75'i73 mo'ahitn congre-

gationes = ma-v'id-hn.

1 * Nevertheless both forms of the stat. cstr. dual are hypo-

thetical.
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§. 99. An exchange of stems (metaplasm) occurs

especially in the following cases. 1) The monosyllabic

nominal forms qatl[a], qitl[a], qutl[a], always form

their plural (not their dual) from the dissyllabic stems

qatal[a]^ qital[a], qutal[a]. Comp. ^^12 mal(e)\ rex =
Tnalka, i3b73 malko rex ejus = mal-ka-hu^ but plur.

D"»:3b73 mUdjim = malak-tm, st. cstr. "^sb'j male-fjs = ma-
lahay. 2) The transposition of qatla, qitla, qutla to

qtala, qtila^ qtula sometimes takes place in the noun,

regularly in the infinitive when no complete vowel

follows, comp. n^'i KDJP'^ jacere = shaha = mkha^ ^bo
s(e)mdr custodire = smura, sumra, T|"]"3'«j s(e)moreia =
smura-ka, but i"i7rj som(e)r6' = mmra-lm (with an in-

serted inorganic half vowel, see §. 49), moreover in

stems med. 'ale'^ with t, e. g. in 2 bQ^er fons = b''ira

= bi^ra, plur. stat. cstr. either ninxs bQyero"^ = b^r-dt

or according to the original position ni"iw\3 be''er6'^ =
bVar-at. 3) The form qatila sometimes assumes in stat.

cstr. the form qatla., or transposed qtala. Comp. qps

ka^'ea^ umerxis = katipa^ stat. cstr. t]n3 kd'^(e)c^ = kafpa,

jjpT zdqen senex = zaqina, stat. cstr. "jj^t zeqan = zqana,

zaqna. 4) The form qattdla dispenses with its leng-

thening, which probably first entered subsequently, in

the stat. cstr. the masc. sing, and fem. plur., usually

too before suffixes of the feminine plural, comp. lins

paras eques =^ parrdsa, stat. cstr. li'is paras = parrasa.

§. 100. The last consonant of the stem sometimes

undergoes euphonic doubling, most frequently in the

form qatula, to render the preceding vowel unchange-

able (§. 41). Comp. D"^":t zhnan-nim tempora =
zmanim, d'^b^sa gemallim cameli = gamal-vm^ 'Dr"^iyQ)2

mismannim fortes = ma-sman-im^ "pizy 'dmoq profundus

= 'anmqa., fem. !i|?72y 'dmuqqc =^'amuqa-t, stat. cstr.

n;g7oy 'amuqqa'^. — A similar euphonic doubling of the
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second radical consonant occurs less frequently; it is

almost exclusively confined to the staf. abs. Comp. nsN

'issdr prohibitio = ^isdra,
V^'^'H l^i^zayoii visio = hizaydn^

stat. cstr. ITtn hezeyon.

§. 101. Final ay (Hebr. a, stat. cstr. e) of the

stem almost always falls away before the endings of

the feminine the plural and the suffixes. Comp. nnn

hozd propheta = hdza[ya-mj, stat. est. HTin hoze^ = hd-

zafyjij comp. §. 95, fem. inn'n Mza, stat. cstr. nnn
hoza^ = hdzaya-t, plur. D"^7in hozim = Mzay-im, stat.

cstr. "^r'n hoze^ = hazay-ay., plur. fem. m'tin hozo"^ =
hdzay-dt, Tj'in hozefa propheta tuus = hdz[ay]a-ha, ^I^jin

hozehu propheta ejus = hdz[ay]-i-hu. Still single forms

also occur before suffixes, in which the ay has been

retained, e. g. '^"'ijJ'^ viiqnd'fd possessio tua = maqnay-ka.,

DtT'N"i73 mar^ehem aspectus eorum = ma-ray-hum. ^ In

the feminine of the infinitive the vowel which precedes

the elided y blends with the following, comp. riN"! vi-

dere rQyd'^ = raya-t, rirnrr hah(d)y6"^ servare =
ha-hyaya-t.

§. 102. The endings iyya and ^lyya (from uvva).,

although originally themselves plural forms, receive

the endings of the gender and number in the usual

manner; only the plural has contracted m from -iyy-

im and in the sing, iyy always becomes i and tivv

becomes w; the connection of the ending of the fem.

sing, with the former is frequently and with the latter

is always immediate. Comp. "^nn:? 'i^ri hebraeus =
'ibriyy, fem. rrinn:? 'i^ri''^ or M;'"iny H^riyya = 'ibriyya-t,

plur. a-^'^in:!, contracted D"^"in^ ^i^ri'm = 'ibriyy-im, fem.

' *It should however be remarked the y65 of such forms

may in many cases (e. g. Dan. i, 5) indicate the plural.
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ni'^'iny H^riyyo"^ := 'ihrhjy-dt^ n^5b73 regnum malf/i^u-'b

from ^^b'2 maleju = malakuvvfa]
^

plur. ni^'sV?: vial§-

'/uyyo'^, comp. §.81.

§. 103. The suffixes appended to tlie noun whicli

indicate the genitive of the personal pronoun are only

shortened forms of these same pronouns. In their for-

mation they differ very slightly from those appended to

the verb. They are: 1. sing, i or y; 2. sing. masc. ka;

2. sing. fem. k; 3. sing, masc -hit, -v; 3. sing. fern. Aa,

h; 1. plur. -nu; 2. plur. masc. khn; 2. plur. fem. ken;

3. plur. masc. hem^ m, poet, mo; 3. plur. fem. hen^

n. The old final vowel has been retained before

them (§. 37), hence the monosyllabic stems appear

in their original form. This final vowel is either a

(Hebr. a, a, e) or i (Hebr. e) and has the tone, except

when it is volatilized, or absorbed by the vowel of

the suffix. If the final vowel had already become long

in primitive Semitic by fusion mth the preceding vowel,

the suffixes are naturally joined directly to this long

vowel; but a vocalization of the final consonant, which

first entered according to Hebrew vocal laws, is ignored

by the far older forms of the suffixes. Comp. the

suffix-form ^s-^s pi-nu from the petrified genitive form

'S OS pi; but =15,1'1S piryenu =^ pary-i-nu, not perinu

from "^ns peri fructus = pary. Nevertheless dD''"i3 pc-

rx-\em also occurs before Mm^ hem. In the plural and

dual of both genders the suffixes are always joined to

the masculine plural ending ay (Hebr. ay, a, e) so that

the feminine has a double plural ending before the

suffixes.

§. 104. The nouns with suffixes appear in the

following form: 1. sing, ^d^d sus-i equus vieus, '>^ pi as

meum =^ pi-yfuj) in the fem. \nDiD sihd'^i' = susa-t-i, in
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the plur. and dual masc. 'O^D susai/ = snsa-y-y[a], comp.

§. 34, 3, in tlie fern, plur ^nio^o suso'^dy =; sus-dt-ay-

y[ci], in the fern, dual ipD^D susd'^dy = susa-ta-y-y[a]

;

1. plur. 1j12 pt'nu, ^jSID susenu = siis-i-nu, in the fern,

^sno^D siisd'^mti = sicsa-t-i-mc, in the dual and plural

^rono suse'nii =: susa-y-nu, in the fern. plur. n;inionD

suso^enu = susdt-ay-nu , in the fern, dual ^3^^DnD susd-

^enu = susa-ta-y-nu ; 2. masc. sing. Tj-'-i pi-jd', Tjp^io

suseYJa (in pausa Tjo^D susd-fo) = susa-Jca, in the plural

Tj-'DiD susd^/a =: susa-y-ha , 2. fem. sing, 'tj^e p^x^, rjDio

siisl^ r= sus-i-k, in the plur. 'r;';D^D susdy(i)j^ = susa-y-k;

2. masc. plur. l;:3"^s pi-iem, Diro^o suseyim = susa-kum,

with a full final vowel only D^'^rs* ^immd-'fjm vobiscum,

in the plural cp'^Dio suse^em = susa-y-kum ; 2. fem. plur.

15"*? VHS'^^J '\-^y^ suse-im, in the plur. 'jS'^CiD suse-fin;

3. masc. sing, ^r^-^s j^f^^i or r2 ^^zt? = pi-vfa]^ iC^D sz/s6'

r= susa-hu (poetically with the genitive ending ^nc/io sm-

sihii = sus-i-hu) in the poetical form of the plural

^nisnD sicse'hii = siisa-y-hu^ commonly T'D'D, also written

15^0, to be pronounced according to the punctation sm-

sav^ certainly from susay-hu; 3. fem. sing. fii3 pi'-hd,

no^D susdhd = susa-hd, commonly apocopated ss^o sti-

5a-A, in the plur. tn'^S'O susd-hd = susa-y-hd; 3. masc.

plur. dri'^s pi-hhn, ao^s susam = su-sa-m = susa-hem

= susa-hum, poetically also i7:Dio svsd-mo, in the plur.

&lr!"^p/iD smehem = siisa-y-hwn
,

poetically i?3''D^0 suse'mo

= suse-hemo; 3. plur. fem. iri'^E pi-hen, isno su-san =
8usa-hun, in the plur. 1~"^0'iD suse-hen = susa-y-hun.

§. 105. The vowels before the suffixes are changed

entirely according to universal vocal laws. The pre-

tonic syllable should be heightened. The syllables at

a greater distance from the tone should be volatilized,

and open syllables which stand before a half vowel
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should retain their short vowel. Only the suffix ka

forms an exception to the latter rule, before which

a is heightened in the antepenult, comp, 'J^'inn (Je^a-

re-^a = dabara-ka together with D^'lS'i de^areyem = da-

harakum, but regularly 'Jjl'^it* ''oyi^eja = ''dyibaka from

n;;iN ''dy'e^ hostis = "'ciyiba^ fri":^ simhia =; sima-ka from

D^ sem nomen = sima, T^nii"^ yo^ereyti plasmator fuus =
ydgira-ka^ '^'2'rA^ ''Sha'^eja. amator tuns = ''dhiba-ka (by

reason of the guttural), "^h'^p. <7^"?o/ey^a = qtula-ka from

bb^J qetol = qtula = qutla. — Volatilization of the pre-

tonic syllable often occurs with *', especially in parti-

ciples, comp. ''ly-^ nomen meum semi = simi from a'i

sem = sim, ''baip qoteli ^^ qdtil-i from bnp.ip qotel = qd-

tila, "^'i^i'^ rtwdhi congregatio mea = ma-vid-i from

"ryTO ?/?oe8. On the contrary i is very rarely height-

hened in the antepenult of the form qatila e. g. \ni"i:>;n

lidger&l^dy atria mea together with ini-iiin hagero'^dy =
haprdt-ayfyaj

.

§. 106. The stems which end in ay lose this ter-

mination not only before all endings, but also before

suffixes. Comp. Jrrin hozd propheta = hdza[ya-m], stat.

cstr. riTin Mze = Mzafyji, with suffixes "^Tin hozi' =
lidz[ay]-i, fj^Tin Mzeyji = Mz[ay]a-ka, "^jTin lioz'c^ = fjd-

z[ay]-i-k, nnn'n hoze/m = hdzfayj-i-hu,, T.pn hozah =
h.dz[ay]a-h, ^'Tin liozcnu = hdz[ay]-i-nu, D^Tin hoze-fem

= hdz[ay]a-kum , DTin liozam = Jidzfayja-Iium. Yet the

unabbreviated forms sometimes also occur, which then

naturally exhibit the same vocal phenomena as the

plurals with suffixes, most frequently before kcm, hcm^

e. g. DD"^Tin hoze-yjm = hazay-kvm^ t3~"'nn hozehcm =
hdzay-hum. The feminine has njin hoza — /idz[ay]a-t,

Stat. cstr. min /<oca>, witli suffixes "'nT-in hdza'i^i', '^nnn

hozd^c'fja := hdz[ay]a-t-i, Iidzfayja-ta-ka etc., plural

D'»Tin hozi'm = hdz[ay]-im, stat. cstr. \Tin /'O^c' = Aa*-
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[ccyjci-y, witli suffixes ^n'n ho-zay = hdz[ay]a-y-[ya]

y

^»n'n hozdyjOL = ]idz[ay]a-y-ka etc., fern. plur. nirin ho-

z6"^ = hdz[ay]-dt, with suffixes "^nin'n hozo^dy = ha-

^fayj-dta-y-[ya], 'rj\niTin Tiozo'^d^fa — hd-z[ay]-dta-

y-ha etc.

§. 107. We present here together for the sake of

clearness several unusual forms of declension which

have already heen partially touched upon. The mono-
syllabic stem CNn ros caput = ra'sa has in the plural

QiCN'n 7'dsi'm = ra'asim, while the similarly formed

stems "jNi: ^on jjecus ^= ^cCna and -iN3 cisterna ho'r =
haWa are unchangeable. In like manner "i-^y urhs 'ir

= ^iyra has in the plural Qi-iy ^dri'm = 'dydnm, stat.

cstr. ^ny 'dre^ b^n h.aij(i)l virtus = hayla in the plural

d"^b^n hdydll'm and 'r\'6 sor taurus =; savra in the

plural d'^'ira sevarim, while otherwise such forms are

unchangeable and do not form their plural from a

disyllabic stem. The plurals fbs keli'm, stat. cstr. ib3

kele'' from -"bs keli vas = kalya, and ti'^12'^ yamt'm, stat.

cstr. "i?;"] y§me' from si"^ yom dies = yavma are evidently

based upon a theme which deviates from the singular.

The plural a-ria hotttm from rr^a hay(iy^ domus = ^a?/^a

is obscure and perhaps only rests upon an arbitrary

j)unctuation. The word '6"'N 'w- vir = 'ins, ''ans has

regularly in the plural Q'^viiN ''dndsi'm^ stat. cstr. I'iisN

'anese = ''anaki-y. Its feminine rri'N 'ma = ^insa-ta,

stat. cstr. nCN ''es(e)'2' = 'w-^ = 'ts^ = ''ins-ta, with suf-

fixes in'^N Hsto' = Hs-ta-hu^ '^'l^JJ '^s^lX^ ^= Hsta-ka, is

only discriminated in the plural from the masculine

through the apocope of 'a q-^'^d nast'm. The shortened

form "ja 6e/i Jilius, stat. cstr. -jg 6«n or -ja im, with

suffixes i33 bend', "jjla bine-fa exhibits an a in the plural

b"«;3 bani'm, stat. cstr. •'pa 6ewe\ likewise in the feminine

na 6aj = bant, with suffixes ina bitto', plur. ni:a 6a-
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no'^, Stat. cstr. ni;3 beno"^. The words njj 'ap pater,

nij '«A /rater, Dm /ta?7i socer, !i£ pa os have in the de-

finite form, hence in the stat. cstr. and hefore suffixes

according to §§. 37. 95 a final *, therefore in the stat.

cstr. inx 'o^i, "^nx 'a/ii, ^jn hami, "^E |)t The following

forms appear as plurals: ni:2N 'a^o'j- patres and d"'riN

^ahi'm fratres, the latter with implied, but probably

only euphonic doubling, which also remains before the

suffixes (comp. Tjini< ''ahdia, T'riwX ''dha[y]v (according

to §. 29), but in the stat. cstr. iriN ''ahe it disappears.

The words ni72n hmno'^ socrus and ninij 'ciM"^ soror =
''ahaya-t, plur. ni-^nN ^dhdyS"^ occur as feminines. An
h appears as a third radical in the plur. nin72N ''dmd-

h6"i^, stat. cstr. nin^oN ^amelw'^ from 'rrca 'dma ancilla.

§. 108. The Hebrew numerals are: 1 inN 'dhah

=: ''ahhah according to §. 29 = ''ahada with implied

euphonic dayes, stat. cstr. nnx ^ahdh, fem. nriN ^aJtd'^

=z ahad-t; 2 'o'^T'^ sendy(i)m, fem. D>"[!^ stay(i)m.'^ The

numbers 3— 10 have the peculiarity, that their mas-

culine is connected with the feminine of that which is

numbered and vice versa. ^ In the stat. cstr. of the

fem. they generally have the form which elides the

final radical vowel before if of the ending. Hence iribo

mlos^ stat. cstr. cbo selos, fem. rribii sclom, stat. est?-.

ripb\D sclds(ey^ — ^ahis-t (§. 40); 4 raiN 'arbd', fem.

1 *The form D"'P'i has arisen from D^P'O = Q^^V*^- "^'^^ ^^"

yes lene after the volatilization of the initial vowel has merely

remained as an etymological sign,

* * Fleischer considers the numerals in this case as sub-

stantives which maintained themselves as such by their dissimilarity

to the person or thing numbered; see his treatise "Ueber einige

Arton der Nominalapposition im Arabischen" in "Berichte der

Sachsischen Gcscllschaft der Wissenschaften ", 1862.
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rjy3*i&< ''arba'a, st«t. cstr. nya"iN ^arba(a)^; 5 "Oipn ha-

mes, fern. H'dizn hdmissa, stat. cstr. rnajari kdmes(e)'^;

6 UJiiJ seii, fern. iixiixD sism, stat. cstr. r\\5\q ses(e)'^ =
iiis-t; 7 yn'i sa^fo)'", s^a^. cstr. yz'iD s(e)^a, fern. n:?3t3

si^'a, stat. cstr. n^i'O si^'d^; 8 ti27:\ij semond, fern. fiJTa-o

iemona, stat. cstr. n57a^ semond'^; 9 3>cn t'es(ay, stat.

cstr. 5>"in t(e)sa', fern, t^jy^an <ts'«, s^a^. cs^/^ n^'in fis'd^;

10 "iby 'ds(e)r, fern. iTi^'y 'dsdra, stat. cstr. nnby 'a-

sdVfgJ'i". The numbers 11—19 are formed by prefixing

the units to nby 'astir, fem. niby 'gsre'; 11 is in-

dicated, besides nby nnN 'aAo5 'asrt?', fem. Tn^v nnx
'aAd^ 'gsre', by t^s^ "^n^y 'as7e' 'wsar, fem. Ti-^by "^noy

'al^e* 'esre'.'^ For 12 the forms *iby n^p^i shiem 'dsar,

fem. STiiay d"'nT5 stem 'esre' are used, as well as ^by 'ip

«|ne 'dsdr, fem. rriby "^riiii s7e 'esre. The number 13

precedes the masculines in the form iby Tibbb selosa

'dsdr, it precedes feminines in the form Tt^Toy bbb selos

'esre . The other numerals up to nineteen follow the

same analogy. The tens are indicated by the plural

of the units, except 20, for which the plural of 10

is employed. In this case the monosyllabic stems

form a regular, not a dissyllabic plural. Hence 20

fi-^nby 'esrim, 30 D"^"ib'j selosim, 40 fi'^y^'^N 'arbd'i'm.

50 D"'t4'?1 b&niissim^ 60 ti^bb sissim, 70 Q'^^^b si^'irrtj

80 d'^jbb semonim, 90 d'^ycn tisvm, 100 !iN?o me'a, stat.

cstr. niS73 mfd'^, 200 D';r!N73 md'^dy(i)m = mfd^ay(i)mj

300 riiN73 nbbp sUds(ey^ Tne'o^, before the feminine

niN73 ebb selos mli'd"^ etc., 1000 sibN 'dl(e)<s^, 2000 D^sbx

''alpdy(i)m\ 3000 D"^DbN rbbb selds(ey2 'dldxi^im etc.;

^ *Thi8 enigmatic word "^rib? which as well as ^(iJiaS sig-

nifies «n?<s is the same as the Assyrian numeral -istin unus, and

is of Accadic origin; comp. Friedrich Delitzsch in "Smith's Chal-

daische Genesis", Leipzig 1876, S. 277— 280.

BicKKLii'8 Outlines. 6
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10000 iTsann re^d^a, later Nian rt*6d', nia^i ribbo'^jS;

20000 d'lnia'n ribb6'^dy(i)m.

§. 109. The ordinals (except liiiiN"! rUon primus

= rfUon) are formed through the annexation of the

affix i as follows: "^ri sen^ secunchis, "^"i'^b'p iWm tei'tius,

''3>''a"i r^^j5f'T quartus, "^la^ati hdmisst or "^tiian lidmUi' quin-

tus, i;^^ sissT sextus^
'^^.'^'^P.

se^ii' Septimus, '^j'^'av semtm

octavus^ i:>iTi)n iesTt' nonus, '^'I'^iDy 'dsin decimus. The

feminine forms usually end in -t'^, more rarely in -t2/2/a,

and indicate a part, e. g. ni"4'2tj hdmissi'^ quinta pars,

which can also be expressed through 'O-gh hdm(e)L —
The dual of the feminine gives the numeral the sig-

nification of times, or fold, e. g. D>nyao si^'d^dy(i}m

septies.

3. CONJUGATION.

§. 110. The perfect of the simple form (qal), as

has been already remarked, has arisen from the theme

qatala, of which the intransitive forms are qatila and

qutula. The feminine and the plural of the third

person are formed by means of the same affixes as

in the noun, while the formation of the second and

first person is accomplished through the annexation

of the corresponding personal pronouns, with the

elision of the preceding final vowel of the stem. Thus

we have 3. sing. masc. b^jj qdtdl interfecit = qatala,

compare before suffixes ''':b'^,?. qi'tdld-ni = qatala-ni.

The 3. sing. fem. is rib^i? qdteld according to §. 43

= qatala-t. This form even in primitive Semitic had

lost the vowel of the feminine affix, and ended in

the consonant t; compare with suffixes ^rib::j: 'ii'?^-

Idttu — qatalat-hu. The 3. plur. has no distinction of
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gender ^buJjP^ qdtelu = qatal-u ^= qataJ[a]-u-u, very

rarely with the status-affix w, which has arisen out of

??i, as 1^b:2p^ qatelun = qatal[a]-u-tc-ma. In the second

person niasc. sing, we find nbul? qUtdl-ta = qa-tal-ta,

fern. nbuJi^ qatdlt = qatal-t (rarely "Tib^p qdtdlti = qa-

tal-tt^, which however always appears before suffixes,

e. g. 'i2''ribL3'p qefalti-nt = qataltt-nt). The masc. plur. is

DnbU/? qetaltem = qatal-tum and fern. inb^T? qetalten =^

qataltun. All these endings are certainly nothing else

than the corresponding personal pronoun. Before suf-

fixes the plural ending of the second person has main-

tained itself in the more ancient form -tic (without the

status-affix, hut with the long vowel which has resulted

from the doubling of the casus -affix), comp. "'DinbtJj?

qUaltu'-ni = qatal-t-u-u-m. The first person has inbnDp

qatdlti = qatal-ti (which has probably arisen from qa-

tal-ki), plur. =)3bL2p qdtdlnu = qatal-nu. — The perfect

of the intransitive, as "753 kd^th = kahida gravis erat

almost always has in the originally closed syllables a

instead of i, and hence differs from h'^yj) qdtdl only in

the pause of the 3. fem. and 3. plur., where according

to §. 21 the penult is heightened. Comp. ^'7:33 kd-

^hu, but in pausa ^'-iy^ kd^ehu, in the transitive ^b^p

qdtalu. — The other intransitive form however with

w, as "jbi? qdton parvus erat = qatana, always retains

this vowel, e. g. 1. sing, "'nsijjs qdtonti, 2. plur. masc.

DnjUp qetontem, 3. plur. ^3p)?^ qdteml\ in pausa nsbp

qdtonu.

§. 111. In order to connect the perfect with a

preceding future or imperative, and to give it an

^ * Whenever this form occurs in the text, it is rejected by

the Qeri, e. g. ^^:^br^ (Q. nDbr;) Jer. xxxi, 21; ^^n3 Ez. xvi, 18;

^nnb;' verse 20.

6*
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analogous signification, t ve is prefixed and the accent

is transferred to the final syllable. This change of

accent however effects no other vocal alteration than

that which is indispensably necessary (§. 46), namely

that the now toneless syllable should retain the orig-

inally short instead of the heightened vowel, e. g. rjsi:^

qdtonta parvus eras, ^'^^i?! veqdtonta.^ The removal of

the accent does not take place in pausa, according

to §. 21, nor, according to §. 18, when the following

word with which it is closely connected begins with an

accented syllable.

§. 112. The fundamental form of the constr. infin-

itive , the imperative and future in the regular transitive

verb is qutla (transposed qtula), but in the intransitives

it is qatla (transposed qtala). The form qitla is only

confined to some irregular stems. Thus arises the infini-

tive bbp q(§)tol = qtulfaj = qutla. The auxiliary sound

has established itself here so firmly, that it even re-

mains in cases where it could be dispensed with e. g.

in bbia hi-ne(^ol in cadendo. It was only impossible ^

for it to enter after a prefixed Zt, or before gutturals

la 3, which already at an early period formed with the in-

finitive a kind of gerundium. Comp. bsib li-npol cadendo^

DPihb la-htoni obsignando. Even when the vowel stands

after the first consonant, as is the case before affixes

with an initial vowel, a half vowel is inserted after

the second consonant, because it had become customary

1 *An example which really occurs is rib^^ Ex. xviii, 23.

2 *See however Jer. i, 10; xlvii, 4, and Pelitzsch on Ps. xl, 15.

' * Nevertheless in this case, an inserted half vowel, a,

after 'Ale9 e, almost always follows the guttural, comp. i^tlb

la-h(a)r6y interficie7ido , bbNb le-'(g)x6l edendo. But this insertion

of a half vowel after the guttural has a dififcrent reason from the

assumption of an auxiliary vowel in the infinitive, compare §. 55.
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to regard the form as dissyllabic; comp. fern, in^'ii?

qor(e)^a appropinquare == qurbata, witli suffixes ibbp

qot(e)lo = qiitla-hu. The form with a instead of 'u is

very rare even in the intransitive verb. But when it

occurs a, according to vocal laws, can become i or e.

E. g. as'o: s(e)Y^a^ jacere = skaba, sakba, in the femin.

Jin^iN ^ah(d)^a amare = ^ahba-ta, ni<3b sinQ^a odisse,

Mb?3n h€m(e)ld parcere.

§. 113. The imperative, which even in primitive

Semitic had lost its final vowel, is likewise bi^j? q(§)tol

:;= qtul =. qutl, although the Hebrew forms with suffixes

presuppose a final vowel i = w, as in the future. The
intransitives regularly have a as a stem-vowel, e. g. n^s

k(e)^db = kbad , kabd. The feminine is formed by adding

the ending i (§. 114), the masc. plur. and fem. plural

by adding respectively m. u (§. 110) and f. nd (§. 114).

The original position of the vowel in qutl remains before

the endings of which the initial sound is a full vowel,

but a superfluous half vowel is inserted after the second

consonant and the tc is generally attenuated to i. It is

rarely retained as o in such forms ^sbu molQJiu reg-

note = mulk-u. Thus arise the 2. fem. "<b£jj? qit(§)li' =
qutl-ty 2. plur. masc. ^bU)? qit(e)lv, = qutl-u, 2. plur.

fem. ^Tibb]? q(e)tolnd = qtul-naj from the intransitive

rrsnss kQJ^dhnd = kbad-na.

§. 114. The future is formed by subjoining the af-

fixes of the castes, status and genm to the monosyllabic

stem, and by prefiixing the personal pronouns, among
which is the fem. ta. The theme appears either without

an ending, i. e. as an accusative, in the form qtula^

or with the nominative ending as qtid-u, or with the

indefinite affix as qtula-m, qtula-n, or finally with the

elision of the final vowel as qtul. The fundamental
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form of the jussive and of the future with vav con-

secutivum is qtul^ that of the cohortative, sometimes

also before suffixes, is qtulan. The forms qtula and

qtul-u^ since they lose their final vowel according to

Hebrew vocal laws, can no longer be discriminated

from each other. Hence only this is certain, that

before almost all suffixes the form qtuhc appears,

although with the modification of its u to i. The

3. sing. masc. yiqtol =^ ya-qtul-u has certainly arisen

by prefixing the pronominal root of the third person

ya = va, likewise the 3. sing. fem. bio'pri tiqtol =
taqtul-u by prefixing the feminine ta, which in this

case may not be suffixed, as there would then be no

discrimination between the future and perfect. The

3. plur. masc. ^bq'p';' yiqtelu = ya-qhd-u-u indicates the

plural, as in the noun and the perfect, through the

twofold repetition of the nominative affixes, to which

also the indefinite affix m = m is sometimes subjoined,

comp. I^^'^l"; yidrhfun calcabunt = ya-druk-u-u-na. The

3. plur. fem. rijbb):n tiqtolna = ta-qtid-na is very much
mutilated, since it was originally ta-qtid-d-na = ta-

qtula-[t]a-[t]a-ma. This form may perhaps still be pre-

supposed from 'jbupn which frequently occurs in the Pen-

tateuch. ^ Since the gender is here already indicated in

the ending the feminine prefix ta is to be regarded only

as a pleonasm, hence the form i-irVbp"^ yiqtolna = ya-qful-

na also occurs a few times (but always in Aramaic and

Arabic).— The second person prefixes the pronominal

root ta in every case to the stem, to which it subjoins in

the masc. and fem. plur. the same endings, as in the third

' The Aramaic furnishes the proof of this. One only needs

to compare the Chaldaic "l^L^p"^ y'S'?^'"'* ^^^^ ^^^ *^^'- ^^^- ^'^™*

phir. 'jisb?^ malkdn , whose ending has the same sound , and

remember what is said in §. 03 Rem. in regard to the origin of

the latter form.
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person; on the other hand it subjoins to the fern. sing.

i as affix of the gender (perhaps = hi); thus arise

2. masc. sing, bii-p.n tiqtol = ta-qtul-u, 2. fern. sing,

•'bppn tiqteli = ta-qtul-i, rarely with the addition of

the indefinite affix 'j'^bppn tiqfelin = ta-qtul-i -ma,

2. plur. masc. ^bp]5n tiqtelu = ta-qtul-u-u, rarely I'lbaTjFi

tiqtUun = ta-qtul-u-u-ma ^ 2. plur. fern, nabbpn tiq-

tblnd = ta-qtul-na. — The first person of the sing, and

plur. are respectively indicated by prefixing the ab-

breviated pronominal stems \i and na to the root, e. g.

1. sing. bi:)^N ''eqtM = 'iqtol = ''a-qtul-u, 1. plur. bbjpa

niqtol = na-qtul-u. — The intransitives have the vowel

a in the future, comp. ^ai"; yifbah = ya-kbad-u, \:y\y]

yiqtdn = ya-qtan-u.

§. 115. The cohortative scarcely ever occurs ex-

cept in the first person ^, hence tibpjjN ''eqtela = ''a-qtu-

la-m agedum interficiam! JibrJ'pS niqtUa = na-qtula-m

interficiamus! It is also found in the imperative, e. g.

rrnu^D som(e)ra cmtodi = iumra-m, 'n'2'DV ^itXe)^a ciiha

=: sikba-m, sakba-vi. — The jussive, is found al-

most exclusively in the second and third person, and

is based upon the form yaqtul without a final vowel.

Hence in the qal of the regular verb, after the falling

away of all the final vowels in Hebrew, it can no

longer be externally distinguished from the ordinary

form. This is also the fundamental form of the futu-

rum consecutivum or the historical mode, which is joined

by va and the doubling of the following consonant to

the preceding narrative. The accent should then be

drawn back upon the penult. This however does

not take place when the penult is a closed syllable,

' *The cohortative of the 3. person only occurs in Ps. xx, 4,

Job. xi, 17, Jes. v, 19.
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hence in the qal of the entire regular verb, e. g. bbp^n

vayyiqtol et interfecit = va-ya-qtnl , bbpxi va'eqtol et

interfeci = va'a-qtul.

§. 116. The infinitive absol. and the active par-

ticiple have arisen from the dissyllabic form. The infin.

absol. is biL^j? qdtol = qatdla, and the active participle

qal baip qotel = qdtila , which in the feminine has either

nbaip qotela or Th'^yp qotela = qatila-ta, but mostly

nbaip qdtdl(e)'^ = qdtal-ta, in the plural d'^bLDip qo-

tUi'm = qdtil-im. The active participle of the intran-

sitives has just the same form as their perfect. Comp.

I'la*' ydsen dormiens = yasina, laj yajor timens = ya-

gura. — The only remnant of the passive in the qal

is the participle biup qcdul occisus = qatiila.

§. 117. Through the prefixing of na to the stem

qtala, or hin, when the first radical consonant retains

its vowel, the ni(^'al conjugation arises, which has a

reflexive, reciprocal and passive signification. The

perfect is brops niqtal = na-qtala, and is conjugated

just as in the qal. The participle bap5 niqtal, fem.

rttaps niqtala = na-qtala-ta, generally vhx::'p_': niqtd-

l(e)'^ = na-qtal-ta, is specially indicated only by

the heightening of the radical vowel through which

the nominal forms are usually discriminated from the

purely verbal. The fundamental form of the infinitive,

imperative and future of the ni9'"al must prefix hin,

since it retains both radical vowels. Thus arise the

imperative b'^j>'ri hiqqatil — Jim-qntil, plur. ^b::i?rT ^liq-

qatehV = Inn-qatil-u, the infinitive cstr. (which often

serves for the absol.) buiT^rj hiqqatU = hin-qatila^ the

infin. abs. biaprt hiqqatol — hin-qa-fdla, with which

nevertheless the form bi:op3 niqto'l = naqtdla occurs,

which has arisen as above by prefixing na. Before
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the prefixes of the future according to §. 35 the as-

pirate is elided. Thus we haye the future h'^^j^i yiqqcctel

= ye-hin-qatel = yu-hin-qatilu , the inflection of which

is entirely analogous to that of the future qal (also

1. sing. b::|5N "'eqqatel). The 2. and 3. fern. plur. has

!^3b:2;i5ri tiqqatdlna = tu-hm-qatal-na , very rarely !-r;bui|5n

tiqqdtelna = tit-hin-qatil-na. In pausa the future is

generally hxy^^'^^ yiqqdtal. When the accent is drawn

back through the prefixing of vav cotisecutivwn , it is

b::/5^i vayyiqqatel. — A passive has not been retained

in the nicp'al. ^

§. 118. The pi^el which has been formed by doub-

ling the second radical consonant, and which has an

intensive, causative or denominative signification, has

in the perfect ba]? qittel = qittila, although almost as

frequently ba^J qittdl = qittala. The first formation

always appears where the second syllable is open (e. g.

^bap qittelu\ in pausa ^bap qittelu = qittilu), the second

where it is closed (e. g. rbaj? qittdl-td). The three verbs

nan dibbdr locutus est, *1E3 kippdr expiavit, D33 hibbds

lavit heighten a to Segol.^ — The imperative has ba;?

qattel = qattil, fern, 'hiiij) qatteli, plur. ^baj5 qattelu', fern.

r:;bap qattelnd. The infin. cstr. (which also stands for the

absol.) is likewise ba^ qaft'el = qattila, the infin. absol.

biap qattol = qattdla, the future ba]:"] yeqattel = yu-

qattilu, 2. and 3. plur. fern, r^jba^n teqattelnd, the par-

1 *The corresponding seventh form of the Arabic verb 'j'n-

qatala has its own pass, ''unqiitila.

2 *The author considers the Segol in this case as a mixed

sound , but one can regard it with greater propriety, as an abbre-

viation of Zere (c from e), so that such forms as "i-3 kipper, are

on the same level with nrN 'ibbaS, bna giddal, Db^ sillam.
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ticiple ba)2'3 oneqaftel = mu-qattila, fern, commonly

nbaj^a m§-qattdl(ey^ = mu-qattal-ta.

§. 119. The pu^al, as passive of the pfel has in

the perfect the infin. constr. ^ baj? quttdl = quttala, in

the infin. absol, biap quttol == quttala, in the future

b'=j?'! yM'^'^tt^l = yu-quttalu, in the participle ba'p73 m|-

qtittal = muquttala. — The reflexive conjugation Ai^-

pa"cZ arises through the prefixing of hit to the stem

of the pi"el, perf. imperative and infinitive ba'priri hi'^-

qattel = hit-qattila (also, as in the pi"el, baj2nn Mlsqat-

tdl)^ future ba^n-^ yi^qatUl = ye-hi^qattM = yic-hit-qat-

tilu, participle ba'griw mi'^qattel = me-hi^qattel = mu-

Jiit-qattila. If the first radical consonant is a sibilant,

transposition takes place (§. ^5), if it is a dental,

assimilation (§. 26, 3).^ — Of a passive of this re-

flexive (ho'^pa'al) there are only isolated remnants,

e. g. ix!i2^^ Imttamma contaminari = liut-tammcCa. —
The different forms which are analogous to the pi"el,

as the po'el, po'al, hi^po'el, pa'lel, pa'lal, hi^pa'lel,

pilpel etc., will be mentioned under the irregular

verbs.

§. 120. The causative conjugation Mc^'il is formed

by means of the prefix Im (in the perfect hi) and in many

cases by the insertion of % as stem-vowel (§. 47, rem.),

which is always accented. Thus arise the perfect \)^'S^r\

hiq-tU = ha-qfUa, ha-qtala, fem. ^ib'^a'p^: hiqtVlTi = ha-

qti-la-t, but since according to §. 38 originally closed

syllables could have no long vowel, the 2. sing, remains

' *This form is purely imaginary since the only infin. pu^al

of a strong verb is aba Gen. xl, 15.

^ *Both transposition and assimilation occur in !^^5J7 hizzakka

= tn^s^Tri hizdaJcka = nSTnn hdzakkd sc mundavit.
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nbapii Idqtdlta = ha-qtal-ta^ imperative bUj?!! haqtel =
ha-qtil, fern, ''b'':::^?! haqtiU, plur. ^b"^::;:!^ haqtilio, fern.

plur. riDbp'prT haqtelna, infin. cstr. b"^:2j:;n haqti'l, infin.

absol. baptj haqtel, fut. b^^Uj?;^ yaqtU = ye-haqtil = ?/m-

ha-qtUu, jussive according to §. 38 bUjP^ yaqfel = yic-

ha-qtil, likewise bu;p;:T vay-ya-qtel, 2. sing. fern, '^b'^apn

taqtili, 2. and 3. plur. fern. njbUjjn taqfelna = tic-ha-

qtil-na, participle b'''q'piz maqttl = nie-haqtU = mu-ha-

qtila 1, fem. generally ribr:j?73 maqtdl(e)'^ = tim-ha-

qtal-ta.

§. 121. The hocft'al passive of the hicp'il is in the

perfect, imperative and infin. cstr. bapli hoqtdl or

bUj^rt huqtdl = hu-qtala, in the infin. absol. b^jpn hoq-

tel = hu-qtila^, fut. bu'p^ yoqtdl, also br^'p;' yuqtdl =
ye-huqtdl =^ yu-hu-qtalu, participle, with the usual

nominal heightening, commonly bapg muqtal, also b'^p^ii

moqtdl =^ mu-hu-qtala.

§. 122. The quadriliterals are wont to he conjugated

after the analogy of the pi"el, e. g. DO'iS) kirsem depa-

vit := kirsima^ future dp.IlD'^ yejarsem = yu-karsimu,

pass. part. ban^^J mefurhal praecinctus = onu-kurbala.

The form b"^N72i:;r! Mmd'l sinistrorsum vertit = hi-smfU

follows the analogy of the hiph'il. The few cases in

which a ta is prefixed to the verbal stem, as %-nba*in

tirgdlti amhulare feci = ta-rgal-ti are perhaps also to

be regarded as denominative quadriliterals. ^

1 *The Arabic participle of the hicp'il (fourth form) likewise

has short i as well as the future muqtil, yuqtilu.

" *An example of the constr. infin. Hoph of a strong verb is

not to be found, and the only instance of an infin. absol. is

bntirt Ez. xvi, 4.

3 *The causative form bil"iri seems to be a collateral of the

Sac^iel e. g. 3!jb^ inflammavit.
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§. 123. The so-called irregularities in conjugation

are merely occasioned by the vocal laws of the prim-

itive Semitic and Hebrew. The verbs primae gutturalis

must according to §. 54 receive a compound half vowel

instead of the simple one in the imperative and in-

finitive of the qal. This is commonly a, although after

Aleqp (as in the roots ^^^^ esse, •^ri vivere) it is 6, comp.

112^ '(a)mdh sta = 'mud, tlDN ''(e)sdc^ collide = ''sup. The

volatilized half vowel, which has arisen from original

a in the 2. plur. perf. of course always becomes a,

e. g. firi'i'oN ''dmarUm dixistis = ''amar-tum. In the

future qal the original a of the prefix remains ac-

cording to §. 53, unless a follows in the next syllable.

In such a case, and before Aletp, i entered for the sake

of dissimilarity in the vowels , but on account of the gut-

tural returned again to e. The i remains unchanged only
^ -2.

in tr^Ji"^ 2/*%^ ^^*'* ^^ y^~^y^[y^] ^^d ^in? F^3/<^ vivet.

Comp. "bti!! yahsor deficiet ^= ya-hsuru, DSti!^ yeh-kmn

sapiet = yi-hkamu, ya-hkamu. In both cases a half

vowel which always follows the analogy of the pre-

ceding vowel (§. 55), is very often inserted after the

guttural to facilitate the pronunciation. Comp. n):^^ y<^-

'(d)moh = ycimu-du, prri^^ yeh(e)zdq = yehzaqu, yi-

hzaqu, tiTli';'., yeh(e)zd videhit = yihzafynj. The half

vowel, which has thus arisen, when followed by another

half vowel in the next syllable, must become a full

short vowel (§. 56), hence ^n^jy;^ ya'(a)mehu' = ya-

'mud-u, ^pTn"' yeli(e)zequ' = yi-hzaq-u. In the ni9'"al

and hi9'"il the prefixes have a and e respectively, where

in the regular verb they have a or i\ here also the

insertion of an auxiliary sound is allowable after the

guttural. Comp. "t^smj nehpa^ subversus est = ni-hpaka,

TMSJi^ ne'(e)mdh = ni-mada, 3. plur. (§. 56) nn?:?^ ne-

'(e)mohu\ T^onn hehsVr = hi-hztra, T^izyn he'Q)'mi'h =
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hi-'mida, T^Dh^ yahsi'r = yu-ha-Jmru, TJ2^2 ya-(d)mi'h

= yu-ha-mtdit^ hocp'al l^^y^j ho'(o)mdh = hu-mada.

"Where the first radical consonant should be doubled

in the m9'al the law mentioned in §. 28 of course

takes effect, e. g. i^on;*. yeTtmer = yV-amira = yu-

hin-amira. — The half vowel e and the preceding

e, when the tone is thrown forward, are easily sim-

plified to a, relatively a, according to §. 57, e. g.

nON;;. ye-(e)sor ligabit = yi-sura, 3. plur. ^*ipt<^ y^XO~
8eru\ with suff. nrmpN;; ya''(a)seru'hu\ riTi^.n he'(e)-

mdhtd = hi-mad-ta^ with vav consecutivum Fi'773yr7T ve-

ha (a)'mahta.

§. 124. Five verbs primae Alecp elide their first

consonant in the future qal and in this way receive

6 = d. As the second vowel they have e (=^ i), with

the exception of "^nN and "^dn as stems tertiae y and

n72N as tertiae gutturalis, before unitive accents a, when
the accent is drawn back a or e. They are iriN perire,

"^im velle, bSN edere, ^?2N dicere, icn coquere. Comp.

bsfi^'i yo^l = yci'''-(^)j)^' = ya-kilu, but bisi^'^T '^<^i/yoy[aI,

n73N'^ y6nidr\ n^gx^'i vayyo'mer. ' In the 1. sing, the Alea^

of the first radical consonant is not expressed, even

in writing, comp. n?:^ ''dmdr. The form ^)2^\ lemo'r

dicendo = le-(ejmdr is worthy of notice. Some verbs

form their future in two ways, e. g. tHn^^ ye''(e)hdz ap-

prehendet and tHN"" yohez.

§. 125. The verbs mediae gutturalis receive a com-

pound half vowel a after the gutturals instead of a

simple one, e. g. ncjn'i sdhdtu = sahatu. In the im-

' *In the short verses, which in the book of Job introduce

his speeches and those of his three friends, the form is vayyo'mar

with a notwithstanding the drawing back of the tone.
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perative and future qal tliey retain according to §. 53

the stem vowel a, comp. imper. cino Kiy^H^ fern, "^i^na

sah(d)tt', futur. :2'n'Zii yishdt. On the contrary the in-

finitive almost always has the vowel w, comp. ufro

sQ)hdt. In the pi"el, pu"al and hi'^pa"el the vowel

before r is always, before ' commonly, before ' h h

sarcely ever heightened to compensate for the omission

of the doubling. Comp. "rfis bej-e-^ henedixit = birrika,

^NQ me'en denegavit = mi"ina, yiS3 wi'gp blasphemavit =
?w"ifa, pnb sihc'iq hisit = sihhaqa^ yet r!!i3 kika and rsi^s

Mha increpuit = kihhaya. n^;:.

§. 126. The verbs tertiae gutturalis receive an

auxiliary vowel a (§. 53) between an originally long

vowel and the gutturals ' h h nib'i sid6'(a)h = saldha,

n^ba kdu'(a)h = sahVia, 'n'^b'^.T: hisU'(a)h. The same

occurs after the merely heightened o of the infin. cstr.

qal, e. g. n'ro s(e)lo(a)h — ^lulia. On the other hand

the original a has commonly been retained before the

gutturals, instead of the other short vowels. This is

always the case in the imperative and future qal. In

the ni9'al, pi"el and hi9'"il it occurs so interchangeably

with e (originally r) that e commonly stands in the

pausa. Comp. nbo sQJlah, rtVJ"^ yi-sldh, nbii saUe(a)h

together with nVi salldh. The participle alone always

has in the 8tat. abs. e, comp. nbid s6le(a)h^ stat. cstr.

rhyo soldh *, n?TB"3 mesalle(a)h , stat. cstr. nb^i^a mesalldh.

The 2. fern. perf. inserts an auxiliary vowel a be-

tween the final consonants (§. 55, rem.) comp. rnbo

mldh(a)t.

§. 127. If the third radical consonant is an Ale9,

it loses its consonantal character at the end of a syl-

' *The following forms really occur Viyi Vs. xciv, 9; 3>j")

Ps. li, 15; 3>C'0 Lev. xi, 7.
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lable (§. 36), whicli becomes open and must con-

sequently be heightened. The heightened vowel which

has thus arisen is unchangeable, e. g. 3. sing. perf.

J5S73 ma^a = ma^.a'[a], fern. !iNi?73 ma^fa = maga'a-t,

2. sing. rN2i73 magd-'^a = maga^-ta, in intransitives

N*}^ yare = yarVa, infin. Ni:73 m(e)go. The futur. and

imper. always have the vowel a, e. g. njc'o m(e)gd,

futur. NStTi"^ yi-mga, with vav consecutivum NI^ts^t vay-

yi-mga, 2. and 3. plur. fem. !-;:Ni:";r] ti-7ngd-jui. The

pi""el always has i (Hebr. e) as its second vowel (prob-

ably for the sake of dissimilation) e. g. iAlz'q timme

= timmta, rjN^sa timrne-^d = timmi'ta.

§. 128. The verbs primae nun assimilate their n

to a follo"«-ing consonant except when this is a gut-

tural. Comp. bh^ y^ppol = yi-npol^ ca"] yiggas = yi-

ngas, ^33 niggds = ni-ngas, '«!3"^a!7 higg'is = hi-ngis, xbsTt

hugged =^ hu-ngas. The infin. cstr. and the imperative

qal commonly reject the n, it then has the vowel a.

The infin. commonly appears with the feminine ending

t. Comp. imp. 'C\ gas = ngas^ infin. n*«ia gdi(e)'^ ==

ngas-ta, rra ga(a)'i: = ngata. The I of the root npb

is treated in the same way, fut. n^") yiqqah =: yi-Iqah,

imper. n^ qah = ^^«^, infin. rn]? qah(a)^ = Iqah-t.

The root "jps has in the 2. perf. rns (once 2 Sam.

xxii, 41 Mr)F]) na^at-ta = natan-ta, fut. ir)"; yitthi =^

yi-ntin, imp. "jn te7i =^ ntin, infin. rn te'^ ^= titt = fm-^

= 7itin-t.

§. 129. The irregularities of the verbs mediae ge-

minatae are occasioned by the tendency of the lan-

guage to unite two identical consonants in a double

consonant. While therefore forms with one vowel

place it so that the identical consonants may not be

separated by it (hence sabb, sibb, subb, not sbab, sbib,
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sbub), the forms with two vowels lose the second, in

order that the identical consonants may fall together

(hence sabb instead of sabab). Thus arise 3. sing. perf.

3D sa^ =^ sabba, sababa, fem. ;^3D sdbba = sababa-t,

plur. ^aD sdbbu (or with the accent on the ultima sab-

bu') = sabab-u. An 6 (always accented except in the

2. plur.) is inserted before endings beginning with a con-

sonant, which has probably arisen through the length-

ening of the a after its transposition e. g. niao sabb6"^d=
sabbdfa = sabbata = sabab-ta, criSD sabbo'^em. In the

imper. , infin. and future the primitive position of the

vowel after the first consonant remains, hence infin. cstr.

nb so^ = subbfaj, imper. nb so^ = subb, fem. -^ab sobbi,

plur. ^ab sobbu, plur. fem. !i3"^30 subbdna, as in the

future. Nevertheless besides the form which has arisen

in this way in the future ab'^ ydso^ = ya-subb, "^abn

td-sobbi = ta-subb-t, 2. and 3. plur. fem. rrD'^aon tesub-

bdnd, which is probably formed after the analogy of the

verbs tertiae v, y, with vav consecutivum aD"] vayyaso^

= ya-subb, there is a second form, in which the vowel

originally stood after the second consonant, comp. ab"'

r/isso^ = ya-sbubic, "'SSri tisse^i = ta-sbub-t, 2. and 3.

plur. fem. t^iisbn tisso^iid = ta-sbub-na. The intran-

sitives here also have a in the infinitive, imperative

and future, before which for the sake of dissimilation

the prefix ya becomes yi, as in the regular verb. Comp.

173 mar = marr, fut. "itj;; yemdr = yi-marru^ acccording

to the second formation b^^ yidddl =^ yi-dlalu. The

infin. absol. aiao sa^o'^ and the two participles a^io

so^e^ and a^io sd^u^ are regular.

§. 130. In the ni9'al the identical consonants have

been united throughout; the prefix na retains its orig-

inal vowel. Hence 3. sing. perf. as; ndsd^ = na-sabba^

fem. nao: ndsdbbli = na- sabba -t, 2. sing, niaos uhab-
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bo'^d, 2. plur. SrniaCj nesahho'^em, part. 3D5 nasa^ = na-

sabha^ fern, ^inc: nesabbci, imp. nor: hissd^ = km-sabb,

infill, rasrr Ziws^^ ^= Idn-sibbd^ fut. riS"; yis-sd^ = yin-sab

= yu-hin-sabbu^ 2. fern. sing. "^Scn tissdbbt, 2. and 3. fern,

plur. ^pssn tissabbdna. The perfect and participle have

become so similar to the regular 3. perf. qal, that

sometimes by an erroneous analogy they receive i or u

instead of a as the second vowel, comp. perf. bj55 ndqel

and bj^j ndqul = na-qalla, biij nirfil = na-gidia, part.

0723 nd-mes = na-missa. The forms with d in the im-

perative and future have probably arisen after the

analogy of the stems mediae vav. In the infinitive they

could be the characteristic formation of the infin. absol.

Comp. Ti3!7 hibboz = hin-bdzz.

§. 131. The hi9''il of the verbs mediae geminatac ac-

cording to §. 38 never has an z, but commonly e, some-

times a. Comp. perf, -cr; liese^ = hi-sibba, fem. rtsor:

hesebbd, = hi-sibba-t, also .~:20n Ifesdbbd = /d-sabba-t,

2. sing. niaDtj hdsibbu'^d, infin. '20'rt hiise^ = ha-sibba,

imper. SDr; hase^ = ha-sibb, fem. ircr; hdsebbt, futur.

DD^ 2/«s^^ = ya-sibhij with raw consec. nS'^T vayytise^,

2. fem, -^atDF) tdsebbt, 2. and 3. fem, plur, npacn ^|-

sibbdna, the participle prefixes singularly enough the

vowel i, 3073 wz^sl^ = misibba. — The passive has 30^n

husd^ = hu-sabba, fem. niDOir; hnsdbbd, with an unchan-

geable w perhaps after the analogy of the priviae vav.

§. 132. These verbs seldom form a pi"el and its

related conjugations, but most commonly a po'el, its

passive po'al and reflexive hij-po'el, of which the u

= « is probably to be regarded as a compensative

lengthening for the doubling which has fallen out,

thus avoiding the triple repetition of the same con-

sonant. Compare ^nio so^e^ = sdbiba = sabbiba, passive

BiCKELL'a Outlines. 7
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DiliD so^d^ = sdbaba, reflexive nsincr: histo^e^ — hit-

sabiha. — Sometimes also the doubling of the entire

root appears in its primitive monosyllabic form (pilpel,

pulpal, hi^palpel), e. g. baba gilgel = gil-gila, -'«^5!*i

so'(o)sa' = su'-saa, Vabanr; hi^galgel = hit-gal -gila.

§. 133. The verbs pnmae v are divided into three

classes, a) Some have a in the future and imperative,

otherwise however they are influenced only by the

universal vocal laws. Hence they have the perfect

li-.i ydras = varasa^ infin. "i-r; yQ)rds = V7'usa, imper.

'wT^ y(e)ra^ = vras, fut. O'^'*'; yirds = yiyras = yi-vram^

nicp'al iaii3 nords = na-vrasa^ fut. onv yivvdres = yu-

hin-varUu, hi9'il n"'Cin hosi^ = ha-vsiba, fut. n'^ci"' yo-

i'i|3, with vav consecutivum 3'ii'i vayyo'se^, jussive n"ii""

yose^, ho9'^al n'Cin husd^ = hu-vsaba. In the hijpa"el

V can either remain or become y. b) Others which

have the vowel i in the infinitive, imperative and future,

reject the v before the second consonant in these forms,

e. g. of n'w"' ydsd^ = vasaba, imper. n*i se^ = [vjsib,

fut. 3'«i:" y'ese^ = yisib = ya-[vJHbu, with vav consecuti-

vum nxi];T vay-yese^, 2. fem. "^n-pn tese^t, 2. and 3. plur.

fera. !^23"iri t'esd^nd. The infinitive usually has a

feminine ending, comp. 5"^ de(ay scire = [vJcKa, com-

monly xyy^da(ay^=-[v]da'-ta, nn'j sd-^(e)'^ =[v]mb-ta.

In like manner an imperative is formed from "^brj /<a-

^ax iy^"^, "Tib Ui, fut. 'ijb^. 2/^'/^X?
i^fi^"*- ^^k ^^'lCO^'< ^^^9-

•TTibir! Ao^C'x,. — In the remaining conjugations there is

no discrimination between the second and first classes,

c) A few verbs assimilate their v to the succeeding

consonant, and so exactly follow the analogy of the

verbs primae min^ e. g. n^^ yd^d'^ comhussit =^ va-

(^ain^ fut. ri2£"; ^%a^ — yi-v^at^ \\\c^. n^a^r: /»Vr"^ =
hi-vQha. Sometimes this formation occurs along with

the other two.
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§. 134. The few verbs pnmae yod: s::"' bonum esse,

bb"* ululare, pj"' sugere, "i^^-^ formare, yp"* evigilare, nc*'

rectum esse, are only distinguished from the primae v

of the first formation in this that they have e = a-i/

instead of 6 = a-v in the hio'il, e. g. b'b"^n heli'l ulula-

vit = ha-ylila. The future qal, as n:^'^'^ yi<;cir =r yi-y^aru

has with vav consecntivum "ii;'";i vayyiger.

§. 135. The verbs mediae v have in the perfect

Dj? qdm = qafvjama, fem. ri;:^ qd'ma = qa[v]ama-t,

plur. ^215 qamil =; qa[v]am-u, 2. sing. P73J2 qdm-td =
qdm-ta (§. 38) = qa[v]am-ta etc. The intransitive form

is n;2 we^ = mafvjita, fem. nn'o me"^d, 2. sing, rtr's

mdttd, or 'iia 60s := bafvjusa, fem. i-j'iia bo set, 2. sing.

n'ia 5o«ia. The participle has the same form as the

perfect. The infin. absol. has Dip qom = qdm =^ qa-

fvjama, the infin. constr. Dnp quvi = qxivma^ in like

manner the imperative, in the fem. plur. )^;":'p qomnd
= qum-na (§. 38). The fut. is Dip^ ydqu'm = yaqvumu^

2. fem. "^n^prj taqumt, 2. and 3. plur. fem. lr;:7:pr! fa-

qbmna = ta- qum-na = ta-qum-na, also ^2''::^pn tequ-

mdnd (§. 129 note). The apocopated future form, which

even in the primitive Semitic had no final vowel, was

compelled to shorten its «, §. 38, hence -ap,;: ydqom, with

the accent upon the following word, and cpn vayya-

qom = ya-qum = ya-qum. In an accented syllable the

u which has thus arisen must of course be heightened,

hence a'p^ ydqom = ya-qum. — The intransitives have

a in the infinitive, imperative and future, e. g. cia

bos = bds = bvas (§. 32, 2), fut. 'iis;; y~e^6s = yi-bds,

yi-bvasu, Nin^ 2/«^o' = ya-bd\ ya-bva\i. The ni9'"al has

aipD ndqom = naqdma = na-qvama, infin. and imper.

aipr7 hiqqom = kin- qdm = hin-qafvjam, fut. aip'^. ^/ig'-

qo'm = yinqdm = yu-hin-qa[v]amu ^ hir^. Li^'^ri, heqim =
hiqyim = hi-qvima, fut. a-^p^ ydqim == yu-ha-qvimu,
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2. fern. '7:"^~ri taqt'mi, 2. and 3. pliir. fern, nSTaiin ta-

cjemna = ta-qim-na = ta-qhn-na, partic. C'^p": riieqim,

with the prefix hi instead of ha, as in the verbs me-

diae geminatae, ho9. Sj^^n huqdm after the analogy of

the verbs primae v. In the perfect of the ni9'"al and

hi9'"il an 6 occurs before the endings beginning with

a consonant in the same manner as in the med. gemin.,

comp. r)i7j"p; neq{imd"^d for neq67no^a, §. 40, nia-^pi^

haqimo'':2a. — Instead of the pi"el, pu"al and hi^pa"el

in which vv almost always becomes yy^ the conjugations

pa'lel, pa'lal and hi^pa'lel most commonly occur, e. g.

D7;ip qoniem = qavmima = passive &7:ip qomcim = qav-

onama, reflexive D/siprn hi'^qomem = hit-qavmima. Some-

times also the pilpel stands for the pi"el, e. g. brrs

hilkel = kil-kila.

§. 136. The verbs mediae y only differ in the qal

from the mediae v. Together with the perfect 12 ban

= bafyjana a form )'^'2 bin, 2. sing, ni^-^a bino'^a

occurs. In the infin. and imp. the forms ';"^2 bin — biy?t

occur, in the fut. ']"'n^ ya^in = ya-byinu, with vav con-

secutivum
\:f^

vayya^en, jussive "jS^ ya^en == ya-bin =
ya-bin =- ya-byin, comp. §. 38.

§. 137. In Hebrew the verbs tertiae vav have be-

come tertiae yod throughout, with the single exception

of the 1. person sing. perf. "^piVJ saldvtt, requievi from

the root ibc. After the rejection of the vowel con-

sonant and the final vowel of the qal perfect the pre-

ceding a is heightened to «, comp. nba gTda — gala-

[ya], fem. originally rba gctlcfy, which form has scarcely

been retained except before suffixes, = galat = galat

= gala[y]a-t, which is otherwise almost always ex-

panded after the false analogy of the regular verb to

r;nba grde'jSa, plur. ^ba galii = galafyjiiy 2. sing, n-^ba
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gaWtSa = gcile^Li = galay-ta etc. In tlie imperative, in-

finitive and future the vowel a is the only one which oc-

curs after the 2. radical vowel; conip. the inipcr. nba gQ)l^

= glay, fern. ^Va g(e)n = glay-i, plur. ^Va gQJlic =. glaij-u,

npba gQJldnd = glay-na, future nbJ'^ yi-^Id = ya-gla[yu],

2. fern, -^bsn ti-{li' = tagla[y]i, 2. and 3. fern. plur.

r;*"'bJFi tiyld?id = taglay-na, in the jussive and after vav

consecutivum '^X'^ yi'^CO^ — ^/^^^/V? ">^^- V^'-'C^)? — V^^'^Mj
rarely like "^n;; y'erd = yird = ya-rd[a], since these

forms even in primitive Semitic had lost the third

consonant and the final vowel, so that according to the

Hebrew law of final sound the vowel before the third

consonant must fall away. The construct infinitive gen-

erally has a feminine ending, as niVa gQJlo'^ = gldt =gh(-

[yja-t. Its masculine form occurs here exceptionally with

6 = d, which is otherwise only usual in the infin. absol.,

comp. riNl rCeyS =^ r'dfyaj. The infinitive absolute is

regularly rtra gdlo' = galdfyaj, the active participle rib"^'3

gold = gdla[ya], the passive -inba gdluy = galuy(a).

§. 138. The same vowel changes take place in

the iii9'"al as in the qal, the formation with Qere n-'biD

niyle^ci = na-glay-ta, ^r^-b^j iii-^le'^t = na-glay-ti is

used interchangeably with ri"'b5: niyU'^d, "^n-ibaa niyWyi.

The infinitive construct is nibarr higgdlo"^ = hin-gala-

[yja-t, infin. absol. nbar: higgdW or nbas nv{16'. The

other conjugations also follow the analogy of the qal

in their formation, except that the pu^al and ho9'al

always, the pi" el, hirrpa^el and hi9'il sometimes retain

the e in the perfect before endings which begin with

a consonant. The hi9''il has retained the original rad-

ical vowel a throughout in the second syllable instead

of i, hence the perfect ~ba~ hi-^la = ha-glafyaj, imper-

ative nb:- lia'^le = ha-glay^ apocopated b;r! hd-^(e)l,

infinitive nibarj hcqlo"^ = ha-glafyja-t, infin. absol. nb^n
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ha'^le, future l-iby^ yayld = yu-ha-gla[yu], jussive b^^

ydy(e)l. In the pfel the infinitives are niVa gallo"^ =
galla[y]a-t, infin. absol. i-^'j, galle\ rarely rs'ra gallo',

imperative n^a galle' = gallay, apocopated ba gal =
galflaj, future r;?5'^ yeyalld = yu-galla[yu], jussive ba"^

2/eya^ = yu-gal[laj.

§. 139. The same suffixes are appended to the

verb as to the noun, except that the suffix of the first

person is not i but ni. The old final vowels are of

course retained before the suffixes. In the perfect a

remains before -ni, is volatilized to e before -ja, -yjm^

-Xen^ in all other cases it is heightened to a. In the

future and imperative the *', Hebrew ^, which has

arisen from w, is volatilized before -xa, -jem, -yjn to

e, before -Aa, -/i, it is exceptionally a, d = a. In the

perfect the 3. fern, singular appears before the suffixes

in its original form qatala-t, the 2. fem. sing, as qa-

tal-ti., the 2. masc. fem. plural as qatal-til. In the

future tiqtelu stands before the suffixes instead of tiq-

tolnd. In the imperative the suffixes are of course

appended to the form which has the vowel after the

first consonant. The same is the case in the infinitive,

except sometimes before -hd, -hem and -ken. They can

be appended to the infinitive in the same way as to

the noun. The so-called connecting vowel receives the

accent, and the vowel changes correspond exactly to

the universal vocal laws; except that in the future and

pi"el, according to §. 43b, the pretonic syllable is

volatilized, and that a before fx" is heightened contrary

to the rule. Thus arise from qdtdl the forms with suf-

fixes "'sbt^p qetdldni = qatala-ni interfecit me, ?fb^p q^-

tcdeia interfecit te = qntala-ka., "iV^P Qi't^'^^^^'l
iiiterfecif

te fem. == qatala-k^ ^^b:2P qUdlti-hu, generally con-

tracted ibap qetdW interfecit eum = qatala-hu, nb::];
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qetalah interfecit earn = qatala-h, ^2b:3j? qetaldnu inter-

fecit nos = qatala-nu, 'apb'^p, qetaley^em = qatala-kum

interfecit vos, fern. I^V^p. qetaleyen, abrji? qetalam inter-

fecit eos = qatala-[hii]m, fern, ib::^ qetdlan. The fem-

inine appends the suffixes directly to the radical form.

Thus arise "^inb::): qetald^-m , ^riDb^'p^ qetdld'^-hu or as-

similated ^nb:2(5 qetdldttu, ti^br^p qetdldttd = qatala-t-

hd, ^inb^i? qetdld'^-nu. An auxiliary vowel is inserted

before m, w, X-, and a half vowel after a false analogy

before kd, kem, ken, which however has no more power

to change the relations of the vowels, hence Dnb::';?

qetalah - (a)m ,
irib::^ qetdla^(a)n, "^nb^P. ^§tdlci'^(e)j^,

'jfribr^p qetalah(e)ya , d:rnb::p qt'talci^QJ'iem, ii^nb^p qe-

tdla^Q)ien. The 2. masc. sing, unites the suffixes ni, hu,

A, nu, m, n with qafalta (which of course in Hebrew be-

comes qetalta-). — The contracted form inb:^]: qetalto'

occurs along with nrtrjbt^p qetaltahu, and the unheightened

form ""jribi^p qetaltdni, along with "'iPbl^'p qetaltlint. The

2. fern. sing, and the 1. sing, append the suffixes ni,

X^5 X-> ^'j ^'^7 ^^? yj'^^1 X^'^5 m, w to qatalti (Hebrew

qetalti-), the 3., 2. and 1. plural append the same suf-

fixes, except hu instead of u, to the forms qatalu

(Hebrew qetdlu'-), qataitu (Hebrew qUaltu-) and qatalnu

(Hebrew qetalnu'-). The following forms occur in the

imperative "^^bq;? ([otCB^^^h ^"bpp, 9ot(e)lehii, ~bp)5 qo-

t(e)ldhd or tnbqp qot(e)lah, ^isbqj? qot(e)le7m, lDb:2j5 qo-

t(§)lem, plural '2ib:2|; qit(e)lu'ni etc. In the future

^3b::p'^ yiqtele-ni, ^bup"; yiqtoU -^/Ji ^ '^'I.'^a^.I y^Qt^^^'lL")

^ribpp"' yiqtUe-hu, rjbpp'^. yiqteld-hd or "bL^p"; yiqtcla-h,

nabapi y^Q.U^^'''^^'"! "^^'^-^P? y^'itole-Y^em, db^Jp"; yiqtele-m.

As concerns the plural, the suffixes are of course ap-

pended directly to yiqfelii'. Instead of tigtohid the form

tiqtelu' always appears before suffixes. The pi^el has

""Sbap qitteld-ni, *bap qitt^^-1^} Q^bap qittele-iem etc.,
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otlierwise it receives the suffixes in just the same way

as the qal.

§. 140. In the future the suffixes can also be

appended to a future form, which instead of the nom-
inative ending i =^ u had the indefinite accusative

ending an = am, Hebrew an. For in the verb the in-

definite form can remain before the suffixes, since the

verbal suffixes are accusative, while the nominal suf-

fixes, as genitive, must always have the noun before

them in the definite form of the status constructus. In

this way have arisen the forms "^sb::!?"^ yiqteldn-ni\ lyp'^.Til

yiqteldk-ka =^ ya-qtulan-ka, i^b^^i?"^ yiqteldnnu = ya-qtu-

lan-liu, Tizh'jyp^ yiqteldnnd = ya-qtulan-hd, ^sbuj?"^ y'^Qt§~

Idnnu = ya-qtulan-nu.^

§. 141. In the verbs mediae geminatae the doubling,

which has fallen away at the end of the word, of course

appears again before the suffixes. Compare Dnci ye-

sodde-m = ya-mddi-m = ya-suddu-ni from nc^ ydsoh

= ya-suddu. The verbs tertiae v, y, as in nouns, lose

their vowel endings before all suffixes, compare sjba

galena = gal(ay)a-ka , ^^sba"^ yi-^lehu = ya-gl(ay)i-hu.

4. INPLECTION OE PARTICLES.

§. 142. Adverbs, which were originally indicated

by the accusative, arc now only in a few cases recog-

nizable as such, wlierc the accusative ending, as d,

' *0f this form there arc only two examples Jcr. xlix, 19. 1, 41.

2 * Assimilation however does not occur in the plural, unless

it be in the first person which is doubtful. ISee Bottcher's "Aus-

fiihrl. Lchrbuch", B. II, S. 35.
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a)n , and 6'm has been retained , as in 1ih^i2 md'la supra

from b?'J ma-(a)l, arn hinnam gratis from \r\ Ken =
hinn, Th''h IdyJd noctu, 'n^z'v yomam interdiu, from b'^b

lay(i)l, tDi"! yam. — The Hebrew has developed a later

adverbial formation from the fern, of the forms in ^

= iyya, comp. rr'S'nnN 'dhoi'anni"^ retrorsiim, especially

to indicate languages , as rr'nin'^ yehuht"^ judaice.

§. 143. The particles, which are more frequently

used, have been very much shortened, but can almost

all still be proved to be nouns from originally triliteral

roots. — The particles T,iX] Mmie ecce, '6;' y'es, before

maqqe9 'i^ yes ""it is', ';';n ''ay(i)n, stat. cstr. "j-^n ^en ""it

is not', li:' 'oS adhuc and r;;;N 'ayye, apocopated "^n 'ayy

Stat. cstr. \n; 'c, like the verbs, take the suffixes in the

accusative, whence the n of the indefinite form, which

has arisen from w, comp. §. 140, can remain. Com-

pare "'jjin hine-ni (§. 27) or 'SSf^ hmna-7i-ni , 'jysri Mnne-

ya, 3. masc. iiri liinno ., 1. plur. ij:rj hinne-nu or i;pJi

hinnd-n-nu , Tj'i^ yeshfa, 3. masc. sing, iri^ yeseno', "'^j'^n

''end-n-ni, Sj-^n ''ene'^a., ^^J'^N ''cnd-n-?iil = 'ayna-n-hu,

Ti'^j-'i^ 'ind-n-nd ^= 'ayna-n-hd, tDS'^N ^enam, in just the

same way ^l^^V '6hd-n-ni etc., t^^'N 'aydkka = ''aya-n-

ka, i'N ''ayyo., a^^ ''ayyam.

§. 144. Several prepositions always appear before

suffixes in the plural form, thus inN \ihdr post, comp.

T^J^ ^oJiurd-fd, nnn tah(a)'^ infra, e. g. ':J^"^^Fl tahtd^d^

and ^"3. hen inter, of which latter however the suffixes

can be appended to the singular or feminine plural,

e. g. '^y^'3. beneid or T|''5"'3 bend-^d or ';j"»ni5''5 beno^d-^d. —
"With these must not be confounded the abbreviated

prepositions -bij ''el to, by 'al xipon, n^ 'ah as far as, of

which the complete forms ""bN 'ele, "bv 'die, in^ 'dhc
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are preferred in poetry, and which contrary to the

general rule, §. 106, always retain their original final

radical ai/ before the suffixes and so externally have

the appearance of the plural forms. Comp. "^bx ^eldi/,

'^ibJ< 'eldyU,^ i^T^^ ''alehem (according to §. 57) '''jV

'ahdij etc. — The preposition or Vm loith has besides

the regular i7ry Hmrn-i also the form 'n^rr 'immabi,

and ti:37i", a^'r^? 'imma-yjsm^ 'imma-Iiem with a height-

ened instead of the usual volatilized final vowel. The

prepositions nnn tah(o)^ and nra bQyah, behind
, for,

between, sometimes appear wdth verbal suffixes, in the

former even with an inserted n, comp. §. 143. E. g.

^Dritiri tahteni^ insritin taJitd-n-na = tahta-7i-hd, "'j^^'n ba-

''(ajhe-ni. — The feminine particles tn ''e^, before maq-

qe9 -nx 'e^ 'with' and the sign of the accusative, which

is the same in form , were often, even in the older liter-

ature, confounded. The former however has sprung

from the root -^sn, hence it appears with suffixes as

^riN Wr = 'in-t-i, while the latter is derived from the

root 11N, whence the forms with suffixes are "^nix 'd^i',

aniN "'d'^clm but with the suff. of 2. plur. trnx ''e'^eieni.

§. 145. The much used prepositions bij, U, and

the conjunction ke have undergone the greatest ab-

breviation. According to §. 58 before a syllable with

a half vowel the original short vowel maintains itself

in the form of i, so that bi-i/e, li-ye according to §. 33

become bi^ U. When it stands before a compound

seva, it takes on its vocal color. When // according

to §. 112 enters a closed syllabic, it appears before

gutturals as la,, before ale9 as le. Of course nothing

of this sort can happen to be and ke. The heightened

forms bd, I7t, kci have sometimes been retained in the

pretonic syllable especially before the demonstrative

pronoun, la lias often been retained even in other cases
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in the pretonic syllable, but never when tlie word as the

first member of stat. cstr. has a merely secondary accent.

"When ba, ka, la stand before the pronoun wa, met, the

VI is doubled, hence bam-ma, ham-ma, lani-mci, cur? La
before '

/*
*" generally becomes la-ma, for the sake of en-

suring a distinct pronunciation, e. g. m-"^ Tt'zb la-ma ''ado-

nay. The forms with suffixes are ^2 bi, ':|3 MlJh "^^ ^'^X?

12 bo, r^2 bcih.) 1:2 banu, a22 ba-^em, ar!2 bahem, con-

tracted n:2 bZim, rarely ^T|~2 bahetnma, 17)2 balicn, also ';r;2

balien or ~:^;2 balienna. Le follows the same analogy.

On the contrary ke unites most of the suffixes in the

form which is compounded with the indefinite pronoun

kemo, kamo, hence "^"w^s kamo-nt, "^i'^s ka-mo-fa,

nMi733 kd-mo-hu, ^ji723 ka-mo'-hd, I3ia3 ka-mo-nu, £21723

ke-mo-^fjm together with the more frequent £22 kcr/em,

Di^i733 ke-mo-hem, together with DHd kcc-hem,
^'l'^.^

^'"~

henna. In poetry i722 be-mo, i/ib Z|-7wo occur, although

not before suffixes. — The conjunction ve is often

heightened before the accented syllable, in pausa, and

between closely connected notions ^, to va , before com-

pound sewa it takes on the color of the same, before half

vowels as well as before labials it becomes u, it blends

with following ye to vi, before the futur. conversivum

it becomes va vsrith the doubling of the following con-

sonant, or va, as a recompense for the doubling.

' *E. g. Ps. X, 6 nnT inb le8ur vaSor; Gen. i, 2 ir:i2T irin

^ohu vdZo'hu; Deut. iv, 28 12NT ys_ ec. vd'c^en; Gen. viii, 3

nitil "TjibT hdlox vaso^. Comp. Bottcher's Lehrbuch, Band I,

§. 600 and as regards the influence of the separative or unitive

accent Delitzsch's Commentary to Ps. Iv, 10.
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SYNTAX.

§. 146. Since the ancient case-endings have fallen

away, the genitive relation is only externally recog-

nizable through the vocal changes, which the governing

word undergoes hy reason of its close connection with

the following word in the stat. constr. This relation

is indicated in the masc. plur. by the falling away of

the indefinite affix m. The word which stands in the

Stat. cstr. does not receive the article, because as such

its form is already definite, hence the article is only

placed before the governed word. Comp. '^b'i;~ nny

'd^(e)h hamindl(e)^ 'the servant of the king'. Of course

nouns with suffixes always have a definite signification.

§. 147. The adjective is placed after the noun

and the article is repeated before it, e. g. bi-ran ni'ir:

haS-^6'r Jiag-gciho'l taurus magnus. — The comparative

degree is expressed by "jO viin, which follows the pos-

itive and is prefixed to the word with which the com-

parison is made, c. g. •ilv'i pin?j ma'^d'q mid-chj^aS

dulcior melle.

§. 148. The accusative ending lias been retained

only to a very limited extent in the accusative of the

direction. Otlicrwise this case is only indicated in
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nouns, -wliicli are rendered definite by the article, per-

sonal affixes or the sfat. cstr., hy placing tn 'e^, or

when accented ns; 'Z'^ before it, e. g. C^'ri" rx 'e^

has-samoy(i)m coelos.

§. 149. The relative '«•>•<?/• often simply indicates

the relation which is then more exactly defined by a

following suffix or adverb, e. g. in i:?-iT Tix yy 'eg

''user za/o' j3o, arbor in qua est semen ipsins. It can

also fall away, particularly in the poetical style.

§. 150. As has already been remarked the mas-

culine form of the numbers from 3— 10 are construed

with the feminine and vice versa. One is treated as an

ordinary adjective. The numerals from 2— 10 on the

contrary stand before the object numbered in the stat.

cstr. or absolutvs. In later books, and more rarely, they

are also placed after it. The tens, 20— 90 always stand

in the staf. ahs. either before or after the thing num-

bered; in the former case that which is numbered can

be put in the singular. "With numbers compounded

of units and tens the object numbered is either placed

after each numeral, according to the rules of each, or

it is put after the tens in the singular, although in the

later books it is also placed before the units in the

plural. — There are no proper ordinal numbers for

the numerals above ten. — Distributives are indicated

by the doubling of the number.

§. 151. 'With reference to the use of the tenses

it should be observed, that the first tense, the perfect,

expresses 1) the past and completed, even when it

extends to the present, 2) the certainty of an assu-

rance, and 3) that which we express through the im-

perfect and pluperfect subjunctive. The second tense,
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the so-called future, indicates 1) the future, 2) the pre-

sent especially as an expression of permanent conditions,

3) sometimes even the past, when it expresses like the

Latin imperfect, a continuous action, 4) our present,

and sometimes 5) imperfect subjunctive. Moreover it

is placed ofter the particles tn ''az tunc and Q'^a td-

r(e)m nondum.

§. 152. If a chain of thought has been begun in

the future or imperative, it is continued in the per-

fect with the conjunction ve and the moving forward

of the accent, which then receives exactly the sig-

nification of the preceding future or imperative. On
the other hand if a narrative begins with the perfect,

it is continued in the apocopated form of the future

with va^ and so that the following consonant is doubled,

iind the accent drawn back, if possible.

§. 153. Besides this case, the apocopated form of the

future, the so-called jussive, scarcely ever occurs except

in the 2. and 3. person to express a wish, a command or

prohibition; the jussive is always used to express a pro-

hibition, but never the imperative which can neither

be connected with Nb or bN. — The lengthened future

form, cohortative, with final a stands in the first person

to indicate a request or an exhortation.

§. 154. The infinitive absolute is freely connected

with the finite verb from the same stem. It generally

precedes to strengthen the idea contained in the verb;

while it follows in order to express the continuance

of the action. Otherwise the infin. absol. sometimes

stands as an accusative, or for the finite verb, but

always in a verbal construction, hence never after prep-

ositions or a Stat. cstr. On the contrary the infinitive
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cstr. can not only govern the accusative, as a verb, but

also the genitive as a noun, hence it connects itself

with verbal and nominal suffixes. The subject of the

action very often stands in the nominative after the

infin. cstr. Through the prefixing of the prepositions

be, ke and U before the infin. cstr. various subordinate

sentences are formed.

§. 155. Interrogative sentences are expressed through

hd^ which has arisen from AaZ, before consonants with a

half vowel ha, generally effecting the doubling of the fol-

lowing consonants, before gutturals Jia, before gutturals

with QameQ according to §. 29 hd. Indirect questions

are expressed through hn Vm, and disjunctive questions

through ha in the first and 'im in the second member.
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EXEECISE IE PROSE EEADDFG.

Gen. i, 1— 5.

ve-e'ij has-mmuy(i)m 'ej- ^'eWam hcira Be-r'e.n"^

;•• : • I.- T - ;•• ft- :•: jt t i* •• :

ve-hos(e)f^ va-^ohic 'iohu haye'^a Ve-]ici-ar(e)(^ ha-ar(e)^.

^0T]^ inHi inn nn\n pxiTi nns»n
' V k : T yr : IT I v t x

:

I v it t

\d jygne 7ne7'ahd<^(e)^ "'eWiim Te-ru(a)h ^elwm ^al ppie

'iB'^v ^i^^j;:^^ n'H/N* nri cinn 'j^-'7V

va-yeJd 'or. yehi ''or! ""eloln'on: Vay-yomer 7iani-may(i)m.

n^N^"T'^ "l^N^T ^1^s ncx^i tc^n
I • :i- A J- : I* v: v j~ • it —

ben elohim vay-ya^del ki to^ Vir ha -''or 'elohi'm Vay-yar

\2 c^H^x bjyy ^'t^p^ "i^n'Ths c^i^N s^nM

yom I- a- or 'elohi'm Vay-yicfra ]ia-hds(ey/^. u-ben ha- or

T <• v: _t): — I V I - I J" I T

^oq(e)r va-yeht va-yehi 'dr(e)^ Itiyla qtxra ve-l-a-hds(e)-^

'v I •;!- v;v •:!- t iat tLit '_•- i- :

^cihab. yom

EXEECISE m POETICAL EEADD^G.

Ps. ii.

goyinn rardm I/um-md

A- J ."IT TT\

??vg' yehgu u-lftimml'm

''(ir(e)^, mal(c)-f/ Y^ya^^e^u
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yaliah nosehu ve-rozmi'm

—AT : I J- : I :

.mesiho' ve-al Yahvd 'al

:in^OT-^n rr\'rr-bv
I • : - : T : —

moseroie'mo Vj~ Nenatteqa

A" : i V 'T :i-:v.

'a^olje'mo! mimmdnnu ve-nasU')id

i/isJioq b-as-mmmj(i)m Yo^t'^

I AT : • • J- T - J"

Zamo. yil'dy ''dhonay

IT -
: • T -; _

he-appo ^lemo yehabb'er ""Az

lEs:: \tyh\K "isT tx
A — : J" •• J" — : <T

ye^ahdlemo. u-ha-hdrono

malkt ndsd)(tt Va-dnt

A- : - • :j-T i'-:i-i

qohsV ! hdr Qiyyon \d

hdq: 'el Asappera

prrbh nisox

''atfa! bent '^Idy: ''dmdr Yahvd

T-r- J- : - "k J- T T :

yelihtifji. hay-yom 'dni

Bickell's Outlines. 8
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nah(a)l(fyd-^a goyi'm ve-ettena mimmdnni SQfal

• ftVT—;i- • I JT : V : • :• • <- :

harzdl be-se^(e)t Tero'em

AV :
- V J" : I." :i.

tpiappegem. yoger ki-jeli

,.. . - ;
J.. ^. . .

haskilu melTrfim Ve~atta

^b'2m u':ibo nnri
ft- : — J- T : JT - :

''dr(e)g! ^oc^ete hivvTiseru

:ps* ^i:£ti^ lioin
I vjT :-", :iT •

hc-yir^a Yahvd 'e^ 'I^(e)du'

AT :
• : JT : v j : •

bi-7'fdha! ve-gilu

T T : •
:

h(lr(e)^ t'e-'^o^ehu ycYeJndtp pen bar Naiiequ

''appo', hi-me'at yi^'dr kt

^6. /jose kol ''asere

:13 "Din-^s ''^x



THE REGLTLAK VERB, QAL. 115

P^

EH

s-S^



IIG THE RF.IJVLAR VERB, yAL.

yi-qtdii

ti-qtdn ti-qtdn
ti-qfen-i'

'

''e-qtdn

yi-qtenu ti-qtdn-na

ti-qten-u'

ti-qtdn-nci

ni-qtdn



THE REGVLAR VERB PI KL , PU AL , HiePA EL. 117



118 THE REGULAR VERB, PI EI. , Pl'aL , HiePA"EIi.

'^-^ 1 ^* ^^ "»



THE REGCLAR VERB, Ul'I'''iL, HO(I)'aL. NIi1>'"AL. 119

c3



120 THE REGULAR VERB, m^'lh. H0<1)'aL, NIOi^AL.

CM

d. -^ '3 ., IS
'-^ ^^ 'f ? '^ f

I« IS IS 18 le 'S us 1-2 It IS
^CM5?HCrHCjS^CM«MCM^
.g^ Cm is is Cm.^ i^ is CM.gM

5>5sLsi.si..^' SJiSOsLsLg
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1. NAMES.

Pages

Aben Esra 7

Abulwalid "<

Abydos 10

Accadian 58. 81

Alting 8

Amharic 1

Arabic !• 4

Aramaic !• 3

Babylonian 13. 14

Baer 22

Bar-Cochba 10

Bleek H
Bottcher 4. 8. 104. 107.

Buxtorf 8

Canaanitic or Phoenician ... 1

Chaldee 1- 7

Codex Babylonicus Petro-

politanus 14

Danz 8

David, period of 6

Davidson vii

Delitzsch, Franz 15. 29. 41. G7.

84. 107.

Delitzsch, Friedrich 3. 81

Pages

De Vogu6 10. 11

Dietrich 60

Dillmann 25. 63. 72

Egyptian 3

Ephraimitic 4

Ethiopic 1. 3

Euting vni

Ewald 5. 8

Fleischer 63. 64. 80

Geez or old Ethiopic 1

Gemara 14

Gesenius 6. 8

Green vii

Hassan 25

Hauranian 12

Himyai'ic 1

Hupfeld 11

Indo-Germanic 3

Isaiah 6

Judaic 4

Jerome H- 14

Keil.
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Pages

Kimchi 7

Kopp 11

Lauth 9

Lebriya 8

Lenormant 9

Levita , Elias 7

Levy, M. A 10

Luzzatto , S. D 72

Lyranus , Nicolaus 8

Madden 10

Mandaic 1

Mesha 10

Olshausen 8. 26

Origen 11

Palestinian 13. 14

Pages

Palmyrenian 10. 12

Perez di Valencia 8

Phoenician or Canaanitic ... 1

Pinsker 14

Raimundus Martini 7

Rodiger 6

Saadya 7

Schroder, Paul 63

Schultens 8

Simeonitic 4

Solomon
,
period of 6

Strack 14

Talmud 14

Tegner 61

Vater 8



2. SUBJECTS.

Abstracts , formation §. 81.

Accents : 1) musical notes ; 2) signs

of interpunctuation p. 15 ; im-

portance for the exegesis , ca-

ses where they rest on the

penult p. 16, and on the ante-

penult p. 17; classed as sep-

aratives and unitives § 19;

prose accents §. 20; metrical

§. 20 a.

Accusative ending: is m §. 86;

when retained §. 148.

Adjective: its position and com-

parison §. 147.

Adverbs: §. 142.

Affixes: petrifactions §. 80.

Aleph: its consonantal power

and elision §. 36; prosthetic

§. 30.

Aphaeresis : of n, I, and h §. 35.

Arabic : first member of the Sem-

itic family §. 1; more ancient

than the Hebrew §. 4.

Aramaisms: in Hebrew §. 7;

Aramaic edicts §. 8.

Archaisms: of the Pentateuch

§.6.

Athnach: §. 20.

Begad KEniATii: §.13; aspiration

§. 24.

CoHOETATivE : form §. 114; where

it occurs §. 115; syntax §. 153.

conjugation: forms of the kal

§. 110; irregularities §. 123.

consonants: Bickell's transcrip-

tion §. 13; origin of their

doubling, euphonic §. 26. when
it ceases §. 27.

continuatives: §. 22.

cuneiform characters: §. 10.

and note.

corrections: p. 140.

Dagesh: lene and forte §. 13;

wiplicitum §. 28; resh with

dagesh p. 29 note.

declension : manner §. 85 ; unu-

sual forms §. 107.

dentals: classification §. 22.

DIPHTHONGS : nouc in Hebrew

§. 50.

Ethpael: §. 7.

EUPHONIC doubling: §. 100.

explosives: §. 22.

Feminine affix: ia §. 92; plural

§. 93; dual §. 94.

future: formation §. 112, 114

Aiphal §. 117; piel §. 118

pual §. 119; hiphil §. 120

liophal §.121; of quadriliterals
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§. 122; primae gtdt. §. 123;

pritnae aleph §. 124; mediae

(jiitt. 125; tertiae gutt. §. 126

— 127; primae turn §. 128;

mediae geminatae §. 129—131;

primae vav §. 133; primae

yod §. 134; mediae vav §. 135;

mediae yod §. 13G; tertiae vav

§. 137—138.

Genitive: ending i §.88; rela-

tion, how indicated §. 14(i.

GUNA : explained §. 42 \ and p. 140.

Half vowel: inserted between

a guttural and a consonant

§. 55, becomes a full vowel

when followed by another half

vowel §. 56.

HEBREW: third member of the

Semitic family §. 1; has a more

ancient literature than either

of its sisters, golden age, de-

cline §. 7 ; origin of new He-

brew §. 8; grammatical treat-

ment §. 9; case-endings almost

lost §. 95.

heightening: origin §. 32; ex-

amples §. 39, 40, 42; pausal

§. 21; in an open pretonic

syllable §. 47, 48, 98; in a

closed tone syllable §. 47,

4a; in an accented syllal)le

§. 49 d; termed Guna p. 140.

hieroglyphics: §. 9 and note.

hiphil: §. 120; of verbs mediae

geminatae §. 131; of -verbs

primae vav §. 133; of verbs

primae yod §. 134; of verbs

mediae vav p. 100.

iiitiii'AEl: formation §. 110;

transposition of the tav §. 25;

assimilation §. 26, 3; in verbs

mediae gutt. p. 94; in the

mediae geminatae §. 132; in

the 2}rimae vav §. 133; in the

mediae vav p. 100.

hophal: §. 121; in verbs mediae

geminatae §. 131 ; in the pri-

mae vav §. 133 ; in the mediae

vav p. 100; in the tertiae vav

§. 138.

Imperative: formation §.68, 112,

113; of the niphal §. 117; of

the piel §. 118; of the hithpael

§. 119; of the hiphil §. 120

kal of the mediae gutt. §. 125

of the tertiae aleph §. 127

kal of the primae mm §. 128

of the mediae geminatae p. 96,

niphal §. 130, hiphil §. 131

of the primae vav §. 133; of

the mediae vav §. 135 ; of the

mediae yod §. 136; of the

tertiae vav §. 137.

infinitive absolute and con-

struct: formation §. 67, 116;

of the niphal §. 117; of the

piel§. 118; ofthepual§. 119;

of the hiphil §. 120; in the

mediae gutt. §. 125; in the ter-

tiae gntt. §. 12(i ; in the primae

nun §. 128; in the mediae gem.

p. 96, niphal §. 130; hiphil

§. 131; in the 2^^'^**^^^ ^"'**'

§. 133; in the mediae vav

§. 135; in the mediae yod

§. 136; in the tertiae vav

§. 137 ; syntax of the infin.

absol. §. 154.
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INTERNAL INFLECTION: p. 2 UOte 1.

INTEEROGATIVE SENTENCES: §. 155.

ISOLATION, agglutination, and

inflection common to all lan-

guages p. 2 note 2.

Jews: their writing §. 12.

jussive: form §. 114; where

found §. 115, 153; of the

hiphil §. 120; of the hiphil

primae vav §. 133; of the

tertiae vav §. 137, niphal

§. 138.

Labials : classification §. 22.

letters: origin §. 10.

Makkeph: its use §. 19.

MAPPiK: described §. 13.

metheg: use §. 16, p. 16.

MiSHNA, midrashim: their lan-

guage §. 8.

monosyllabic nol"ns: §. 72.

Niphal: formation and signific-

ation §. 117; of the primae

gutt. §. 123; of the tertiae

gutt. §. 126; of the verbs

mediae geminatae §. 130; of

the primae vav §. 133 ; of the

mediae vav §. 135; of the ter-

tiae vav §. 138.

NTJMERALS : names and formation

§. 108; s}-ntax §. 150.

Old case -endings: accusative

a §. 86; nominative u §. 87;

genitive i §. 88.

ordinals: formation §. 109.

Palatals: classification §. 22.

paradigms: of the regular verb

pp. 115— 120.

participles: active §. 66; pas-

sive §. 67; active and passive

kal §. 116; niphal §. 117;

piel §. 118; pual and hith-

pael §. 119; hiphil §. 120; ho-

phal §. 121; of quadriliterals

§. 122; oi the mediae gemina-

tae §. 129 and niphal §. 130;

of the tertiae vav §. 137 end.

particles: inflection §. 142—145.

PATRONYsncs: formation §. 81.

personal pronouns : inflection

§. 82.

PHOENICIANS: use of their charac-

ters §.11.

piel: fundamental form and sig-

nification §. 74; 118; of the

mediae gutt. §. 125; of the

tertiae gutt. §. 126; of the

mediae geminatae, poel or

pilpel §. 132; palel of the me-

diae vav §. 135; of the tertiae

vav §. 138.

pilpel: formation §. 73.

plural: indicated §.85; indefinite

nominative plural §. 89; of

the noun §. 90; of the fem.

§.93; of the numerals §. 108;

of the verb §. 110; in the

future §. 114; of the pronouns

§. 82, 83 ; of the suffixes §. 139.

poetry: distinguished from prose

§.5.

prefixes: ha, hin (na), hit §. 75

— 77; ma §. 78; ya and ta

§• 79.
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prepositions: with suffixes §.144,

145.

PEONOUNS : only remnants of orig-

inal radices §. 60; relative

§. 84, 149; interrogative and

indefinite §. 84.

PROVINCIAL DIALECTS ; Bottclier's

theory not established §. 5.

pual: See §. 119 and the sections

given under the piel.

Qadriliteeals ; origin §. 60;

conjugation after the analogy

of the piel §. 122.

Raphe: its original sign §. 15;

present form §. 13.

READING exercises: pp. 112—114.

reduplication: forms §. 73.

relationship: of the Semitic,

Indo-Germanic and Egyptian

§.3.

ScRiPTio plena: defined §. 14.

SEMITIC characters: not inven-

ted by the Phoenicians §. 10

;

square characters §. 12.

separatxves : classified §. 19, 20.

sibilants: number §.22; origin

§.23.

syllables: laws §. 30.

SOPH pasuk: function §. 20.

status absolutus : distinction

between it and the construc-

tus §. 95, 96.

stems: qatla, qitla, qidla%. 62,

68, 70; qtala, qtila^ qtula

§. 62, 68, 69; qatala
,
qitahi,

qutnla ij. 69, 71.

suffixes : indicating the genitive

of the personal pronouns

§. 103; with nouns §. 104;

with change of vowels §. 105;

with the verb §. 139; with

the future §. 140; with the

verbs mediae geminatae §. 141;

with prepositions §. 144.

Tenses: how used §. 151.

the pure stem: of the noun

§. 86.

triliterals: oldest form of the

stem qatala §. 63.

Vav consecutivum: its power

§. HI, 152.

verbs: primac aleph §. 124;

mediae gittt. §. 125; tertiae

gutt. §. 126; tertiae aleph

§. 127; primae nun §. 128;

mediae geminatae §. 129—132:

primae vav §. 133; ^)nmac yod

§. 134 and mediae vav §. 135;

mediae yod §. 136 ; tertiae

vav §. 137.

volatilization: See §. 39; the

examples in §. 43; volatil-

ization of rt §. 47, 3; of «

§. 48c; of n §. 43b, 49c; in

an open pretouic syllable

§. 98.

VOWEL consonants: r, y subject

through permutation, vocali-

zation and elision to many
changes §. 31, 32, 33; cases

in which they retain their

consonantal character §. 34.

vowELLESs character: of the

Semitic letters ij. 14.
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VOWELS : Bickell's transcription

§. 17; changes for the sake

of dissimilarity §. 29; only-

three in primitive Semitic

§. 37 ; shortening of a long

vowel which was in an orig-

inally closed syllable §. 38;

classification §. 39; when orig-

inally long they are unchange-

able §. 40; cases where the

short vowels remain un-

changed §. 41 , are heightened

§. 42, are volatilized §. 43;

union of two half vowels

§. 44 ; rules for vocal changes

§. 47—49, before suffixes

§. 105 ; auxiliary vowels §. 52

;

elision scarcely ever occurs

except ot the end of a word

§. 59.

Unitives: conjunctives or ser-

vants §. 19 and 20 note B.
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The numbers in this index refer to the sections. Hypothetical

forms are indicated with a star.

:iN 37. 72. 95. 107.

n^N 124.

ri^iN 37.

n:3N 124.
T T

ni2N 107.

^^N 37. 72. 95. 107.

cri-i'i'^'^N 41.

rin^N 112.

TfStjN 105.

n:iN 105.

Tjn-jN 105.

TiiiS 144.

niTN 67. 96.

rrnsTN 75.

yhTN 30. 75.

nx 72. 95. 107.

nriN 108.

nnN 108.

ninjj 107.

THN 124.

>nN 72. 95. 107.

^HN 107.

vnN 29. 107.

ni->nN* 107.

':|^nN 107.

a-'nN 107.

-iJjwS
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'^N.
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"r-i?^
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n«n 34.

yn 70. 107.

a-'b^n 70. 107.

Ni^n 93.

irn 93.

in^n 87. 92.

y-iN-irr^n 6.

D^n 63. 96.

f>-i2^n 96.
T T —

ni73pn 96.

ni73Dr; 96.

^rpn 96.

d-;7::3n* 96.

Dspn 96.

'bn 21. 43. 54. 69.

4h 21. 69.

D^'^bn 70.

Dn 23. 95. 107.

^7:n 95. 107.

^ib^jn 112.

M:73n 108.

r!"i73n 108.

n;i7:ri 92. 108.

dsn 86.

I^sn 74.

^:2Dn 46.

<2tn 43. 69.

•^irn 69.

^^^-l^:^ 105.

"niniiin 105.

-ph 69.

c;,;)! 70.

".Jntp 28

N7rj 127.

pN^a
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finiD 21.

^*::?3 110.

ms 110.

-7123 67.

^i 7.

b^^ 73.

ens* 29.

bis 27.

-b3 27.

i?3 27.

a^bJ 107.

^bs 107.

b?b3 73.

b3b3 2. 73.

b^bs 73.

1^23 80.

cans 122.

ria-i'ics 86.

3r3 40. 67. 98.

tins 71. 99.

rjns 99.

b2^h 58. 112.3

-i7:Nb 124.

^-iNb 58.

Mb 42. 65.

c^:2b 67.

snrib 112.3

in^"ib 80. 92.

^nb 21.

^nb 21.

^bnb 58.

annb 53. 112.

!^b:b p. 17. 142.

'•^jb 35. 133.

nsb
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nD* 26. 129.

nb 129.

nao 129.

^ao 42. 129.

33io 74. 132.

a^io* 74. 132.

SID 86. 87.

rioio 92.

^0^0 33. 90.

^OiD 90. 104.

Cjii^D^O 422.

^''Dno 93.

DTiono* 94.
- r

""^inp 73.

CJ?0 80.

Qi-iIjO 75.

-lEO p. 17. 42. 52. 69.

i-iDD 46. 69.

^-120 70.

D-i'^sq 70.

no 40.

d:d^^1? 37.

^nn:? 34. 81. 102.

^r'l^y 102.

ni'^nasf 102.

a-^rnriy 34. 81. 102.

ann:^ 34. 102.

ibi:^ 97.

^^.i^,
97.

^'?1? 34.

dbi:? 66.

n^y 74.

^ary 88.

Wy 23.

EiCKELL's Outliues.

rrnnr:^ 92.

^^y 31. 107.

bi? 5. 144.

^b:^ 34.

'k: 144.

D7 96.

Di' 96.

Dsr 144.

1«^ 54.

'?ry 144.

^yzy 144.

a^^rir 144.

-ph^'j 23.

p):y 100.

~)?'^^ 100.

n;g/:y lOO.

•?? 21.

-^^y 21.

D"''^:? 107.

'']? 107.

n 72.

^lia^ 6.

ib ?iia^ p. 17.

^bi^ 32.

^by 33.

^iby 67.

nib? 6.

"ia5> 108.

Mnm 32.

Dby 32. 38.

Di-«7S 80.

\v^^ 80.

r72 72. 95. 107.

's 72. 103. 104.

10
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nn-'E 104.

V3 104.

^^E 104.

-r^-^D 104.

b^b 52.

•^b^Q 45. 55.

Tjbys 56.

D^byE 45.
' We 52. 103.

;a-;s 99.

nns 98.

•>^^ 23.

p^^^ 40.

pnj£ 6.

V-p 42. 52. 69.

i^-il? 69. 97.
'

•'OiT? 46. 97.

D-'^an):^ 70.

ViiJip 37.1 40. 92. 105.

"b-jp 105.

nb-jip 52. 92.

np 35. 128.

nnp 35. 128.

b-J): 2.1 21. 42. 110.

b-jp 21.

bbp 30. 113.

brjp 2.1 46.

nbqp^ 21. 44.

nbap 21.

^br^V 42. 43.

ibqp 49.

T^b-Jp 105.

ibip 112.

ib'jp 43.

^5b"jp 37. 45.

rb'jp 42.

jbp 42. 64. 110.

D!p 34.

D!P 31.

^i-j^p 37. 74.

Dp 38. 40. 63.

nup 38.

^"^i^ 64.

nanp 112.

i:Jnp 80.

t:"'b^:3p 43.

rr'tt"! 6.

niNn 67.

niN'i 6.

^Nh 107.

^iON-i 109.

d^OwX"! 36. 107.

nviN"! 81.

ysh 126.1

ni^ 32.2

m-;: 32.2

nn-i 53.

Ci-:in 73.

•jvi^-:, 36.

sn 72.

Dill* 67.

pnb 6.

^n-yq 96.

^n7:b 96.

nws:b 112.
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1:0

cw

-f T

T

' DC

73.

32.

69. 92.

69.

69. 92.

108.

32.

50. 81.

23.

125.

54. 125.

125.

92.

37.2 go.

37.2 80.

109.

70.

68. 99. 112.

75.

40. 108.

50. 137.

108.

108.

53. 74.

74. 126.

59.1

86.

40. 108.

105.

43.

44. 105.

91.

108.

45. 66.

68. 99.

68.

99.

99.

108.

126.1

132.

74.

108.

30. 108.

^l/b^n 33. 50.

b^725n* 79.

'^n'b^jj^ri 89.

nnnn 79.

•^ss^NS^in 89.

^i.'nn 52. 69.

nn-in 79.

nnn 144.

^\-jinn 144.

nrrinn 144.

ibn 21.

WNijicn 36.

)ri 35.

^2bn 129. .

J-ii-^a^n 130.

•^m-ppl 135.

|-;2^):ipn 135.

r^37:p^l 135.

'nba-^n 122.

nn 6. 35. 128.

npn 128.
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NOTE.

The author offers the following explanation of his mi

in § 42.

1

In the Indo- Germanic languages the heightening, wl

called Guna by the Indian gi-ammarians , consists in prefixi:^

a to an accented vowel, especially in open syllables, in t

that the vowel may receive a fuller sound ; hence a, i, u bet

by heightening a, at, au. That the same process has taken

in modern English and German appears, when we compare mc
with old or middle-high German , and written with spoken Eng

In both cases we find a tendency to lengthen vowels in >.

accented sjdlables, and to give the letters ^ and « the soun

ai and au (and in English of iu).

CORRECTIONS.
PAGE

8, ninth line below read 'Olshausen'.

31, sixth line below read ;-n-i o'civti.
* T T

35, fourth line above read "rjb^sb.

37, sixteenth line above read dp*l.

38, eighth line below read "jiiTn he-zc-yo n.

39, sixth line below read 'forms'.

47, eighth line above read ^n^*nr

91, tenth line below read ipiVain.

112, second line below read D'^jjNb^'.

rriuloil by V. A. llrockliiius, l,oipzig.
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